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conviction concerning human liberty. Others
have talked; you have born witness to your
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faith. Yours is the honor of the martyr.
You gave your life for the principles dear to
K* gin lent Association.. Base
Folwell is Dead....Campaign every American heart.
It is true you are alive. In the truest
Grove ('ampmeeting at Sears’U«n's Appointments.. Person- sense of the word, he who
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the hands of his country as you did dies
for
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lark ami wife,
Belfast True 1’
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Morse. Belfast.
\
W. ( urtis ami wife,
Me all;.. Hancock ; I.. >.
v"inei ville, Mas.s. : John
I >»•■>.*rt Kerry : R. C. Smith,
Henry Jellison, 1-alen;
; a iIe. Tilden ; Col. John
d‘% Ellsworth.
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Ford, .^wanville :
".:h Newhurg : A. W. Hoped win Lufkin, Monroe:
>to<-!(tun springs: Jetter-
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11. Thomas, Eden:
F G. Bartlett, Mt.

ipt A. K. Clark, Belfast:
•ton, Mass.
apt. Ansel Wadsworth,

Billings. Northport;

wife and daughter, Belas. Togus; W. A. Ileal,

A

Lieut. T. s. Osgood and
mile, sew all A. Marks
F. W. Townsend and
i-'c M.
Farnham, .James
Mark 11. Grindle and wife,
--•t.
Brooksville: W. II.
John M.Wessell, BrooksB bber and wife, John A.
< \ rus
(’unary, Orland :
Sedgwick.
George Wise, wife and
Isaae Mason, swanville,
uid lad\. ( apt. John Fer1 lewidlyn < al ter, Belfast;
s. Swanvfile, John W.
V S.
Piper and wife,
1G W. Patterson, Belfast;
w orth.
B v Staples, Belfast ; J.
H. W. Billings, Swan-lit, M. M. Whittuni, Sears"'d.>. Boston, Mass. : G. K.
Lli O. Colson and wife,
Marr, Swanville, Adjt. IF
tt. Mass.; K. L. Kmerv«*ar>port: P. S. Holmes,
James F. Churchill,
llenrj Staples and wife,
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of South

Searsport:
George P.

Hancock,
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Iiam McCully, and C. (F
ded by J. W. Black,were
try members of the asso-

dier dies in peace under its folds.
The
>ailor asks to be covered with it in death.
Unique among the national Hags—it alone
stands for humanity, proclaims self government, the government “of the people, by the
people, for the people" far and wide. 'You
brought back “Old Glory” free from stain,
the only Hag that does not insult manhood
because it knows no plebs, but declares all
men created equal.
.Jesus was the first to
speak the word “humanity our nation the
first to echo it.
The future of the republic depends upon
the loyalty of our men to the idea of self
Whoever at the ballot box
government.
belittles it or aims to make men lose their self
respect, puts a knife to the nation's heart,
shoots poison into the nation's veins, does
the little lie can to kill human liberty.
We w elcome you, the sight of von makes
us feel we have a sacred trust.
\Ve are not
wasting time in making sacrifices to hold
these reunions. To keep our liberty we must
share it with others. We owe it to humanity to give these object lessons. Thus we
get into the young peoples’ minds the idea
that must shape the nation’s policy. No
sacrifice is too great to help young men to he
independent, self respecting men, to be
Americans.
We w elcome you, for
you by your deeds of
valor kindled in men’s hearts the fastexpirof
ing hope
humanity. We welcome any effort to-day to make that idea shine like a
star in our mental firmament. Anything
that makes it conspicuous, whether it be
the Hag on the school house or the spirit of
the teacher within deserves our praise.
We
must make a conscience of this idea.
Brave
and knave
live
Conscience
together.
may
is the man.
Man is not w hat his intellect
is. Man is conscience. Without conscience
at the ballot box he may be an intellectual
knave, a traitor to human freedom.
We welcome you, for your spirit still goes
forward in Cuba. Our boys are there, not
to crush manhood but to w ake it.
The moment men in Cuba shall realize they are
our
she
will
he as free as
meiCand
equals,
the United States.
We are in the Philippines to make them as free as the State of
Maine.
We are there to help them to manhood.
When once they realize they areas
good as we are, our ministry of mercy will
end.
We welcome you because you are still
teaching us that a servile American is a
disgrace to his Hag. He is unlit for the sacred
trust of an American.
Men are slow to
assimilate a simple truth.
Christianity
teaches as God is a noble character.
Few
seem to master the truth.
Jesus taught the
value of men to a noble God. Do not grow
weary or impatient. Witness unto death for
human freedom.
< ould we have the finest- works of art in
this country with a degraded lower class of
men, w e would not have it. This world was
made for manhood.
Noble men we want,
and there can be no nobility without selffosters self-reSelf-government
respect.
spect. The .self-government of the soul alone
fits for a share in the government of the
people, by the people, for the people.
Would you, with your noble mind and refined sensibility, like the environment of a
horse.
To my knowledge there are spirits
that wt-ar bodies with a colored skin the
of
equal
any citizen in fineness of nature.
This morning waking they might have
cursed their existence born ro the life of a
brute, no mother, father, brother, sister,
wife, husband, child or home affection such
as we mean.
Jt is otherwise, and because
you veterans carried to them the truth of
manhood. This is why we welcome you.
It is little we can ’do.
Oui homes are
open to y ou. Our people love their country,
love their soldiers, revei»■ their God.
Our
hearts are wide open to men who witness
for loyalty.
When the Greek slave by
Powers shall have gone to the rubbish heap',
y our deeds of unselfishness will live in marble, painting and song. We hope y ou will so
enjoy yourselves you w ill soon want to come
again. (Jo in and out our homes freely.
See our handsome sons and beautiful daughters. children of a liberty loving people.
May the Good Angel of the Universe, your
Best Friend, be with you and keep you, to
make sunshine in the'shady places of life
for you, and when you depart may you hear
sounding in your ears the welcome from
y our hearts.
Welcome, ever welcome gallant veterans
of the Twenty-sixth!
( apt. Ansel Wadsworth of Belfast re-

sponded in fitting terms, returning thanks
for the kindly greeting extended, and recalling the stirring incidents of the past.
Song by the choir, Red, White and Blue;
address by Rev. A. E. Bean; remarks by
Lemuel W. Peters, Esq., of Boston, who
told some witty stories; song by Newton
Osgood of the Arlington Quartette, Haverhill, Mass., “Just before the Battle, Mother.”
Tim following poem by Mrs. Mary E. Mayo
of Bluehill was then read:
TO

THE TWENTY-SIXTH MAINE.

Two summer suns, with scorching heat,
A winter's storm of rain and sleet
On the gathered armies had fiercely beat,
Since the signal from Sumpter’s gun :
The North and South the lesson had learned,
That whatever way the battle turned
The same unquenchable fire burned
In their hearts, as when war begun.
The North no longer claimed to tell
llow short was the time required to quell
The insurrection, they knew so well
At first they could quickly end:
While the Southern Chivalry now knew
That the Northern “Yanks” had a courage
too

Which had not been “reckoned” on,’tis true,
Till called our Hag to defend.
The tide of war, with ebb and How

of vague uncertainty, moved so slow,
Suspense and anxiety could but grow
To phantoms that would not “down:”
And the princely Lincoln, true as steel,
To Three Hundred Thousand made appeal,
"i nomination of officers
Whose hearts respond, with faithful zeal,—
His loyal helpers—his crown.
and their report was
"I'ted
From Western plains to the old Maine coast
Wadsworth, Belfast.
Ouickly arose an answering host.
v
“Is it men our country needs the most :*
Billings, Swanville.
A

F. Clark. Belfast.

Co. A., Isaac Cook,
"i ge <low en, Waterville ;
M'•Bully. Hancock : Co. IF,
Monroe: « o. F., F. G. BaitFerry: Co. F., John S.
I".".

Ini
W.

(F, W. J. Bailey.
M. Wessell, Brooks-

( o.

Here am I. Send me, send me.”
From hamlet and mountain, from

sea

ami

shore,

From farm and office, from shop and store:
They gathered—Three Hundred Thousand
more,

For the

cause

of liberty.

We honor to-day this gallant band
Ferguson, Belfast;' Who
represent that number grand ;
S\dney.
We
give them a welcome with cordial hand
George W. Wise,
And hearts that well-know their worth,
•B sargcnt.
1111 n it tee:
P. S. Staples, For they saved to us the bag we love,
Which boats triumphantly each State above,
'aninel Morse.
And back to our land they brought the dove
,i" all to
rations, which were
Of peace,—a blessing to earth.
1
Hty, excellent in quality,
From the shores where l’euobscot’s waters
and partaken of with
flow;
1’I’Kites.
From Camden Ilills with their sunlit glow;
fission opened with a solo From the uuiet valleys that lie below,
And the home of the inland plain ;
^ Peters of Boston, with
From Eastport on Maine's farthest bound;
choir.
Kev. R. L. Olds From Mt. Besert so well renowned;
Messrs. Snow andStorer of From all the towns that cluster round,
Was gathered the Twenty-sixth Maine.
t
solo, and Kt v. C. G. M. Harthe following address of The most were boys in the flush of life
Knowing little of care and nothing of strife;
Hut their hearts with courage and hope were
■b

-iiiig.s.
itte.

^
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Twenty-Sixth. We
welcome of Blueliill
delight. We shall never
rateful for tlie services you
mik

1

the

H

r.

loved country.
springs from

'in

a

rife
When they first put

on

the blue

To-day they are men past life’s full tide—
Nearly two-score years since side by side
As comrades and friends they were allied—
positive! But they still are loyal and true.
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At these re-unions each recalls

Hill and the second Hull Run; they had
seen the old army of the Potomac, the finest
army that ever took the field, pressing hack
the brave Confederates till within sight of
And only a soldier has seen.
or
And time has no limit of days
spires of Richmond, and then being themyears
selves pressed back over ground rich with
It was but yesterday—fun and fears,
the blood of their comrades, until it seemed
Marching, camp-fires, battles and cheers
that with Lee’s march into Maryland all
Were a part of your life, I ween.
was lost, until the bloodiest battle of the
When you turned away from the old home- war,
Antietam, forced the rebel army back,
even as the laud was filled with the cheers
place
The foe which you first were called to face ami drum-beats of our boys
marching from
Marched not with rank and file apace;
town ami village to their support. No body
But with you. at Newport News,
of men were more patriotic than the nine
He slipped aboard, unseen, unheard,
months’ men and none were more truly
And when a gale off Hatteras stirred
volunteers in the highest sense.
Our regiThe sea to fury, without a word,—
ment lost, according to Fox’s*book of
RegiOf his power he made use.
mental Losses, 1(15, of which 35 were killed
or died from the effects of wounds.
This
And the imp of seasickness knew full well
Not the enemies’ rifies, nor shot, nor shell, represents 17 per cent., the losses of New
the
State
Hampshire,
sustaining the severSo soon could the Bluecoat’s courage quell
est loss, averaged sixteen per cent. So our
As his unforseen attack.
regiment in about a year’s service lost the
And it seemed to you he howled with glee
full average of the State sustaining the
In the shrieking cordage and roaring sea
heaviest loss of any—a record surely to be
And was triumphing in your misery,
proud of. I would like much to see our old
As if you were on the rack.
color sergeant. I served on the color guard
six
months. A giant in size, he was brave
Tho’ under “sealed orders*' you sailed away
as a lion.
To the Mississippi you came one day,
I see him now, marching across
And near its shores ’twas your fate to stay the field at Irish Rend, with apparently as
much
side.
And fight on the Southern
unconcern as if the air was 'filled
with snow flakes instead of bullets, ami I
That is, you encircled the enemies’ land ;
can see the dear old boy
At many'a stronghold you made a stand;
carefully mending
the holes shot in the flag, forgetful that
Your sufferings we never can understand,
those holes were our veteran’s badge. If
But we know you were sorely tried.
the old boy be alive give him my most affecMalarial fever and Southern heat
tionate greetings. [This refers to Roscoe
Did much your columns to deplete,
If. Sparrow, who has been dead 5 or ti
But you had no use for the word “retreat,” years, i Rut I am
getting garrulous, a sure
And your work was bravely done.
sign that old age is creeping on. With hearty
Three more weary marches through mud greetings and best wishes to the
dear old
and mire,
boys, I remain, dear comrade,
And terrible hongs when under fire:
James F. Rouelt,, 2dSergt. Co. I).
At Port Hudson and Irish Bend your desire
Was to know our side had won.
2023 1st. street N. W.
Washington, I). ('., Aug. 13, woo.
Those perilous times have long been past,
To
the
ok the
Members
Old FightBut the sears and mem'ries will ever last,
ing 20th :
And days like these are unsurpassed—
In
August, 1802, Eastport, Maine, on the
When veterans meet once more:
call of tlie President, contributed a number
You see again in each other's eyes
of its braves for the defence of the country,
The glow of friendship, which underlies
and
sent them by steamer to Portland, and
The changes of time, and still relies
thence by rail to Bangor.
On the faithful comrades of yore.
These raw recruits
represented the
’Twas Osgood won with his comrades re- wealth, talent and budness ability of the
nown :
town, and they were all young and un“Short rations’* for his men would not go sophisticated.
down.
Upon their departure from Eastport the
We hope he has proved in his native town
band played “The Girl I left Behind Me,”
He holds to those principles still:
and there was in consequence much weepWith pleasure he planned to welcome you ing, wailing and gnashing of teeth, with
not a dry eye in the audience, though some
here,
With Marks he has foraged far and near,
of the boys were “dry” enough.
That not onlj with food but right good cheer,
On arrival at Portland we were met with a
His comrades should have their fill.
hearty welcome, and on our departure therefrom the band again played “The Girl I left
He has one regret, mid the many joys
Behind Me,” with the same result as beOf welcoming here the brave old boys.
He has listened in vain for a humming noise fore. When we reached Bangor, we w ere
hustled
to the outskirts of the city, where
Of bees, laying up their store,
we reported to the powers that
were, and
For the Twenty-sixth Maine was very fond
took up our abode at Camp John Pope.
Of honey—they have been known to abscond
After a day or two's higgling, we concludWith a Quantity large,—but not beyond
ed to dissolve partnership and enter into a
Their capacity to re-store.
new deal; the result being that Co. II received the following recruits to complete its
Accept the greeting sincere and true
Which comrades and friends extend to you, organization, to wit:
As those who have worn the loyal blue
George P. Potter, Eleazer G. Bibber, Chas.
T. Eldridge, Jas. Eldridge, Jr., Wm. P.
And marched with our boys away.
From one of our churches the man of praver Higgins, James B. Lawler, John A. Lowe,
Went with you the fortunes of war to share. Joseph Morang, Nathaniel Norwood and
Your Chaplain awaits in the “Home, over James Peters. The remainder of the squad
went in other organizations; some in the
there”
Your final re-union, some day.
28tli, some in the nth, some in Corcoran's
Irish Brigade, and a few in the 17th U. S.
And may this glad gathering to you bring
Infantry. Of the Eastport squad, Potter
Good cheer for the future, tho' life's spring was made Sergeant. The remainder held
Has passed into it> summering
tlie distinguished rank of private, and havWith hints of autumn's beauty:
ing good sound teeth and ditto stomachs,
And may you garner well-filled sheaves
naturally kept the bread from moulding.
of that strong courage which believes
Morang died of disease at New Orleans;
No earnest worker ever grieves
La., June 21, 18(13; Norwood died at Boeuf,
To do, in life, his duty.
La., May (1, 18(i3; Peters was discharged at
N.
Feb. 27,18(13: Jas. Eldridge,
Then followed humorous remarks by Dea- Hospital, and ().,
Potter have died since disLawler,
con Stone of Boston; song by Mrs. Lemuel
charged. There remain to tell stories at the
W
Peters. Boston, who sang “The Star camp-tires or around grocery store stoves,
Bibuer, C. T. Eldridge, Will Higgins and
spangled Banner" as an encore. The after- Jno.
Lowe.
noon session closed with singing “America"
When we left Bangor in October, 1SH2, we
were
the
choir.
full-tiedged soldiers, regular terriers,
by
The evening session opened with singing, inotlier words, (bull) dugiof war,and it was
and tuck with your humble servant for
nip
<
“Tenting to-night on the >ld Camp Ground,"
time whether lie would be able to accomby Newton Osgood aiul the choir, followed pany the command, for the reason that lie
had
made himself useful in the office of tlie
by an address by Judge K. K. Chase of
Hon. Gideon Mayo and Hon. Llewellyn
Bluehill; song by Sidney Howe of the Powers
(your now able and worthy GoverApollo Ouartette, Boston, who was encored; nor) at the Headquarters of the Post, who
reading, “A Home, a Picture of the War," endeavored to use all manner of means to
detain him and send him to the regiment
by Alice Mayo of Bluehill: singing “Tramp,
later; but as it takes two to make, a bartramp, the boys are marching," by the gain, your humble servant decided to take
choir; reading by Louise Hinckley of Blue- pot luck with the boys. Well, we boarded
hill, granddaughter of a member of Com- the train at Bangor, at Portland we received a big ovation, with more music by the
pany H.. who laid down his 1 if*1 for his band and the same tune, and many shedcountry: remarks by Rev. R. L. Olds; ding tears, (in arriving at Boston we had
music, “Marching Through Georgia," New- another big surprise. Being placed in the
cradle of liberty, (Faneuil Hall) for the.
ton Osgood, the choir and audience joining I
night, we were expected to be good, and we
in the chorus; song by Sidney Ilowe, were good. Friends called to see us. but
“Adieu, Mary" ; remarks by Rev. E. A. they could not come in. Next day we took
Bean.
Mrs. Belle Hinckley of Bluehill train for New York, and on lining up I
heard somebody with good sound lungs yelpresided at the organ during the day and ling “Where’s “Chick” Eldridge.”’ “Chick"
A
vote of thanks was extended to could easily be distinguished from the Capevening.
the members of Janies A. Garfield Post and tain for the reason that he was all in one
lump. Knapsack and blanket constituted
to the ladies and citizens of Ellsworth for '■
Eldridge. Well, the fellow with the sound
their royal entertainment.
lungs found him and weighed him down
with more bundles; this time fruit-cake and
a bottle of “tonic.”
Arriving in New York
To say that it was a day of enjoyment to we were
rushed to Park Barracks for lunch,
the comrades who visited the beautiful vil- ! and took our medicine without a murmur.
lage of Bluehill nestled among the hills is ! (Bread and coffee and meat.) At Jersey
City we were treated to pie, but were told
stating it mildly. Although the day was not
to eat it because it contained ground
far from pleasant, 7(5 comrades with wives glass.
At
Philadelphia (Cooper’s free
and daughters made a company of over 1<mi lunch room) we were treated to coffee and
at
Washington, coffee and bread—a
who partook of the bounteous hospitality of bread;
fine diet for able-bodied young men. No
this quiet village.
Although the comrades butter on the bread and no milk in the coffrom the west were late, and were accom- fee. We were gradually getting down to the
of the soldier, or in other words,
panied by correspondingly large appetites, hard fare from
the sublime to the ridiculous.
dropping
and devoured great quantities of chowder, Like tlie
Frenchmen, we marched up the
beans, etc., still there was enough for all, hill and then marched down again, and
and many more.
The programs were countermarched to Arlington Heights and
Washington. All for orders and exercises.
among the best we have ever had, and Slept on the brick
pavement on 14th street
special mention should be made of the all one night. At Camp Casey, Arlington
music. It was a great treat to us to listen Heights, we pitched our tents at tlie close of
in good weather, and in the mornto the patriotic solos, “Tenting To-night on October,
ing found over a foot of snow around us.
the Old Campground,*’ “Tramp, Tramp,
We had a big reputation as wood-chopTramp*’ and “Marching Through Georgia’* pers, and the result was we were ordered to
fell a forest near Ball’s Cross Koads.
We
by Mr. Newton Osgood of the Arlington did it in
apple-pie order: but if all hands
Quartet of Haverhill. Mass., assisted by a had done as well as 1 did the forest would
After this little hard
local chorus of 12 voices; and also several be standing to-day.
work we were marched through forts and
songs finely rendered by Mr. Sidney Howe
corn fields to Alexandria, Va., where some
of the Apollo Quartet of Boston.
The of us took the
propeller Pocahontas and the
The latter
finely arranged tables and beautifully deco- others took the Matanzas.
rated halls show that much taste and labor steamer, on which we assembled, was
the largest and best, and a good sailer,
were expended by the ladies of Bluehill for
staunch and strong.
We had small-pox on
our enjoyment, for which we wish to thank
hoard to amuse us, but the Pocahontas had
few dead comrades
not.
We
a
launched
them and to hope that we may be able soon
over the stern of the ship, and for want of
to enjoy their hospitality again.
better judgment and care were put in durance vile at the Quarantine Grounds—the
old battle-field of famous Hickory Jackson
at
read
Among the letters received and
—and kept there for ten days,'living on
the reunion were the following:
oranges and blackberries. At Baton Rouge
we lived higher; on higher ground, 1 mean,
Boston, July 24, woo.
Dkah Fkiend and i'.'omrahe: The an- and we had no sooner landed than we had a
nual invitation to meet with my old and funeral on our hands.
The company’s lifer
dear comrades of the 20th came duly to hand was sick and i was roped in to til! the bill,
this a. m. It has been a source of very and as the Irish Washer-woman" was the
great regret to me that I have been unable only tune I was familiar with I played that
to attend any of the reunions of the regi- in funeral time going to the cemetery, and
ment, and I do not now see that I shall-be able played it in “rag time" returning to camp.
to be with you at Ellsworth. It is, of course, It was all right.
“Everything went,’’ as
comparatively easy for our comrades living we say, hut when I think of it now, it makes
in Maine to attend, but not so easy where me weep.
one is living in another State, and whose ocWhen the command was sent to Port Hudcupation or duties require their constant at- son in March, Joe Clark, Frank Milliken
tendance, as mine does. I have, however, ami myself were left behind to take care of
one consolation in that my memories our
It
the commissary and other property.
boys are all young. I do not see them, as came very near being a lucky day for Joe
most of them no doubt are to-day, gro wing Clark, for while he was asleep and snoring
grayer every year, their steps feeble, as in liis tent some unknown soldier across
they join the ranks of those who are march- the bayou who was out for snipe, sniped a
ing toward “fame's eternal camping ball under old Joe's bed. The air was blue
groundbut I see them young and eager, for a few moments with oaths, and the only
full of ftm and frolic, until the malarial way he had of relieving his surcharged feelfever and dysentery of Louisiana took all ings was to fall on my neck and weep at havthe vim and lire out of them, until in ’63 ing been fortunate enough to escape the surthey returned home, the mere shadows of geon's knife and saw. But of all the harum
the healthy boys who in ’(12 went marching scarum critters I ever had the pleasure of
“three hundred thousand more” to the as- knowing, Frank Milliken, the Commissary
sistance of the brave armies then sorely be- Sergeant, was the man. He was not afraid of
set, and without whose assistance, Gettys- man, maid or devil. He .was here, there
bury, Vicksbury, Port Hudson and Tnlla- and everywhere, knew everybody, and those
homa could not have been won. The services he did not know he made believe he did.
of the nine months’ men have never receiv- He was not overburdened with conscientious
The men scruples, and would cut pictures out of
ed their proper place in history.
who enlisted under the first calls did so Harper’s Weekly and pass them off on unwithout any knowledge or appreciation of suspecting plantation darkies for U. S.
what they undertook, but the nine months’ money, and receive all manner of country
men were under no delusions, for they had
produce in exchange. He was the only
read of Bull Run and Fair Gaks and Gain’s original in the regiment, and had absolutely
Hill and White Oak Swamp, and Malvern no counterfeits.

John

The various pictures on memory’s walls
Which only a soldier's life befalls

JBarney,

land, was!

NUMBER 34

from Prince Edwards Is-
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good fellow, but lacked judgment.
While clerking for the sutler he
could not tell, or affected he did not know,
the

a

difference

between

an

ounce

and

a

pound, and the result was that the purchaser would always get more than his
Francis Ginn was a good
money’s worth.
Christian follower of the Lord, but could
not preach as well as Chaplain Bowker,
though perfectly willing to do so. Surgeon
Abbott was a good man to himself and the
men.
Major Fowler was also a good man,
but a dare-devil who knew no fear, and certainly had not the fear of the Lord before
his eyes the night he borrowed inv blanket
just before the battle of Irish fiend, and
compelled me to lie without it between the
corn-rows in mud, water and snakes till
daylight. But I got even with him by giving him a long swig of Dick Taylor’s celebrated brand of gunpowder whiskey and he
lay dormant for some time after. The Major had a good old darkey
helper by the name
of Sam. I can see him now. The Majorturned Sam over to my keeping when the
regiment left Springlield Landing to go to
the front, and I took good care of him and
made him milk the goat for me. I was then

Albert

Miss J. A. Webber of
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Wm. A. Mace of Brunswick is visiting

is visit-

W. F. Ilean went to Bar Harbor last week
to meet friends from Kansas City.

Sumner P. Lothrop of New York is visiting relatives in Belfast.

Miss Annie Knowlton arrived home from
Boston Sunday for a short vacation.

Margaret Dunton returned Friday from a
visit in Milton Mills, N. II.

Mrs. A. A. Roix and daughter Edna went
to Bangor Saturday for a day’s
outing.

Mrs. B. L. Smalley of Revere, Mass., is
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Miss Florence Dinsmore of Waterville
arrived last Thursday to visit relatives.

Walter Cooper left yesterday for
visit in Waterville and Gardiner.

l
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Tlie Lisbon Falls team will play Belfast
the Congress street grounds Thursday,
Friday and Saturday afternoons. This is
one of
the strongest teams in Western
Maine and is composed mostly of college
players. The Belfasts will be put to their
mettle to defeat them. Tin* management of
the Belfast nine is at heavy expense in
keeping the team together and maintaining
its high standard, and all who feel a pride
in keeping Belfast at the head should patronize the games liberally.
on

j

William A. Folwell is Dead.
William A. Folwell, a well known dry
goods manufacturer, senior member of tiie
linn of Folwell, IJro. A Co.,
Chestnut
street, died Thursday night, Aug. Kith, at
his residence, Twin Oaks, Sharon Hill,
Philadelphia. Mr. Folwell was born at
From
Muliica Hill, N. J., March 2.s, 1S4«).
an early age he devoted himself to business.
Aided by his strong physique and great
energy lie rapidly rose to a succesful posi-

tion. When out 17 years oldheentered into
business with his brother as a manufacturer
of dress goods, succeeding his father,
Thomas I. Folwell. Some years afterwards
lie also became' owner of the Collingwood
Mills. Mr. Folwell was a member of the
Union League, Manufacturers (_inb and
Trades League, as well as the Order of
Masons. As a Quaker, he refused to hold
public office, though always attentive to
his duties as a citizen. lie is survived by
a widow and two sons, one of whom is well
known as an end on the University of Pennsylvania football team.
Mr. FolwelPs death was reported some
wTeeks ago, and at that time The Journal
published a tribute to his memory from the
pen of a Bangor friend. Soon after, the
news came that Mr. Folwell was living and
hoped to visit Maine later in the season
and his many friends here hoped that this
might be. lie will be greatly missed in this
vicinity, where he had his summer home for
many years.

Campaign

Speakers.

the assignments of camFollowing
paign speakers for Belfast and vicinity:
Hon. Win. 1*. Frye, Belfast, August 24th.
Hon. Charles W. Fairbanks of Indiana,
Winterport, August 28th.
lion. Victor B. Dolliver of Ft. Dodge,
Iowa, Brooks, Friday, Aug. 24: Monroe, Saturday, Aug. 25; Morrill, Monday, Aug. 27;

Charles Sleeper returned to Boston Mona short visit in Belfast.

a

28.

fast, Friday, September

7.

Gen. Adam E. King of New York, Bel-

Pennsylvania will
speak at Searsmont, Aug. 27;"Unity, with
E. G. Pratt, Aug. 28; Palermo, Aug. 2b;
Centre Montville, Aug. :»o; Burnham, Aug.
;>1; Centre Lincolnville, Sept. 1.
John

M.

Harris of

E. II. Kelley of the Bangor Commercial
in Belfast the first of the week.

Mrs. Fred E. Avery of Exeter is
visiting
her parents, Geo. D. MeCrillis and wife.

Mrs. C. I. York and children recently
visited her father, Ilenry C. Mai den.
Rev. Charles Henry Wells of Burlington,

Thompson

Saturday
son.

yesterday

Mrs. Alfred A. Small and son Houston
to Winthrop Tuesday for a short
visit.

Arthur Merrill and wife of Hudson, Mass.,
visited his brother, Win. W. Merrill, last
week.

went

John Walton and wife of Skowhegan
visited relatives in Belfast and Belmont last
week.

Wakemail

G.

Brown of Waltham, Mass.,
guest of T. B. Dinsmore the past

Daniel Berran and Robert A. Cony of the
Journal are guests of Orrin J.

\\.

Barney of Portland, formerly of Kennebec
Rockland, was at the Revere House last Dickey.
Friday.

Llewellyn

Sheriff'S. G. Norton went to Old Orchard
to attend a meeting of the sheriffs
of Maine.

yesterday

Bruce arrived

home Friday
from North Adams, Mass., for a short vacation.

j

Mrs. Geo. W. Chapman left for Lee, N. H.,
yesterday, after a short visit in Belfast and

Edward Clements arrived home Saturday
from Worcester, Mass., for a two weeks’
vacation.

Rockland.
Mrs. Emma A. Lucas of Mansfield, Mass.,
is visiting R. T. Rankin and other relatives
in Belfast.

Chas. E. Crawford of New York arrived
Sunday morning to join his family and visit
relatives.

Fred L. Howard, wife and child visited
his brother, Ira L. Howard of Pittsfield,
last week.

Hon. W. C. Marshall left Monday to attend
meetings of the State Assessors in Washing-

Herbert S. and Edgar K. Hatch of Lynn,
Mass., arrived recently to visit in Belfast
and vicinity.
Frank Lee and wife and Miss Celia Yates
Bangor are visiting friends in Belfast
and Belmont.
of

Frank W. Gowen of Waterville, who is
in Waldo county, has been in Belfast this week.

speaking

Mr. K. \\. Capen, who has been visiting
his brother, Rev. R. T. Capen, returned to
Boston yesterday.
C. K. Libby of Burnham has gone on a
business trip t<» Montana and w ill be absent
about two months.

Marion Bean of Searsmont spent last week
Quantabacook Pond.

Urvon B. Hatch of Dorchestei, Mass., returned home Friday from a visit to lii* sister, Mrs. 1 >. K. Bird.

at

Mrs. Maria Liscomb of Portland, who lias
been visiting Mrs. ('. S. Webber ami family,
returned home Monday.

Finest Libby of Br.-Lewa'i-c. Mass., returned home Moiida\. after a >hoi t visit in
Belfast ami Winterpoit.

Warren Pitcher and wife of Worcester,
to vi.sit relatives in

Mass., arrived Sunday
Belfast and Northport.

Misses Maud >t**wa:d and
'•pent a few da\s last week
with Miss Hattie » ienieuts.

Mrs. M. A. H. Sherman of Waldoboro at
temledthe Hatch Reunion in Montville andis visiting in this vicinity.

Poiv
kland

Wallace staple* and daavlitei l.ala
Holbrook. Mass., are v.-ituia Mi". >.’s
sister, Mrs. <ieo. K. Michaels.

Leslie F. Neal, druv.aist at Lour A- son's.is
havam a t wo weeks vacation, and went to
(iardiner Monday for a short visit.

S.

Albert G. Smalley, wife and daughter of
Chelsea, Mass., have taken rooms in tlie
Johnson house on Church street.

a

Pu<

Mrs.

Richardson and wife of Newark,
N. .1.. who have been visiting relatives in
Belfast, left for home Saturday.
W.

Ivi
u

of

Fred Hadley, who has been visiting his
mother, Mrs. I'rania Hadiey, returned to
his work in Boston Monday.

('apt. P. F. Patterson left Monday for
N’oank to join his school .a. the Anna Pendleton. after a short visit at hone*.
:

John T. Jordan, wife and son of Wollas
Mass., letnrned lunne last Saturday
ton,
Miss Rdytli Keene of Boston, Mass., and!
from a two weeks' vis;; in Fast Pel fas;
Miss Lilia Keene of Waltham, Mass., are !
('. K. White of the iirm of Mayo, Whited
the guests of Mrs. Ervin Jackson of Poor's j
Carter went to Aucusta Tue^das to atteml
Mills.
the Wholesale < 'onfectioners' An vent ion.
Miss Lida Mason of Boston arrived at
Kev. K. P. Parker, H. ]>., and wife of
Frankfort by boat Tuesday and will spend
her vacation with her mother, Mrs. Win. Flartford, Conn., and grandson. L. 1' Parker
2nd of Poston, are quests of 11. P. ThompMason.
son.

Mrs. Rebecca K. H. Day of Pasadena,
C alif., arrived Saturday to visit Mrs. ( has.
E. Owen. She has been visiting T. s. Hatch
in Montville.

Mrs. (i. 11. (.Truby of Poston. Mrs. !>. It.
Harriman and Miss Helen Thomas of An
anpolis, M<L, are visiting Mis. 11 P. I'nnni ngliani.

Miss Agnes Hope Pillsbui" has returned
from Vienna where she has been studying
music of the great pianist Leschetizky, and
is at her grandmother's, Mrs. H. s. Beale's
[Camden Herald.

1). H. (Hidden of Vinalliaven and L. II
Itockport, deput\ eollectors,
were in Pel fast Saturday on custom house
business.

Lovejoy of

Hr. Lewis N. Ellingwood of Athens, Fred
Mitchell of Boston, James V. B. Mitchell of
Northport and James P. Ellingwood of
South Boston visited I)r. A. C'. Ellingwood

('apt. Millard G. How is at home i u Bm-ksHis
port after an extended absence at sou
vessel, the bark Rebecca Crowell, is d>
charging^* ipw Bath.

recently.

Basil Newell has been appointed manage!
of the Western t'nion ollice at Wiseasset,
Maine, the repeating station for Squirrel
Island and Boothbav Harbor

Mrs. Fred E. Swett and children Edith
and Raymond of Newton Centre, Mass., who
have been the guests of Mrs. L. A. Wilson
of Poor's Mills, went to Rockland Friday to
visit Mrs. Swett's mother.

Chas. II. Twonibly arrived
ida> evening from Cambridgeport, Mass., accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Herbert Norris, and little

Ralph W. Sawyer, Frank Gibbs, J. W.
Williams, Jr; H. M. Marvel and Norman
Phemisterof Medford, Mass., are at the Salmond cottage, Little River, and erasing on
the yacht Jennette during the month of
August.

Willie, who will make their home in
Belfast.

son

Mrs. S. A. Reed and daughter Abbie will
leave h\ train next Monday for Boston, and
after a visit of two weeks spent there and
to
Nantasket Beach, will journex
at
their home in Minneapolis.

Rev. II. C. .Meserve and wife of Indianwere guests of II. M. Prentiss
Mr.
and wife a few days the past week.
Meserve lias been in Springfield, Mass.,
eight years and lately received a call to Indianapolis, where he has a much larger Hold.

apolis, I lid.,

Nesmith and daughtej sof Brooklx n.
and Mr. II. I. Cunningham ol Tiunpkinsvillo, N. V., who have been visaing Mr
Grove Campmeetiug at Searsport.
H Maple
Mrs. I.oonard Cooper on Chureh street,
I
.1. P. Xowrup of Saginaw, Mich., \sa> it and
ibex
momma.
lie left for home Tuesdax
The annual campmeeting of the Associa- the Windsor Hotel last Thursday.
j
most of last xveek at tin* ('miningham
tion of Churches of God in Maine will be formerly lived in Maine and t!ii- was hi> spent
homestead in Montville.
held as usual on Maple Grove camp ground, first visit to Relfast since l.s.io, when became
Miss (Jracie Nichols of liucksport. having
Searsport, beginning Thursday evening, i here as an officer in a Rangor militia comPennsylvania hospital
Aug. obeli, continuing over two Sundays, pany to attend the general muster at which ! been admitted to the
I
at Philadelphia, will in about two weeks
and closing Sept. nth. The usual number of .Jefferson Davis was a guest.
! enter that institution for a full course of
speakers and workers are expected to be
Old-time friends have been glad to
tudy in her chosen profession of nurse.
wdll be wreath missed
present during the entire session with sev- Capt. Joshua A. Fessenden, a member of om- .Vhite Miss Nichols
n social circles and in the church, where
eral new speakers and a large and profita- of Rockland’s best known and most eminent •die ha> h«-eii an active member and worker
ble session is anticipated. Those wishing families.
Capt. Fessenden is now post- I in the l.pworth league, she will receive the
board, lodgings or cottages on the grounds master of Stamford, Conn. He has man\ congratulation** of a host of friends and
interesting
yarns to spin of Rockland in the acquaintances upon her evident special fitshould address the President, C. C. Moody, OO’s and has
enjoyed Old Home Week im- ness for her new work. Bangor Pointnercial.
1
Monroe.
Rockland Courier-Gazette.
mensely.
Kx-Senator Walls of Vinalliaven was in
We have received a note from K. II. PenFrank W. Gowen’s Appointments.
the t*it\ yesterday, on his way hack to Northslow Esq., dated at Sans-Souci, top of Shawport, where he will complete the process of
Mr. Frank W. Gowen, who has been ad- angunk mountain, Sullivan County,
V
rusticating, .lie says that he goes to Northis
dressing large audiences in this county Mr. P. says: “I have been up here, 2,000 port hec-use the climate at Vinalliaven
not warm enough and even his ambition
against resubmission, will close his tour of feet above sea level, in my bungaloo, for two was pretty well satisfied by last Saturday’s
the county at Centre Montville, Sunday months, amid the clouds and cool breezes, record-breaker, lie came home to help enheld
evening, Aug. 20th. His remaining dates while sweltering humanity is complaining tertain the boy s of the loth Maine, whoWedreunion at Vinalliaven
are as follows:
At Thorndike, Thursday in the cities. I do not intend to occupy my their annual
and
of
his
as
instance
and
loyalty
nesday,
evening, Aug. 23; Burnham, Friday even- villa at Fort Point this season, for after I his self-sacritice it may be stated that
own
of
his
lie
the
reunion
regiment,
gave up
ing,'Aug. 24; Winnecook,Saturday evening, leave here I go to my plantation in North
the 2Gth Maine, which was held at Ellsworth
Aug. 25th; Centre Montville, Sunday, even- Carolina, and later to my gold mines in the the same
day, in order to do the honors at
State of Washington.’4
ing, Aug. 20th.
home. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Mrs.

V

|

|

short vacation in Belfast.

Miss Annie Marston of Boston arrived
to visit the family of W. T. Howard.

Mrs. F. 11. Fairbanks of Everett,
Mass.,
is visiting her parents, A. S. Redman and
wife.

a

a

Miss Nellie Brown of Knox is spending
the week with her aunt, Mrs. L. E. Dickey.

of New York arrived
to visit his father, J. C.
Thomp-

1

j

Mrs. Victor Brett of Bangor is spending
few days with Mrs. S. A. Reed.

was

are

Liberty, Tuesday, Aug.

short

day from

The Belfasts went to Warren Aug. 18th,
ton county.
making the trip to Union by carriage, and
Miss Marion A. Bean of Searsmont is the
thence by the Georges Valley railroad.
They were accompanied by several patrons guest of her friend Ethel M. Wilson of
of the sport, and others went by steamer Poor’s Mills.
31 and 31 to Camden, thence by electrics to
Mrs. Edward Evans and son Sidney of
Tliomaston and by steam cars to Warren. Waldo Station went to Bangor Saturday for
Ten innings were played, the Warrens win- a weeks’ visit.
ning by a score of 12 to 11. Two-base hits
Otis W. Lane, wife ami children of Brooks
were made by Kenniston, Robinson, Crockarrived home last Friday from a short visit
ett and Burke: three-base hit by Conroy:
in Providence, R. 1.
home rum by Saunders; bases on ball, off
Mrs. J. F. Trefry and two children of
Saunders, 1 ;off Xewingliam o: off Crockett
Boston arrived Sunday to visit Mrs. Geo
2: struck out by Saunders, 1; by XewifigW. Davis of Belmont.
ham, 1: by Crockett 4. Umpire, Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Knight and Miss
Innings. 1 2 .4 4 .I C 7 8 !> 10
Warren.0
Belfast.2

a

are

week.

3 4 5 6
1114
2 3 0 0

Hartford, Ct.,

relatives, in Belfast.

W. C.

came to

Augusta.1

Bar

ing her brother, C. 8. Webber.

was

Belfast Aug.
17th and were defeated by the home team in
7 innings by a score of 10 to 0.
The game
was tame, had few interesting
features, and
was shortened to allow the visitors to take
the 3.30 train for home.
Two-base hits
were made by Patterson, Conroy, Crockett,
Bond, Purrington, 2; three-base hit, Patterson : home run, Purrington; base on
balls,
off Bond, 1; off Conroy, 2; struck out, by
Bond, 5; by Conroy 0. Umpire, Dorman.

Monday,

Elmer Crockett and Mrs. George Miller of
Everett, Mass.,are visiting friends in Belfast. Vt.,is spending

BALL.

at

Monday

Mrs. A. K. Jackson and daughter Margaret
at the Morrill Cottage at
Northport.

_

Sunday

Hon. A. E. Nickerson went to Boston
on business.
Mrs. B. L. Smith of Patten is visiting her
brother, L. II. Murch.

is

Geo. I!. Williamson and wifeof New York
arrived last Thursday for a short visit.
T. A. Haskell, wife and son of
Bangor
were at the Revere House last
Friday.

Yours truly,
CII AS. T. Eldridge.

Augusta team

Natick, Mass.,

John II. Healey went to Oakland
after a short vacation at home.

self,

An

W. Meade of

H. P. Thompson spent
Harbor.

visiting relatives in this city.

chief cook and bottle washer for Leiut.
Thorndike, and he, Frank Milliken and myself, were having a good time until Powers’
rebel cavalry made a raid on us,
busting" up all our arrangements and plans, and
frightening us out of many years’ growth.
That was a ticklish time for us, but we
escaped without being plucked or plunked.
There is no knowing what might have happened had it not been for the “Essex" ami a
detachment of Rhode Island Cavalry, which
was themeansof hurling destruction
among
the Confeds. Speaking of Sain reminds me
he was a little ancient in his ways and manners, and did not feel disposed to do much
hard work. I asked him one day how old he
was (I think he was about 5ii) and he
said,
“I reckon I is os, sail." I said, “Sam you
have one more guess, so guess again."
This will do for this reunion ; so, with the
grace of God and good wishes for a merry
reunion to all my comrades, I subscribe my-

BASE
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Roy Webber of Dexter came home Saturday
for a few days visit.

___

\

Unity. Mr. Charlie Mitchell, who has
been employed in ‘Massachusetts for some
Mrs. Solotime, is at home fora few days
man 11. Bennett, who has been ill for a
long time, rode out last Sunday.Otis
Walker and w ife from Bangor are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Walker....
Mr. and Mrs. Luce are expected home this
week.W. A. Biles, who has worked for
the Crystal Spring Creamery for a number
of years, has a vacation of two weeks and
li. 11. Earl takas his place—Miss Abbie
Matlit from Cumberland Mills visited Mr.
Earl and Mr. Biles last week
Mrs.
Woods, Miss Thompson and Miss Ruth
Berry think of spending a week at Northport during camp meeting—Mr. Ed. Woods
thinks of buying eggs this fall. If he does
he will take in Troy and all other adjoining
A number of villagers visited
towns
Belfast last week to see the battleship Texas, and all report the ship worth going to
sc*—Mrs. Susie Webb and two daughters,
who have been visiting relatives and friends
in Troy and Unity for a few weeks past,
went to N'ortliport last Saturday for a two
weeks' outing.
They will occupy Mrs.
Smart's cottage—Mr. and Mrs. Aldana
Libby and little daughter from Waterville
are spending a few weeks at Windermere
Park.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
rReferred from bust week.]

Reunion of the Merriam Family.

—

*

MouKii.ii. Mrs. EllaM. Littlefield of Prospect, Mr. Gilbert Williams of Boston, Mr.
Leo Sargent and Miss Mattie Cross of Belfast, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Cross the latter part of Old Home WeekMiss Mattie Mae Cross from Belfast is
spending her vacation at her home here.
Bklmont. Mr. and Mrs. Loring H. Col
cord and Miss Hattie Colcord of Belfast
were in town Snnda\ visiting at J. M. CunR. P. Hills and family of Belningham s
fast were in town Sunday, visiting his parMrs. Ella
ents. Philander Hills and wife
Churchill of Melrose, Mass., is visiting
Thomas Churchill.Remember the meeting at Hall’s Corner sclioolhouse next Monday evening under the leadership of Rev. RT. Capen.

Pain-Killer.
A Medicine Chest In

Simple, Safe

and

Itself.

Quick Cure for

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

—

—

—

PERRY DAVIS’

A CAMP

—

GROUND

CONTROVERSY.

To the Editor of The Journal: A
great many enquiries are made of me concerning the controversy going on between
the W. G. C. Association and the cottage
Wintekpokt. A very interesting Sunday
and lot owners on the grounds, and as the
School rally was held at the Methodist
press is the best means of communicating
church Sunday evening. Papers were read
information to all deserving to be enlightenon The Ideal Sunday School, as follows:
ed in any dispute affecting a large number of
From the pastor's standpoint, Rev. J. W.
people, I beg space in your widely read
Hatch: from the supt's standpoint, 1). M.'
paper to set forth a few facts pertaining to
Mrs
Spencer; from the parent's standpoint,
this very grievous case in question. If I
C\ M. Phase; from the teacher’s standpoint;
fail to state facts, I hope some one better inL. A. Stokell; from the pupil's standpoint,
Bhooks. Rev. If. \V. Norton and wife of formed than
myself will make needful corHarriet Moods ; Some Churches and their Searsport called on friends in town last rections in a later issue of The Journal.
Young People, Elizabeth Fernald; poem Thursday—Mrs. E. A. Carpenter, who has
More than 20 years ago the Association
The exercises were inter- been in very poor health for some time, is
Lena >prowl.
extended its borders by the purchase of a
was
at
spersed with music, and a beautiful solo was slowly improving
T. A. Elliott
lield of 15 acres adjacent to the southern
home for a few days this week
W. side of its old grounds. Mr. Hiram
.ung In Miss Crowley of lloston.
Ruggles
Lane and wife are visiting relatives in was then
superintendent and treasurer, and
Sw.YNvm.K.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sawyer
Providence, R. I.
They will be absent according to the plan which he had made by
and Mi. Charles Sawyer of Somerville,
about a week
Fred Pingree is keeping one R. R. Miller he laid out
streets, parks,
Mass., were the yuests of Miss A. .J. Kane
shop for o. W. Lane (hiring his absence and cottage lots, and what is referred to in the
Mrs. M. M. Nickerson is visitlast week
has made as great a change in the appear- perpetual leases of the
cottage lots as vacant
iny iriends in Hampden. ..The dances at ance of the stock as that
wrought in Cinde- lots, of 15 feet in width, separating the cotunce yham's Hall are beeominy deservedof
rilla by the possession
the magic glass tage lots, which only are numbered. Mr.
Much credit is due to Messrs.
ly popular.
slipper—Benjamin Mantial and wife of, Wm. Rillsbury, living close at hand, helped
iV L Nickerson and F. L. Cunninyliam,
Dedham, Mass., have been visiting friends Mr. R. chain out the lots, ac., ac. Mr.
who endeavor to have them orderly and uin town recently
Mrs. Rose Lang and i Ruggles explained to, him particularly the
jo\ ah!'-. Tliere is to he another dance next
(laughter returned to her home in Milford, ! purpose of the vacant lots, showing him
M
P.
.v-u:
iss
Carrie
ny.....
Greeley
Frida)
Mass., Wednesday.Walter Hall of Pi.sh- the plan. They were to prevent crowding of
and a frn-ud from Do.-ton are yuests of her
am's Ferry, who is recovering from a long
cottages, a preventive of extensive tires,
IF
c.
Dr.
A.
l-.
smart...
motile;. Mi
Spinillness of bilious fever, with his wife and for the general good looks, for the use of
iii*\
;t
part) left 'Saturday for Winderis visiting at W. C. Rowe’s
the cottagers, for wells, and for everything
Mr. Turner of Palermo. who is daughter,
mere..
lion. V. B. Dolliver of Iowa will speak else needful, except to build on. He said
with “The Facts of
canva-s i:._ the town
here on the political issues of tlis campaign that lie fixed the price of the cottage lots
the c.Mitury." is meetinywith very yreat
Aug. *J4tli_Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White high enough to pay for the vacant lots, or
success
and Carl Craig White of Waterville: Mrs. intervening spaces, which were to be
kept
l i.i.m
d'he entertainment at E. s. Bowker. Masters Tommie and 1 lurry forever
pi‘o-i“<
open, and not for future sale.
e
was
.lellison
Mr.
Bowker
and
Miles
of
Belfast:
the srIn•''ih"ii- iast Tuesday eveniny
What Mr. R. explained to Mr. l’illsbury he
tin- pro— am : Siny- and Mrs. Frank .lellison and Miss Cora
Follow 11y
ver>
explained to many buyers of lots, myself
F. lla .lellison of Bangor, spent a few days of included. We looked
ny < or'onatioii, b\ thecony! eyation ; violin
upon them as adding
in.i-ic. AFiie Hat -lc* d-r
-miy. "Annie Lau- Old Home Week with Mr. and Mrs. T. 1).
value to the lots, ami consequently paid the
n adiny, Miss
.lellison.... A large delegation from Brooks price asked for
Mi
Allaiviman
them, built cottages, dug
<. an
a
1- Inmiii.:. "1 ininy for Home and attended the old Home Week celebration
wells ui! the open spaces, and otherwise
Brooks
band
slmte;
read
i!
Belfast
The
."
M
Hat;
hi
F
:
—id.
!:••<•
Thursday
made needful improvements and uses of
dd « -'akeii played there during the day, and as usual them under the
1 111111;Lit
sony.
iia. M
eye of Mr. R. and other
were enthusiastic in regard to their treat-j
Me-. Anna Harr.man. Mis.- Yenmeat by the people of Belfast.The mini- otticials for about, or nearly,
years. No
MHaiti.- Haniman: oriyinal \ersary exerrbes at Windermere Park ! one claimed tin y were for future sale. Rut
zed
c
from
uwd
Martha F. ilarriman: oriyinal I Monday drew a fair si
j new ambitions are taken on by the Associa;i.ii■ iii. M
Brooks, but the threatening weather kept !
c
M F. c. Linh\ ; siuyiny, God he
tion, or its later oilicials. A scheme is conmain away.
j
w.- ii.. ayain, by eouyreyat ion.
cocted and deeds are offered for >.">or slo a
j
_•
head to lot-owners 'n place of the leases,
M: (
load;, ot IF.stoii added ven
Letters of Regret.
■•ita’.nm. lit w th hi yrapho- 1
and they are pressed to bu\ the vacant lots
mi e
ot
iol
h
the
Wha
Fr<»m the letters received b\ the compeople
which the cottagers and lot owners had alp'.o!:• a .•••.■'
j
i. o c:H nd thanks, and a.so to
11:
mittee on invitations lor nld Home Week read\ paid for, or the use of them.
;
If any
i."d and Mi s.
! be to
\\ e quote as follows
cottager refuses to pay for them a second
Mrs.
;oi d.-rations.
A
\ iv.a ioC. M. Barns, managei of the Lake View
time, though close to Ids cottage on either
Ham a Ha: v.-; of iF-t-.n is visit iny friends Flats \paitment House, Cleveland, Ohio,
side, it is proposed to seii them to another,
and hem him in by other buildings, or
her.- ...Mis. llenrx Overlook
and ’.-iat
writes: *‘l have lived in man\ cities and
Sioekton vi-ited Mr. States in this union, but tlie old love fo" the otherwise exclude him from them, renderand «.anyhow Emi \
j
and Mi- Willard bu.telmMer last Sunday.] scenes of m> childhood still lihgers, as fresh ing his cottage in many cases almost valueless as a summer home.
,M;s. Newman Savaye of (Juiney. Mass., and pleasant in my memory as if it was
Paramount to all other
tf the association contend that it is legal
is visitiny her sister. Mrs. Fannie Ilatchel- hut yesterday.
dei
Mrs. Man Kenney is seriously ill.; spots on earth 1 cherish my native home, and honest and fair to sell the vacant lots
I regret that 1 cannot he there on in question, why refuse evidence of the
She i- attended b\ Dr. A. c. Fellows of] Belfast.
Winterporf.Mrs. » ilia McMann went this auspicious occasion. Kindh remember statements of Mr. Ruggles to Mif. Pillsbury
and the buyers of the lots. The leases read
to Del fast last w eek to take care of Mrs. me to ni) old acquaintances and friends who
w ill he fortunate enough to be there.'*
‘‘numbered according to the plan of 11. II.
Wm. Hill, who is ill.
Rev. L. B. Palmer writes from Boston:
Miller,” and describe with reference to the
There was a temperance
1 *itt-fir:i.i*.
“Certain it is that no State will give a more vacant lots, and the plan shows the lots, valecture at the Free baptist church last Suncordial w elcome to her sons and daughters cant lots of ir* feet width, also the parks
day b\ Kev. M. Prescott of St. Albans, j than Maine, and no municipality will open and
streets, so the leases were made accordI*
of
the
W.
C.
T.
President
M
handler,
An abmore inviting doors than Belfast.
to that plan : and an abundance of other
ing
with he husband, ami both
was present
sentee for fifty years, an animal visitor for
evidence is offered which the trustees show
The speeches were all inmade remarks.
a brief da\ during ail these years, a stranger
a remarkable reluctance to hear. The writer
teresting and to the point.... Miss Susie M.
to nineteen out of every score of her pres- has been accused of trying to secure more
Davis, w lc* ha- had ;i '• week's vacation with ;
ent population, 1 find in her yet a charm unthan is due him, and yet tin y are aw ay from
relative- and friend- Imre and at Ocean
realized elsew here and regret that its enjoy- his evidence as the darkness from approachPa: I:, ret a; ned to New York Sum lay.... old
ment is so limited.
May her Home Week ing light. All we ask is what we contracted
\\.
wa.- observed by tin Sons and
H
for and paid tor years ago. If the Associa- |
serve tokimlle afresh the fires of filial devoof
had
>•;
Maine.
man\
whom
Daiiyhcution in those who have known her as a
inn was not able t" give leases on the orig:
a nmnbei of years-Ml.-. A.
h-M ii a
home, and her future witness a prosperity inal grounds for longer time than annual
.i
vi.-itiny her dauyhter, Mrs.
!»!u< i.. :i
commensurate w ith her material attractive- campmeetings were held on tin- grounds, a
.I..-< ; ! ! ■••crow, in brooks.... Mr. and Mrs.
ness.*'
departure of the eampmeoting> meaning an
o... kwitli have
yoiie to Gardiner,!
Hi!
(>. L. Martin writes from Amador City,
end of such leases, how would one b»* better
!h.-\ wiii reside... A large part\ j (
win*'
alif., under date of Aug. _'nd.
protected by a deed of a lot w ithin such for;i tt'-ii'led tin- Fox croft campi'i .in ■:. S j
fir;ntn
Last evening's mail brought me feited grounds'.’ Hut our leases on these new
Parks
Mr>.
w
GovI-*
week...
ith
11h*•
(icorgie
your card of invitation, together
grounds are unlimited as to time, and the
am; !.••!
.111«* daughter Agnes have return- : ernor Lower's circular letter designating
Association set a high price on them, at rate
to August lath, inclusive, as
nth
August
1
e<i : roni »eean Park, where they spent most \
Week."
“Maine’s Old Home
of l,;;(»o per acre on the north side of Ha\
i*l riie slimmer.( has. lienlen and wife j
1 assure you that there is not one who View
Park, and £:>,48Son south side,or about
went t• ! A-bon* last week to spend several appreciates your kind remembrance with a
£l,2»*o for all the Park lots and spaces below*
sense of gratitude, or would respond
day>. ...Dr. Br\ant's family and Mrs. B. deeper
in person more gladly and quickly than I, if George street, about an acre, possibly a little
Thomjison are occupying tlieir cottage at the ! my business would permit. Nevertheless 1
more, when the whole 15 acres cost them
sea shore for several weeks-A party conshall be with you in mind, if not in person.
only £2,200. Isn’t such a price per lot high
1 entertain a liveh hope that the time is
W.
L.
Mrs.
j
of
Mrs.
Frank
sisting
Bryant,
not far distant when 1 shall enjoy the enough to pay for the intervening lots or
Mrs.
j pleasure of reviewing the scenesof my early
Frost, Mrs. N. C. Smith and daughter,
open spaces according to the leases V There is
B
K. Stevens and daughter, Mr>. A. IB: youth, and greeting some of my old friends,
other evidence which the Association don't
Bruce and little son, and Miss Carolyn Web- j participate in the festivities, enjo\ the
hospitality, and shout enthuisa.-tically for w ant to hear.
her, went t<> Windermere last week for sev- j “Maine’s
Old Home Week."
The writer is accused of misappropriateral da\'s outing— Fverett Libby and sisMy last visit to Belfast was in the latter ing one vacant lot by building over it, but
1
part of November, or the very first part of
tei Grace have been visiting friends in
he built with the consent «»f the officials
1 was a guest at the
December, lw»2.
Friendship for some time, and while there American House for one day and night, and at the time. The
superintendent told him it
i
off
Island
L.
took
a
Mr.
Monliegan
trip
a gentleman, if I remember correctly, by
had been decided that any one who owned
*
was
Robbins
John
(,
the
name
of
of
codmy
liap
deep sea lishing, and caught a barrel
affable host. It was very stormy weather, two continuous lots could build over the
fish, one of the largest weighing 1."* pounds.
and I did not see much of the city.
middle space, or one large cottage on two
_('has. Barbour,our popular postal clerk,
1 often call to mind one fact in connection such lots would do no violence to the rule,
with Belfast, that in the early sixties I
is taking a two week's vacation and is spendload of potatoes to Belfast and no injustice to his neighbor on either side.
ing the most of his time with relatives at hauled a
Mr. Buggies, as Superintendent and Treasa bushel, and, in exsold them for
Swan's Island—Mrs. G. F. Kimball and
change, paid s_'4 for a barrel of flour. If urer, had given such consent, and let him
the
merme
serves
son Dwight were in Farmington last week
correctly,
my memory
and his God look from above and see, and
eek at Mrs. Kim- chant’.'' name was Frank Knowlton.
to attend Old Home
Another incident among the many rem- let others see, whether White Bock cottage,
reunion
of
her
balls old home, where a
iniscences in connection with Belfast is with a vacant lot west and U cottage lots of
family, the Greenwoods, was held. vividly impressed upon my mind, when, as l'» l'eet vacant lot east, nicely graded and ora
small boy, 1 stood on the wharf watching,
Frank W. Cotlin, a former Pittsfield boy,
namented, does violence to anybody or any
for file first time, the great steamer Katalifew 'lays of Old Home Week with din
spent
coming in to the dock. I never shall thing. Mr. A. has expended a hundred dolhis mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Cotlin-Mr. and forget that peculiar sensation as 1 stood
lars at least in monej and hard work in !
Mrs. W. B. Ilunnewtdl, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. there on the w hart. Apparently the wharf I
and 1 were being carried out to sea with such grading on the Park in front. Poes the Asof
th•
*ii
Miss
Alice
and
guest
Libby
Libby,
rapidity that 1 could scarcely maintain my sociation consider him for it? Not a bit, but
Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Annie Mill’ken equilibrium, while 1 was perfectly oblivious wants him to pay $30 for the middle space
to
all my surroundings. The steamer seemed
have g<*ne to sebec Lake for a sojourn of
liis cottage occupies and which he has paid
still w hile we were passing by it
two weeks_Dr. W. ('. Maiden.intends to perfectly
for.
Let truth speak, let righteousness
down the bay.
move into his house on Middle street the
Should any of my old friends and acquain- speak, let wisdom speak, let Christian love
first of September—Mrs. J. X. Martin and tances from the vicinity of Montville inquire speak, let common honesty and fairness befor me; just say to them that I am in the
two children, Clyde and Edna, are having an
tween man and man speak : let the Associaenjoyment of the very best of health, and
is
F.
J.
at
Taylor
outing
Xorthport—Dr.
have one of the happiest of homes, with live tion speak truly to men and women who
that
it
to
more
make
a
Martins
to
at
merry;
knowledge young
gain
hospital
away
come here with tlieir money and good will
the sunny
in the art of surgery-Mr. Alonzo Coffin, should any of them stray off into
to buy lots, build cottages, pay taxes and
clime of California, and get in a reasonable
P. M. of Thorndike, has been visiting his distance of Amador
County, not to stop furnish lots of work to townsmen, and help
sister, Mrs. II. A. Libby—C. M. Hersey until they find the domicile of O. E. Mar- the place, town and State in many ways; let
the Association lay bare its clean, strong
lias moved into the house oil Peltoma ave- tin, where the latchstring of the cabin-door
arm of protection and encouraging invitahangs on the outside.
nue recently vacated by Prof. O. IL Drake.
Hoping that “Maine’s Old Home Week” tion to everybody from everywhere and say
_Electric lights have been put into the throughout the entire state, and especially come, come’to Northport Campground and
we will see to it that you have rest, comfort
room occupied by the fire department in for the citizens and friends of Belfast, may
enthusiasts and added health at this most beautiful seaU nion Hall. They are turned on automatical- prove all that its most zealous
side resort on the western shore of one of
can possibly anticipate; that their cup of enly when the doors are opened and are a much joyment may be full, even to overflowing; the grainiest and most beautiful bays reachMrs. Electa Bow- that not one incident w ill occur to mar the ing from any ocean or sea so far within a
needed improvement
that thousands most charming country.
den, wife of A. L. Bowden, who has been unalloyed flow of pleasure;
H. H. Andrews.
of the sons and daughters of Maine may be
very sick for several w eeks, died at her home so happily situated as to be able to avail I
Northport C. G., July 30, 1900.
F. W. Her- themselves of this grand opportunity, I reon Pleasant street a week ago
etc.
Bossy.
sey, a former Pittsfield boy, who has been main,
absent several years, came home to spend
is
kind
old
cow.
a
Bossy
The
Editor.
Astounded
Old Home Week with his father and other
She dreams beneath the apple bough
Editor S. A. Brown of Bennettsville, S.
tail
And
her
and rings her bell
swings
relatives and friends, and was much pleased
C.,was once immensely surprised. “Through
While roaming up and down the dell.
with the improvements made in his native long suffering from Dyspepsia,” he writes,
She had
I see her through the pasture bars
Mr. Hersey has “my wife was greatly run down.
town during his absence.
Eat all the pretty daisy stars,
no strength or vigor and suffered great disfor several years occupied the responsible
Then gently toss her head on high
tress from her stomach, hut she tried Elecmaintenance
clerk
of
the
of
chief
her
at
To watch the clouds that dot the sky.
which
add,
tric
Bitters
once,
position
helped
and way department of the Eastern Division after using four bottles, she is entirely well,
When night makes all the meadow black,
and
a
It’s
grand tonic,
of the Doston & Maine railroad, with head- can eat anything.
She lets the chickens on her back
its gentle laxative qualities are splendid for
Fall fast asleep, and sleep until
of
PresHe
is
the
son
at
Doston.
quarters
For Indigestion, Stomach
torpid liver.”
The sun comes peeping o’er the hill.
ton Hersey, the well-known architect, and a and Liver troubles it’s a positive, guaranR. II. Moody’s drug [R. K. Munkittrick in Woman’s Home
brother to C. M. Hersey, the popular maching teed cure. Only 60c. at
4w32
Companion.
store.
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Resolutions of

Respect.

|

CURE ALL TOUR PAIRS WITH
In response to an invitation from Eli C.
Merriam of North Belfast, the descendants
of Matthew T. and Ahagail Merriam, late of

Morrill, met at his pleasant home Aug. lntli.
The day was favorable, not too much sunshine, nor was there fain to prevent the
people from gathering from their homes
over the hills and from afar.
Old Home
Week was well observed, and the occasion
was one of great enjoyment for the Merriam
tribe. Among those present were Mr. and
Sirs. Wm. Wood of West Medford, Mass.,
Mrs. Thomas Gurney of Big Timber, Montana, Miss Marian Greene of Providence,
Pt. I., Mr. and Mrs. IV. T. Sayward and
children of East Weymouth, Mass., Mrs.
M. S. MeCool of Denver, Colo., Horace and
Frank Brown of Lawrence, Mass., while
from the surrounding towns came many of
the family name and connection.
Among
them we noticed Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Merriam from Lincolnville, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Merriam, Justin Merriam and his sister,
Mrs. Grey, from Morrill, Mr. and Mrs.Tileston Wadlin from Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. J.
II. Sayward and children from Thorndike,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory White and children and
Mrs. Brown (Grammie Brown we call her)
and Elisha Brown and w ife of Morrill, Mr.
and Mrs. Buck of Searsmont, Mrs. Davis
and Mrs. Andrews of Jefferson, Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Sheldon and daughter of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sheldon and
Wilbert and Stanley Brown of Morrill, and
Mrs. M. A. P. Sayward of Thorndike.
From the immediate neighborhood came the
following family connections: Mrs. Gardner
and daughter, Mrs. l’hilbrick, Mrs. Fergurson and Mrs. Mears.
The company numbered lifty-six, and too
much cannot he said of the pleasant home
which was so hospitably thrown open to us,
and of the whole-souled manner in which

Headquarters I). B. Carter Post, No. 128.
Whereas, The Almighty in his infinite
wisdom has removed our dear comrade, Eugene A. Boulter, who by his loyalty to his
country in the hour of peril earned the everlasting gratitude of every good citizen: therefore be it
Resolved, That while we lament the death
of our esteemed comrade who,by inestimable services to his country merited the undying gratitude of every loyal heart, yet we
bow in humble submission to the will of the
Omnipotent, who judges best in all things.
And be it further
Resolved, That we, as comrades, extend
to the bereaved family our heartfelt sym-

Wealth
of hair is
wealth

indeed,

especial1 y

other

physical attraction is
secondary to it. We

That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family of the deceased
comrade and published in The Belfast Journal and Bangor Commercial.
JA. K. URANT,
I L 01)1.
M. E. Bi suer,
on
Res.
Knowi.s Banos,
Freedom, Me., Aug, (>, l*«ui.

on

book we will
send you that
tells just how to care
for the hair.
If your hair is too
have

the death of Mr.

hand for all who desired to parAfter all were served the company
gathered upon the lawn in front of the
house and were photographed by an artist
from the city, thoughtfulh procured b\ our
worthy host.
After these things were finished, Mr.
Merriam gave a brief address of welcome,
and a song of welcome w as sung b\ him
and his family. Response was made b>
Mrs. White in a very pleasing and touching
A brief history of the family was
manner.
A song by Miss
given by Elisha Merriam
Edith Ladd was amusingly rendered. Miss
Marian Say ward recited “The (dd Army
( »*at."
A paper of reminiscences was read
by Mrs. Say ward, making references to
scenes and subjects of long ago, remembered
by her. She was the only member of the
original family present at the reunion. The
family of Elisha Merriam furnished some
very excellent music, Mr. M. w ith the bass
viol, his son Justin with the cornet, liis
daughter, Mrs. Grey, at the organ, and his
son-in-law, J. F. Sheldon, with the violin.
Some of the old folks could hardly forbear
“tripping the light fantastic toe” as the
music proceeded.
We were disturbed in our enjoyment of
the music by a call to gather around the
tables again, where ice cream and cake and
choice confectionery were served in great
abundance. Thoughts of home began to
obtrude, and as all things must have an end
the company began to disperse and wend
their w ay homeward. All bade their worthy
host and,hostess a kind goodnight, with
many thanks for the enjoyable entertainment at their pleasant home.
M. A. I*, s.
were

at

They Struck It liien.
It was a grand thing for this community
that such an enterprising man as R. if.
Moody secured the agency for I)r. King's
New Discovery for Consumption, the wonderful remedy that has startled the world
by its marvellous cures. The furor of enthusiasm over it has boomed his business,
as
the demand for it is immense, lie
gives free trial bottles to sufferers, and positively guarantees it to cure Coughs, Colds,
Rronchitis, Asthma, Croup and all Throat
and Lung Troubles.
A trial proves its
merit. Price .*oc. and ^ Lon.

EYE

ing its
luster,
get

—

only Eye Infirmary East ,i
excepting at Bangor.
A Physician and Operating s,,.
tendance. All Diseases of tin* 'Ey.

iH&ir

kisor

therefore,
Resolved, That by the death of Brother
Harry Thompson we have lost a kind and
peacefui neighbor, one who was ever ready
to lend a helping hand in time of need; also
that Union Harvest Grange has lost an honored member, one who was ever welcome

Growth

INFIRMARY

Tin*

los-

or

no more;

among

ROCKLAND

thin

our fraternal
called to mourn the loss of
a worthy brother.
of
us
recall with
Many
pleasure the pleasant hours passed in his
society, and now through these memories
runs a vein of sadness, for we know that
those hours can never be repeated, and the
places that once knew him will know him
we are

Tested Free and (Masses furnish,
lowest prices. Do not have
mented on by so-called opticiancompetent persons. We give vo>
bosis of Diseases of the E\e ‘and
correct all errors of refraction.

Board

and Room $i.oo ;

2f>V Main Street, «/>/>. Part,
Rockland, (u/i stair-

.....

becomes

vigorous and all dan-

us.

druff is removed.
It always restores
color to gray or faded
hair.
Retain your
youth; don’t look old
before your time.

Resolved, That while we bow in submission to the will of the Divine Master, we desire to extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
bereaved children in their hours of loneliness ami grief.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our
departed brother our charter be draped in
mourning thirty day>: that a copy ul these
resolutions be sent to the sorrowing children, and a copy placed upon our records and
a copy sent t" i he Republican .Journal and
Bangor Commercial for publication.
( om.
Mr. ( 11 as. K. King,
on
Mrs. Ki-na E. King,
Mks. An Mi: L. llowiis, j lies.
r.'oo.
Centre Montville, Me., July

$1,00

we were greeted
and entertained by our
genial host and his most excellent wife. A
table was spread in the dining-room and
bountifully supplied with good things, and
an outer room was beautifully decorated
with evergreen and trailing vines and HewTake Heart of Grace.
ers, and here a long table was spread and
bountifully supplied with all that could be Take heart of
grace, begin anew.
needed to satisfy the demand for a mid-day
To-day's t< -day not yesterday.
meal.
Cooling drinks of lemonade and an And on its budding bloom the dew
Of early morning still doth play.
abundance of fruit, nuts and confectionery

take.

a

gladly

Harry Thompson:
Death has again invaded

circle ami

a

WEALTH Every

pathy.
Resolved,

Resolutions of respect

t o

woman.

a

bottle.
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.BUB DEATH.

druggists

I

have used your Hair Vigor
now for about 2"> years ami I have
found iu splendid'aml satis far* ,rv
in every ■wav.
I believe
recommended this Hair Vigor to
hundreds of my friends, and they
all tell the same story.
If anybody wants the best kind of a H ,‘ir
Vigor I shall certainly recommend
to
them just as strongly as I
can that they get a bottle of Ayer's
Hair Vhjor.”
airs. N. E. Hamilton,
Nov. 23, 1393.
Norwich, N. Y.

Take heart of grace, and gather up
This dewy sweetness of the morn,
Fill lip with this your emptied cup.
\nd pledge the fair hours newly born.

Kills all Btt

Wrfts ths Doctor.

On Plants-- Vj»K.

If you con’; '.Main ail the benefits
you ties.re fr m the use of the Viitof,
write the Doctor ul out it. Address,
Dii. J. C. A V MR,

Lowell, Mass.

Take heart *1 grace, and look before,
Instead of backward on the way.
Wash out the old regretful score.
The sorrowing sins of y esterday

WE HAVE RE DUG
THE

And let the old mistakes and pain
lie cleansed with this ref resiling dew,
And make loginning unco again.
With hoi e and courage bright and new.

BE COMFORTABLE !
I'HK

F«*r what's the world and all its days.
lint ours to try and try again V
j Not ours t » falter on it> ways.
|
Not ours {<■ Ming aside for pain.

IDKA

A. A. HOWES &. ro.

IN

For ease anti comfort ran suit
all

perfectly.
No charge

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.
You These

LATKST

...TRUSSES...

Take heart of grace, then, day by day—
j
Take heart of
and sing each morn,
I •‘To-day's to-day.grace,
not yesterday,
And
all
the
world
is
\
newly horn!"
j Nora Perry.

’Have

PRICE.

for tiffins.'.

Symptoms?

Are you nervous ? Are you fidgety? Are
you irritable? Are you changeable in your
moods ? Is your appetite capricious? hoes
your mind wander? J>o you change your
mind often on one subject? Is it hard for
you t*> concentrate your mind on any one
Tin* store and office recently occupied by the
subject? Are you fretful? Are you sleepCondon Mauut'anturinii Company” and •limner
less? Do you have Hashes of cold and heat? Shoe Store.”
(<). I’cHHi.
Belfast. March 29, 1'Hmi.—l.atf
Are you troubled at times with palpitation ?
Do you have cold sweats? Do you have
spel s in which you surely thinks you are
going to <fie? 1 >o y ou have strange, roaring,
buzzing sounds in your ears? Do you suffer
from Paralysis, Sciatica, Locomoter AtaxNoth*" i' 11»■ r<• 1 >\ u:\cii that Sa\ <; _o I*. •»!< V>.
ia ?
7s7tis<ti,-i| by this Bank, hasbi-cn hot ami
i»11*•
1 f you have these symptoms, 1 >r. 1 hillock's lion lias boon ma<h- tor a
r» 1
«Iu|>Ii«• at<• I""-.' aWonderful Klectric Pills for weak, worn- invr to laws lvunlatiua; isstiitur tu-\\ 1.k*.
WILLIAM II. OllMIY Tras.
out. nervous people should be used at once.

POOR & SOD, DRJGGISTS.

FOR RENT.

Belfast Savings Bank.

They-

will

positively

restore you to

Belfast. Atiir.

perfect

health and give a buoyant spirit with nerves
steel and completely cure all of the above

of

symptoms.

Dive them

a

Successtul

Write for catalog

1

an

mation concerning o:;r
kem Sho Typewriter

r«

L. F. SHAW, Presi

Portland, Main

s. l.ioo.

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

trial.

Sold at drug stores, >1 a box, t» boxes, sufficient to cure the most obstinate cases,
or sent direct from laboratory
prepaid, on
receipt of price. Advice on all diseases,
from specialists, Free. Address HALlJM'K
DMl'D <'<).. 11" Court st., Poston, MasFstablisbed is4S.
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Daughter's Lite.
OBITUARY.
I ant the mother of eight children and | ineliuliiijr discussions. correspondem-e 'and
tin*
have had a great deal of experience with
al! M*<-ti.ms of He* land -dmw
p:-- -s- :
Died at Grant’s Pass, Oregon, June li*th, medicines. Last summer my little daughter liant editorials, reports I'runi
of pneumonia, (’apt. Augustus Patterson, had the dysentery in its worst form. We etc,, and will commend itself to tin* careful perusuul .d \!!,
thought she would die. I tried everything
his ciinti \ at heart.
formerly of Stockton Springs, Me., aged f»o 1 could think of, hut nothing seemed to do who has the true interests^*!years, lie was the eldest son of William her any good. 1 saw by an advertisement in
1 il'Ii'*!
Publish d Momlay.W *•«!
aini
know,
and Clara (Muugett) Patterson of Belfast. our paper that Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera New
m-day a: ! I'ri«la\. i- :n New
r\
v
a ti.. i:
\1\
■; 11'
ivalit
recomwas
Diarrhoea
and
highly
Remedy
When he resided in Stockton lie was a memYork
>t h* -day
"I 111- I nik
1'aily. mvim: York
mended and sent and got a bottle at once.
N
lat--st
n.avs on day- "t
!
ber of Pownal Lodge, No. lio, Y. A. M. It
proved to be one of the very best medii v-u»\ ami rovonm: m-u
|"T of til-'
He served in the civil war, enlisting in the cines we ever had in the house. It saved
of the otIn-r tlnvr. It ••onfor fariiifi
Second Maine Regiment, Co. B, that went my little daughter’s life. 1 am anxious for Tribune
tain- all important for ! Tribune
li
from Stockton.
After the war he went to every mother to know what an excellent
I:i'i'
•mu w ar tii-w s w lm-n ap
sea and commanded several large vessels.
medicine it is. Had 1 known it at first it pears in TilK DAILY TKIlil \F of same d al -, <*i TH i: DA I\.\ Tl;lDI \ i: ;;iHe leaves an aged father and live sisters, would have saved me a great deal of anxiety also Doiin-stic ami Foreign < orrespomlene.-. short .iroini; In |Mf", has flit• IA;iuiiuu
MHMnhrr
ih«- a mil \. nM a :<
Mrs. Samuel X. Prescott and Mrs. Edward and my little daughter much suffering.— Stories, Flegant Half-tom* Illustrations. Humor
1 pnrt> \\ llirli
■:
/
oils Items. Industrial Information. Fashion \'.
I»!« 1 :i
S. Stephenson of Boston, Mass., Mrs. Ed- Yours truly, Mrs.
F. Rckdick, LibI-'
IHUl n«milr> IIKT< h.iMi' i’
Agricultural Matters and ( omprehensiv. ami Lgar S. McDonald and Miss Clara W. Patter- erty, R. 1. For sale by A. A Howes A Co., liahle
Finaneial and Market reports.
iJilt**. intt*r*-stiain •! instruct''
son of Belfast, and Mrs. Lewis E. Pitcher of
Druggists.
II* -"liar >n!»s<vifa i"!i p’
Xorthport.
Regular subscription pile,-. *l.".o per year.
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The Little Brown Mate.
Carolyn Harrows Corey was born in
Rockland, Me., December 29, 1x27, and died
her home near Cromwell, la., July 11,
19oo, making her 72 years, o months and 12 The little brown mate has left the nest,
And she’s half forgotten her song,
days old. Deceased was a highly educated
lady, having completed her school work at Her brood areaway in the sunny day,
Her cares no longer throng :
Mt. llolyoke, Mass, she was well litted for
the work she so dearly loved—that of teach- But she misses the soft wings under her
breast;
ing school—which she followed many years
She misses the need and the cry :
in different places in Maine, Ohio ami Illi-

We furnish it wit!; THE dOl'KNAl
per year, in advance
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y-ar. in a«Uan---

I UK

a

-i<

-i

at

nois.
She was married December 25, lxno,
in Huda, 111., to L. O. Corey and lived in
Illinois until 1X71, when they moved to their
home near Cromwell, la., at which place
she lived until she passed into the bevond,
her husband preceding her 19 years. There
was born to them live children, three boys
and two girls: two died in infancy. The
daughter, Clara, and sons, Elbert and Lawton, also Mr. Corey’s two sons, Charles and
John, are left to' mourn their loss. Mrs.
Corey early in her life gave her heart to the
Master, first being of Baptist faith and later
years was a member of the Congregational
body, to which church she belonged in
Cromwell.
She was a woman whom to
know was to love, ever ready to see so much
good and speak kindly of every one. Thus
by her every day life has she lived the
Do unto others as you would
golden rule:
that they should do unto you.” Later years
her life was devoted to her home and children.
For several years she had been failing in strength and six weeks ago she took
her bed. At times she was a great sufferer
and was
patient through it all, when at 10.35
a. m., July llth, the reaper, death, released
her.
Thus one by one our loved ones are
passing over the river. The funeral was
from the home July 12, at 2 p. m., ably conducted by Rev. Wing. The sorrowing ones
have the sympathy of many friends. [Adams

Send all orders

The

Journal

Belfast,

Publishing Company,

■

E. L, Stevens, IV

The little brown mate may tiute a note,
A low little note and sweet,
If her lover come' hack on his homeward
track.
With a call her own to greet:
She's only a tiny brown mate, you see,
And in naught can she find her rest:
The poor wee mother, w ho has no other
Fit niche in the world but her ne>t.
; Margaret E. Sangster in Harper's Bazar.
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HEALTH
to those who
need an infallible
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and
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Wellman. The Wellman reunion will
be held at E. E. Clark's, Centre Lineolnville,
the first Tuesday of September if stormy,
Winifred Wentworth,
the first fair day.

'Ottii-e hours

mean

Family Reunions.
a
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dozen

of
your

neighbors

can

tell of its

secretary.

cures.

Hii.ls. The annual reunion of the Hills
family will be held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus P. Hills, Jr., llelfast, Tuesday,
Sept. 4,1900. Members and connections are
invited to attend.
If the day should be
stormy the reunion will be held the first failWarren
Hills, secretary.
day.

Pike.
The reunion of the Pike Family
will be held at Salisbury, Mass., Tuesday
and Wednesday, Sept. 11 and 12,1900. All
Mrs. Corey was a daughter of the late persons of this great name or descended
Otis and Barbara (Crockett) Barrows of therefrom, and all interested in commemorating the life and deeds of that “Great
Rockland, and of a family of eleven chil- English Commoner,” the “Worshipful Ma,j.
dren only two remain, Mrs. Richard Gurney Robert Pike,” of Salisbury, are respectfully
Accommodations
of North Belfast, Me., and Mrs. J. C. Dexter requested to be present.
can be had at Hotel Cushing, Salisbury
of Lonsdale, R. I.
for
meals
or
Reach,
lodging, providing due
notice is given to the undersigned in adTo Save Her Child
vance.
C. L. Pike, Saco, Maine.
From frightful disfigurement Mrs. Nannie GaHegerof Lagrange,Ga., applied BuckThe soothing anil healing properties of
len's Arnica Salve to great sores on her
head and face, and writes its quick cure ex- Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, its pleasant
and prompt and permanent cures, have
taste
ceeded all her hopes. It works wonders in
favorite with the people
Sores, Bruises, Skin Eruptions, Cuts, Burns, made it a great
For sale by A. A. Howes,
Scalds and Piles. 23c. Cure guaranteed by everywhere.
&
Belfast.
Co.,
druggists,
R. H. Moody, druggist.
19.

Republican

The poor little mother, who lias no other
Bound eggs ’neath her heart to lie.

..

ASK THEM

THE TRIE “l. F." ATWOOD S
BITTERS.

Notion is hoivbv givoti (hat a <1
will hi- mado mi a!! Tax<-s fo?
boforo August latti. I shall bo a; :
Boom in Motum ial Building on aim
nth, daily, until t'urthor notion, frm
m.. and from l..<0 to 4 r m.
m. (
mi
Bolfast. August l. I1 hmi. ;utf
oont.

For Sale Cheap

$500 REWARD!

County Union-Republican, Corning, Iowa,

July

:<■

will pay the above reward for any case o*
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we
cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date
Little Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly complied with. They are purely Vegetable,
and never fail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes
contain 100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c
boxes contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions
and imitations. Sent by mail. Stamps taken.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO., Cor. Clinton and
Jackson Sts., Chicago, 111. Sold by
We

WANTED.
A girl to do house maid's work in a family of
three. A young person preferred. Apply at

tf

98 High St.

Bay

mare,

good size and weight

Thiee-year-old

colt.

Top buggy.

Skeleton wagon.

Sulky. high wheels.;

Harnesses and blanket
Offers, however low. invited
WM
Belfast, duly 1_*. t'.uto.- J8

t
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STATE OF MAINE
Ci.kkk's Okku k, SiTKitMt: .h i>
\\ Ai.no C"« \ \
HelfnM.
Notice is hereby given that Kobe! 1
of I'nitv. in tin* (‘onnty <>* Waldo. t>.
tiled in this office notice of his intent i"
at the September Term, 1900, of sai.i
admission to tile bar.
TLLESTON WADi.lN

■

VIA AVIIA.

'T(, SALAMANCA
T»»*

'*

,.(

represent wild
| to
i‘uge animal.

boars,

or some

other

Once they were very numerous in this
part of Spain, but are
now so nearly extinct
that Gil tie Avila,
spomlence of The Journal.] v 1 iting three hundred years ago, said
From that nearly sixty-three
UN. July 19, 1900.
Toros were left
-ai.unauca. via .Avila, is iu- in t astile. Some authors believe them
way around;” but as no to have been the gods of the.primitive
akcs in tliose three impor- inhabitants, placed, like the
sphinxes
;,i « o cannot afford to miss near
Asiatic temples; while others
we are again compelled
contend that they served
merely as
saving concerning “the land-marks. The Roman
on
inscriptions
one." llv stage from Se- most ot them are
probably of much
the Central Railway, later date than the
original chiselling,
it journey through the
and owing to mutilations
by time and
iverses forty-four tunnels men it requires a lively
imagination to
four thousand yards— trace in them a likeness to
anything in
weary, dust-begrimed the animal kingdom.
1 he most
bless the lucky stars
interesting objects in Avila
Caatfle,

Old

said to
City
Founded by Hercnl<-». B. C.
and Sinners of Central Spain.
of

!

and musician, with the most
amiable and winning of characters, he
was the delight of his parents and the
idol of the people. Within a few days

| linguist

!

CLINTON’S LIBRARY.

CONTAGIOUS BLOOD POISON

The Handsome Gift of Win. W. Brown of
Portland.

The dedicatory exercises of Clinton’s
marriage (in March, 1497) at
new public library were held WednesMargaret, daughter of the
day, Aug. 15th, in spite of unfavorable
Emperor Maximilian, he was seized weather. The donor of the money for
His parents the library is W. W.Brown of Portland, a
with a terrible illness.
after his

Contagious Blood

Burgos, to

had gone to Valencia to witness the
marriage of their daughter to the King
of Portugal; and when the news came,
they hastened with all possible speed
to the bedside of their son. But they
arrived to find their boy cold in death
and to learn that his last words were a
prayer that his parents might be able
to feel the same resignation that he
ihimself, experienced. The exquisite
sleeping figure of Prince Juan, the
are its wonderful mediaeval
another direction.
churches, most touching of effigies, with folded
aballeros, ;”of the Gen- beginning with San Vicente, founded hands and smiling features, lies upon a
tlic higli-sotmding title in the year Ml:;,
It contains a thirteenth marble altar-tomb. The coro of the
much frequented in century shrine of Saint Vincent,—not
church, placed above an elliptical arch
Ingres from the heated the famous deacon of Zaragoza, but at the western
entrance, still retains
another of the same
_■ about ;;,.')0o feet above
name, who was two splendidly carved stalls, which Ferght of the snow-eap- also martyred under Ilacien, because
dinand and Isabella ever aftewards ocomded bv fertile plains lie stamped upon an altar of
Jupiter cupied at mass, close to the gallery
row green valleys lead
and left thereon the marks of his foot.
rail, where they might look down mean,•;!,ills, all plentifully Tradition says that his body was
guard- while on the image of their boy. They
streams, it is an ideal ed by a serpent, which attacked a rich were dressed in sackcloth, which in this
i year.
And to the Jeiv who came to mock at it, and never
great calamity was substituted for the
less attractive at let go the Hebrew until be had vowed white
serge hitherto worn as royal
iig/ lakes and downs to build this church if he escaped with mourning: and a historian of the day
■.la! fowls in autumn, his life. Soon as the vow was made,
vividly describes how, as they sat, the
with game, including the serpent glided quietly back to the
eyes of one would seek the eyes of the
ighboring Sierra.
corpse and stretched himself alongside; other and cause a fresh outburst of
niriau, the artist, the and here stands the church, to this day grief. So Kings and Queens have their
and ]>icturesque, Avila a living proof of the story,—so the
sorrow, like commoner clay, when re-

C

former resident of the town of Clinton.
Large numbers of people came from
by towns,attracted by the excellent
program or the speaKers.
The town hall was crowded long before the hour of beginning the exercises.
II. J. Brown called the meeting to order
and Rev. A. II. Hanscom offered prayer.
Mr. Brown then introduced Dr. A. A.
Shaw, who made the opening remarks.
After Dr. Shaw finished, the donor of
the building, AV. AV. Brown, was presented and was received with great applause. He gave a short sketch of his
early life and of the life of his parents
in honor of whom the library was built.
He contrasted the present aspect of
Clinton and surrounding towns with
what it was in his youth, when there
was, as he said, “A buckboard road to

°r

tortured with rheumatic pains and covered with offensive
eating sores.
a
and so highly contagious that an innocent
P^cuHmt
poison,
person handling the same articles
one
infected
with
this
loathsome disease, may be inoculated with the virus. It can be transmitted
by
from parent to child, appearing as the same disease or in a modified form—like
Eczema or Scrofula.
Many an old sore or stubborn skin trouble appearing in middle life, is due and traceable to blood
ln early
You may have taken potash and
faithfully
for two or three years
mercury
ana thought you were cured, but
you were not, for these poisonous minerals never cure this disease; they
drive it from the outside, but it is
doing its work on the inside, and will show up again sooner or later.
ou may not
recognize it as the same old taint, but it is. S. S. S. has cured thousands of cases of
Contagious Blood Poison, and it will cure you. It is the only purely vegetable blood purifier known,
and the only antidote for this poison. S. S. S. cleanses the blood
thoroughly of every particle of the
poison—there is never any return of the disease.
used

CO,£aCted

Mra.T.W. I«ee, Montgomery. Ala., writes:
"Several years ago I
was inoculated with
poison by a diseased
burse, who infected
my baby, and for six
long years I suffered
Untold misery. My
body was covered with
•ores and ulcers. Several physicians treated
me, but all to no purpose. The mercury and

potash they gave

4*1 IDF VAIIDCFI F AT HAMF
VUKL I ViJKoLLI A I IIVITlL*
1

close

devouring

was

Friends advised

study of blood poison and actual expenence

.Sen<*

You can cure yourself perfectly and
permanently
at home, and your secret is your own. Should
you need
any information or medical advice at any time, write to
our physicians.
They have made a life study of blood
diseases, and will give your letter prompt and careful
attention. Consult them as often as you
please; we make
no charge whatever for this service.
All correspondence is
conducted in the strictest confidence.

me*

me.
to

me

try S. S. S. I began takit and improved

Jng

the start, and a
complete and perfect
cure was the result.”
rom

,or

Home Treatment book,
of the disease in all
Stages, and is the result of many years of
whicl1

gives

our

a

history

in treat-

ing it.

seemed to add fuel to
the awful flame which

Pittsfield,

n 'pain, it indeed in
Spanish guide will tell you. Near by is lentless death steps in and snatches the
granite walls that en- a singular hole in the ground out of best beloved.
iii the eleventh cenwhich the snake is said to have come.
It is a pity to have only a few days
"iiect. They are forty Until within the last half century, this for
Avila. One might profitably spend
welve feet thick, witli hole, like the celebrated Baeca de la
weeks here, and then find himself sorry
rs
and ten enormous Verita, at Rome, was a sacred spot of
to depart.
Fannie B. Wakd.
gateway is formed by adjuration; lie who took an oath putting
■rs nearer together, carhis hand into it, instead of on a Bible,
BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
er and connecting them
so that the immortal snake might bite
magnificent gift presented by William
New Books. August, 1900.
ng arch,curiously carved him if lie swore falsely.
tV. Brown of Portland. In "accepting
Grant.
Allen,
this
Before
use
The
the
to
San
gift I assure you, Mr. Brown, that
great cathedral, dedicated
hearings.
A1 45-2 every citizen of Clinton most
Blood Royal. A story.
heartily
> the city must have been Sebastian, as late as tbe year 1107, is
Allen, Grant.
appreciates your kindness and from the
every point of the hill exceedingly curious, being more than
fullness of their hearts and souls thank
Hilda Wade. A woman with
Its eastern apse, prostands commands the half a fortress.
A1 45-4 you for the beautiful library you have
tenacity of purpose. 1900.
erected in our village.”
ver which small gray
jecting over the city wall, is machicolat- Allen, Grant.
After Mr. Felker concluded the choir
A! 45-1
This mortal coil. A novel. 1889...
scattered, like flocks of ed and fortified like a castle. In its high
sang "Home Sweet Home.”
ends assert that the origi- tower storks have nested since time out Blow, Susan E.
Hamilton W. Mabie of New York,
Symbolic education: a commenthe famous essayist, critic and editor of
Abula, bestowed in of mind. Looking up at any time of
tary on Froebel's “Mother
the Outlook, gave a very able and inter; e ther, by Hercules, who
day you see them standing silent and
B
play.” 1898. 372.2 6-2 esting address.
■•ity. B.C. 10(50. "Whoever motionless on top of its pinnacles, Botsford, George Willis.
After the exercises in the hall there
responsible for its pre- their white plumage glittering against
was a banquet served in the dining
A history of Greece for High
room
below.
dion. tbe Avila of to-day the dark blue sky; and imagining them
418.18
Schools. 1899.
The lot on which the building stands
to be carven ornaments, you are a
■■out the year 1080 by Don
Brooks, Elbridge Streeter.
cost $000, the building $11,000 and the
The story of the nineteenth
it untidy,
a son-in-law of startled to see one move as if the tower
books $2,500. The donor has also given
century of the Christian era.
itself were taking lliglit. The cathedral
an endowment fund of $5,000, yielding
415.17 7
Illustrated.
interior is very solemn and impressive,
per cent., and insured the building for
t■ mi city, of perhaps 10,000
Helen.
five years. It is indeed a princely gift.
with tall, dark gothic arches and very Caddick,
re are several hotels and
A white woman in Central Af(Mie of the most pleasing features of the
!i table, as Spanish Itos- large windows,of which the upper lights
523.2 gift is the wisdom that is apparent in
rica. mm.
of
the
The
lletablo
are
even the smaller details.
The whole
glazed.
gest. called "Dos de only
Connor, Ralph, «pseudo/ C. W. Gordon)
building has an air of elegance and yet
lot May
Black Rock : a tale of the Selbeing kept by high altar iof the time of Ferdinand
it is all very simple and thoroughly
C 7*‘*-i ;
kirks. 19ih).
generally patronized and Isabella-', is the oddest thing 1 have
practical. It is plainly evident that a
into
three
11
is
divided
ever
seen.
•iveiv few Anglo-Saxons
Connor, Ralph.
book lover and thorough business man
Tlie Sky Pilot: a tale of the
was behind it all.
-. t> ’noiv.
livery street panels, three stages in height, painted
C 76-2
Foothills. 18*99.
;.i■ ot Avila, both withby master-artists who returned to dust

degrading and destnictive of all diseases, as it vitiates and corrupts the entire system.
*°^owe<^ ^y little red pimples on the body, mouth and throat become
sore, the

14C?rJs
i°rC and
glands enlarge
inflame, copper colored splotches appear, and hair and eyebrows fall out. These are
some of the milder
symptoms; they increase in severity, finally attacking the vital organs ; the body is

near

but that was scarcely passable.” He spoke of the meager education that all children received then and
of his joy that the boys and girls of today had greater benefits. “When he
was young” he said, “Books were scarce
and one could not obtain many to read.
He was glad to place within reach of
Clinton young people, a well selected
library. With tears in his eyes Mr.
Brown, at the close of his address,
turned to Air. Felker, who was to receive the gift in behalf of the town,
and presented him with the key to the
building and a check for the" endowment fund.
The audience was stirred
through and through with the beauty
and pathos of the scene, and after a
moment'a hesitation burst into applause
such as the Town hall has never witnessed before.
It came from the very
hearts of those present and was a choice
reward for the man who made it possible.
After the applause had subsided, S.
P. Felker accepted the gift in behalf of
the town and spoke in part as follows:
“It gives me great pleasure to accept in
behalf of the town of Clinton this

Poiscm it the most

Address,

!

SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.

....ON ALL....

...Stiff Hats...
days

For 30

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

from (late of this paper,

July 12,1 will sell

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

*$3.00 Hats for $2.50
2 .50

“

“

2.00

2.00

“

“

1.50

These

all late

are

styles

and

First

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
We offer to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity
following well known coals.

strictly up-

the

to-date in every way.

■ ■

Straw Hats and Soft Hats
in endless

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

LACKAWANNA,

LATTIMER LEHIGH,

ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND,
and WOODVILLE STEAM

variety, at low prices.

A beautiful line of

Prices at

Delivered

Wharf.
Chestnut Coal.$5.85
Stove
5.86
5.60
Egg
Furnace
5.60

Negligee Shirts and Neckwear,
GOLF HOSE, BELTS, ETC.

Lehigh

US.

COME IN AN1) SEE

Coal,

Coal

Delivered
and put in.

in

Dump cart.
$6.10
6.10
5.85
5.85

$6.25
6 25
6.00
6 00

25 cents per ton higher.

discount of 25 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to ail customers for
CASH settlement within todays from delivery of their coal, provided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive their coal at our
convenience any time before November 1st.
A

Dwight P. Palmer,

■

outside their narrow

■:

in mediaeval

buildings,

The lowest stage
many centuries ago.
represents st. Peter and st. Paul, sur-

Doyle,
A

Changes in

A Conan.

rus.

1900.

I) 77-11

The
rounded by eight evangelists.
Eggleston, George Cary.
second stage sets forth the TransfigThe Last of the Flatboats. A
j
tid t" see. Many of the | uration. the Annunciation, the Nativ338.s
story of the Mississippi.
Adoration of the Magi, and Fisher, Sidney George.
iN'S have reniained eu- | ity. the
The true William Penn. Illusthe Presentation in the Temple: while
'■u -no !.■ tho Middle
Vges. j
trated. 1900.
B-P:57
tlie third stage is gruesome with the
looo rated and
oil I \
very I
Crucifixion, the Scourging, the Agony, Fraser, Mrs. Hugh.
id 11 oil general arrange;
The custom of the country.
the Descent into Hell, and the Trans11' er tlie entranee
'off.
j
222.4
Tales of New Japan. 1899
are
These
among
pictures
npi ured shield of anus, figuration.
Frechette, Louis
in
and
most
venerated
Spain,
and
lichen-covered. the oldest
Christmas in French Canada.
and all aie framed in richly carved
■i ts
a stone balcony, alIllustrations by F. S. Cois
The
choir
woodwork.
equally quaint,
io .1 u iindier of pet quails,
1125.35
burn. 1899.
which are favorite with reliefs of saints and scenes of Froebel, Friedrich.
The songs and music of Froenorthern Spain. They martyrdoms, all beautifully carved and
delicate
bel’s Mother Play. Prepared
with
arabesques.
sound with their strange adorned
and arranged by S. E. Blow.
wonderful
mil sportsmen take them Two iron-gilt pulpits are
1899.372.2 B 6-1
specimens of Spanish metal-work in the
x i x'ditions because tlieir
and others are of alabas- Hastings, James, editor.
ul er birds of the same 15th century
A dictionary of the Bible: dealter and marble, covered with carvings.
.a
under the weathering with its language, literaThe whole vast building is crowded
ture and contents. 1900. Vols.
inns, you enter a vast,
with statues, big and little as to size,
1 and 2
and smelly as a tomb,
had and indifferent as works of
220.8 H
Holland, William J.
Melancholy cries of the good,
art. At the entrance you are confrontThe butterfly book. A pouplar
"
like the voices of lost
ed by two-tipsy-looking mace-hearers,
guide to the knowledge of the
•'ii
on either side of this
butterflies of North America.
in
granite, and other disreputable
an immense door, elahWith 4H colored plates. 1899...
595.11 7
are perched securely in the
iml black with age, open- figures
of each doorway. Saints are every- Hough, Emerson.
jamb
which are never used exThe girl at the Halfway House.
where, life size and colossal, standing
•-atest events of human
A story of the riains. 1900....
11 81
on
the altars and in hundreds of
llume, Martin A. S.
marriage or a burial. At
In
the
tympanum
plateresque niches.
Modern Spain. 1788-1898. (Story
■.another ponderous door
—

■

with
de

■

the

casan

body
and

of

the

straight

other door leads to the
■

is

inner

yard, surroundcontaining all the
including bake-house,
and hayloft. On either

and
■

two enor-

ie easa are
m

one

dining-hall

of

the kitchen of the

: er

1

the

must prominent object
i- a cavernous chimney

occupies

the whole face

Here, in winter, a huge
umg, in which whole trees
‘Muitting smoke in plenty,
t.
What a chance for the
wassail bowl of Christ"

hole

place

is

bened rafters

benches

n

re-place,

on

baronial,
overhead,

either side

and the niches

•bled vasare, each holding
vase of water; while all

displaying collecpeculiar drinkingin endless variety of

ves

the
i

v.

In the tiled kitchen
"ik of the house is done
nary number of servants
the size of the family,

ideas, but in perpatriarchal sysKwails, in Spain; and the
pitched .jabber of these
inerican
with the

Towns even

the shrill cries

"iitside calling to their
woods.
The dwelling

"
■

■

house, placed
t as possible,

"'ll

a

as

remote

overlook a

great many medici-

magnificent Ecce Homo appears, in
the midst of sculptures and terra cotta
figures setting forth the Betrayal, the
Last Supper, the Cross Bearing, the
Crucifixion, the Coronation of the Virgin, the (light into Egypt, and scriptural
You might
scenes without number.
spend days in this sanctuary, constantly finding new objects of interest—old
paintings in dark corners, curious
church plate, from the eleventh century
down, and ancient tombs in shadowy
chapels. Among .the most beautiful
sepulchres is that of the learned Alfonso
To.stado de Madrigal, who was Bishop
a

alabaster, represents the prelate in
writing, which was the joy and
business of his earthly existence; and
it is gravely related that lie wrote as
many as three sheets a day, for every day
of lijs life.
Outside the walls, on the river side,
is a tiny Romanesque church, standing
is a little weedy inclosure with three
tall stone crosses. Nowdays it is always
closed and locked; but though the Cerebus who guards it charges outrageously
for producing the keys, you must submit to extortion for the sake of seeing
the beautiful monument of its patron,
the bishop of San Segundo. lie is said
to have pushed a Moor over the battlements of the neighboring tower with
act of

his own hands, a deed of prowess which
will always render him popular as a

Spanish Saint, although
seem

consistent
of the

pression
an ecstacy

it does

not

with the angelic exkneeling figure rapt in

"

225.16
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R 20
R 21-2

the French Revolution.
Scidmore, Eliza R.
China: the long-lived empire.

Sa 15

1900.

513.14

Shoemaker, Michael Meyers.
Quaint corners of ancient empires: southern India, Burma
and Manila.
Sykes, Ella 0.
Through Persia on a side-sadIllustrations and map.
dle.
18!'8.
West, Sir Algernon.
Recollections. 1822-1888. Illustrated. WOO.
Weyraan, Stanley J.

Sophia. A romance.
Wheeler, Benjamin Ide.

MX).

Alexander the Great: the meeting of the East and West in
universal history. WOO.
Whiteing, Ricrard.
The island, or an adventure of
1888.
a person of quality.
Whitmarsh, II. Phelps.
A
romance.
talisman.
The golden

527.17

512.18

B-W 52
149.18

418.8

W 59-1
222.19

Maine is

CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVtRY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

Vastly Different from What She
Was, Years Ago.

"To be a Maine farmer means something very different from what it used
to,” said a recent visitor from the rural
districts in Augusta. “The entire occupation lias changed. The farmers of
this state used to go deeply into raising
cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry for the
i
when
remember
market. Why,
Water street used to be lined with fanners' wagons, every Monday morning.
That was market day. and large quantities of beef, pork and poultry used to
Vie brought in and sold. Then I used to
see them around at the stores spending
the money they had received for necessaries for tlie farm.
"Large droves or cattle used to be
driven off to Brighton, every week: the
fanners were continually buying and
selling, and every farm had many beef
cattle, pigs and sheep. But now everything is different. I think I speak the
truth when I say that between this city
and China there isn't a single yoke of

33, 35 and 37 Front Street,

“The cause of it all is the western
cattle trade. They began to ship beef
and pork from the West, and were able
to sell it at a very low price, much
lower than that paid for Maine beef,
which commanded a very good price in
those days. The farmers did not seem
to work at the live stock business as
their fathers had and it fell off until
now it amounts to nothing.
“Maine used to produce her own supply of beef, pork and poultry and ship
a surplus to Boston; now it all comes
from Chicago; western beef comes to
Maine and Maine money goes West:
that's the whole thing in a nut shell.”
Yes, Maine has changed, and in more
ways than one. While beef is practically a thing of the past, Maine ice and
lumber is of the present. Her forests
are furnishing the means of bringing
millions of dollars into the State and
thousands upon thousands of tons of
the ice from her rivers and lakes go to
make life bearable in warmer climes.
Her delightful lakes, forests and
beaches have been transformed into resorts which bring the pleasure seekers,
and, incidentally, their money bags,
into the State by the thousands. What
she has lost in 'one way she has gained
in others.
She was never adapted by nature for
grazing and the raising of herds of cattle
that industry naturally belongs to te
wide prairies of the West. Nature fur
nislied her with huge forests of trees
and they are being turned to account;
with rivers that, in winter, are covered
with a thick, clear coating of crystal;
with beautiful lakes and streams, near
which immense hotels have sprung up.
There are the numerous falls and rapids
that, at the present time, furnish power
for the great cotton, woolen and pulp
mills: boot and shoe and other manufactories have sprung up. Maine lost,
but she gained, and her gain was greater
than her loss.
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HOME TREATMENT

Tinware,
Nickel Plated

...Full....

Copper Goods,
and.

ALL THE LATEST IMPORTED

Pearl

Agate Ware

Xml The Ii
I'ee liar
* Women. I >*
m
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S'. :e|||, a ml
all diseases am! Ih.eaVeil
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>i amis,
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Skin IMseas..
Most eases
quiekly relieved and perm,anently cured by tin- «.r- .d .Multipat!;,«• spenhes.
Send*tor (bunral Symptom 1'. aids and one on
Diseases of Women. .Many ascs that wore considered hopeless have been cured b\ these Cleat
Heine dies. Du :anii May and dune eoiisidtation
free hy mail. Dr. Miteladi can be ennMilted free
at
hi> Poston office Mem-ays
Wednesdays,
m. to 4 p. m.
Thursdays and Saturdays from a
< >ther days his regular consultation fee of $;? will
he charged. Monthly treatnn-nt ..! reasonable
Address.
rates.
(TfAKI.KS II. MITCUKLI M. D
•Jis Tremont >tr«-ct.
Union Savings punk Pudding.
Next to Hotel Tooraine
PcMoi
Mass.
Laboratory, Howard Place Ko.xbnry. Mass.
...
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PERFUMES,

1 >!'

SOAPS,

MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER.

Oil Stoves Ovens
STYLES,

a

a

FACE POWDERS,
SACHET POWDERS,

specialty.

COSMETICS, ETC.

WATER FILTERS,

BATH SPOXGES,

Tooth,

WATER COOLERS,
WATERING
and

a

DR ESSIXG CASES,

line of.

POWDER and PUFFS.

SUMMER GOODS
at

Do not fail

to

examine

our

>

PILES!

PILES!

allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. I>r. Wil
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared »>nly for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
For sale by R. H. Moody.

absorbes the tumors,
acts as a

I

115 MIQH STREET.

..

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It

POOR k SON, Drifts.

stock before purEVENINGS.

■

money refunded.

or

chasing.OPEN

I

PILES!

Lowest prices in the city

the LOWEST possible prices.

f On and alter June 25,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and ;Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, AVaterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows;

at

]

Dr. John Stevens,

FROM BELFAST.
AM

FM

Belfast, depart. 7 00
City Point.+7 05

SUMMER SERVICE.
Six

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

Waldo.+7 15
Brooks. 7 26
+7 38
Knox
Thorndike. 7 45
7 53
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 1,5
Clinton.. 8 32
8 42
Benton.

3
+3
t3
4
14
5
5
6
t«
17

30
38
57
30
48
20
50
25
50
08

A M

Waterville. 8 47
»*

Portland.12

M
<>2

3 15

7 15

5 35
9 00
9 15

1 25
5 57
7 25

AM

,iS8
TO BELFAST.

Commencing .Tune 26,1900, steamers l’enobsco
and City of Bangor will leave Belfast alternately:
For Boston, via Northport. Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.00 r. ai., other days, except
Sundays, at 5.00 r. m.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor daily,
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Thursdays, and
Sundays at about 7.45 a. m.

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SARAH E. DOE, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
CHAS. E. SHERMAN
immediately.
Burnham, June 12,1900.—8w32

WANTED.

Boston,

| E. L).
| y-

at A. A. Howes & Co.’s

A M

6 05

0 50

1* M

13 + 10 00
27 tio 15
30
10 46
48
11 20
8 57
11 45
Thorndike.
Knox. +0 06 112 00
0 20
12 30
Brooks.
Waldo... to 30 tl2 47
n 07
City Point. to 40
1 15
Belfast, arrive .'. 0 45
Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

4 18
4 27
4 45
6 03
5 12
t5 21
5 35
f5 45
t6 55
0 00
sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale hy L. W. Geokge
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
Bootuby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 18,1900.

F. E.

East Maine Conference Seminary.
Fall Term Opens Sept. 4.
For information

or

catalogue, address

REV. S. A.
2m30

given

A.

H.

4, 7 to 8 P. M.
to

.NOSE
Iyr34

LYE, EAR

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Will 1>»* furnished for private lmekboard
parties from Belfast. Camden, etc., at the
Searsmont. Hall. Bofre*lmients will also
In- served. Apply to
JOSEPHINE

KNIGHT,

or

flARV McCORRISON,
Box

80.

Searsmont, Me

lt tf

4 10
1 40

M

Benton.t6
Clinton.t6
Burnham, depart. 8
Unity. 8

tFlag station.

Special attention
and THROAT.

to

12

1

A M

A

I 1 to

2

A M

1* M
00

BLOCK.

HOUSE

OFFICE HOURS

9 00
8 30

Bangor. 7 00

A competent girl to do housework in a small
J. H. HOWES,
family. Apply to
32tf

P M
00

7

Portland.11 00
Waterville

OPERA

PM

1 30
35
46
1 66
t2 06
2 15
2 23
2 46

+1
+1

4 30

Bangor

24 OZ. PACKAGE
Cake of Yfilliams“White Glycerine
Toilet Soap in Every Package

BRUSHES,

Xait anil
Hair

OTS,

,s

1

TOILET WATER,
A
N
D

ALL

*

Chronic Diseases

JUST KKCICIVKO

Cobb, Butler & Co. expect to launch
RETURNING.
the big schooner under construction in
From Boston, daily, except Sunday at 5.00 r. m.
their yard in Rockland, Saturday, Aug.
From Rockland, via Camden and Northport,
25th. Last week they closed a contract daily, except Monday, at 5.00 a. m.
with Capt. ]'. II. Crowell of Boston to
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
at 12.00 noon, other days except Sundays
build another great vessel,a four-masted Mondays
at
2.00 i*. 3i.
schooner 205 feet long, 43 feet in width
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
of
about
tons
and 221-2 feet deep,
2,300
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
carrying capacity. The frame will be
received about October 1st.

Powder

Belfast.

TELEPHONE 34-3

oxen.

glorious
figure is found, that of Prince Juan,
the only son of Ferdinand and Isabella,
In

WE GUARANTEE prompt delivery,

Belfast.

Industries.

of prayer.
Santo Tomas another

ni'ish,
strange to say, these
sually haveglass windows, whose death, in his twentieth year,
hieing the street are pro- broke his mother's heart, though his> wooden shutters.
In the
records that she replied to the
!'t one or two of these houses tory
fatal tidings only in the words of Scripp,'et' 'Pecimeus of those unex- ture, “The Lord hath given, the Lord
lies
t t
antiquity known a? hath taken away.” Beautiful in per1
aisando, carved in granite son, a brilliant scholar, an accomplished
and a few flowers

432.21
of the nations).
Karageorgevitch, Prince Bojidar.
512.11
Enchanted India. 1899,.
McClure, Alexander K.
Our Presidents and how we
make them. Illustrated. 1900. 324. M 13
Mynderse, Bart
Four years nine.
(A prison

story).
Nelson, Kathleen Gray.
Tueu, slave and empress. 1898.
Raymond, Evelyn.
A daughter of the West. The
story of an American princess.
Rayner, Emma.
In castle and colony. A novel.
of Avila in 1450 and considered the Sage, William.
Robert Tournay: a romance of
Solomon of his day. His effigy carved
in

Temple,

duet with an occasional cho-

butt fusses, eseutebeons
relies worth a journey

s

Hasonic

BENDER, President,
Bucksport .Maine.

U. Fiencli A.
Have

just received

a

larjie lot of

Wrappers
AT

They

LOW PRICES.

have also marked down (this

week) all their

SHIRT WAISTS.
NOTICE.
AH persons indebted to me prior to February 1
1900, are requested to settle at the store of Mitch
ell & Trussed, 115 High street.
M. I.. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Me., June 25,19.00—20tf

veterans, their widows or orphans, is
not only groundless but silly. Silly, be-

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

cause

Published

Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
CHARLES A.

Editor and
Business Manager.

PILSBURY,

all who know the

Congressman

from the Third district, personally or by
reputation, would promptly resent such
Ian imputation. Mr. Burleigh does not
herald his good deeds; but the Grand
Army Posts, moved by these unjust attacks, are speaking for him. Resolu-

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 23,1900.

Millard F. Chase will enter the Freshman
class of Dartmouth College next month.
re-

Ernest Libby of Bridgwater, Mass., who
has been visiting friends here, returned

Monday.
Frank II. Quimby has been drawn as
traverse juryman from Brooks for the
September term.
The rebuilding of the Long bridge has
been let to C. E Bowen, and the Leathers
bridge to C. 11. Forbes.
Jas. F. Jew ell and Fred Emmons went to
Bangor this w eek to make some changes in
a tenement occupied by F. 0. Day.

For President,
william McKinley
of Ohio.

A. Willis Paine and wife of Los Angeles,
Cal., were in town Saturday. Mr. Paine
taught school here in the winter of 185!M>0.
Mrs. Paine was formerly Hattie Gilman of

For Vice-President,

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
of New York.

Brooks.
We are glad to know that our school
board is awake to the importance of the
Waldo County Teacher's Association, which
meets here in September. Properly utilized
this meeting can be made of great benefit to
the school system of the town. The last
meeting in Brooks was practically a failure
from lack of interest and partly from want
of proper advertising. The school board
are determined that this shall not be the
case this year.

For Representative to Congress,
£ DWIN C. BURLEIGH.
Fur Governor,
JOHN F. HILL.

\

Mil.in

l’hl

>

NOMINATIONS.
*i: >i;.N All

>

u,

li*'K.Frankfort.
ni; shfkiff.

SAMI'HI. O.

NOKTON.Belfast.

GrandArmy Hall was tilled with our people
tiFOBOF. F. .n*ll NSON.Belfast. last Saturday evening to listen to the speech
'O: ill.*.! 11 i; ni
i:< >i:.\ ri;.
of Mr. Frank \Y.Gowen of Waterville against
li \K1.FS 1' HAZFI.TI NF...Belfast.
Tlie
resubmission of liquor legislation.
F' >1. '< il VIA \'!"l
I \
Prooks Cornet Panel furnished music for the
IB in ON F. FOSTKU..
Montviile.
occasion and paraded tlie streets and escortU N 1 N
FnK
MMlSSIn.VKR,
ed the speaker, who was entertained by C
.F'SKFH W BUoC'K. .Sear-port. !
K. Lane, Esq., to the hall. Mr. Lane called
ill M Y Tl.'l »sritKi:,
FOB
M.m.n ,\.SMA1.Belfast, the meeting to urder at s p. m. and called M
J. Dow, Past G. ('. T. of Maine, to the
I: I'! I 1 K I .N 1 .»r I \ i.
TO TI IF I.KMSI.ATt iil.. !
Mr. Dow said it gave him great
chair.
MFI.Y'1I.I.K ( U1U.Belfast.
pleasure to introduce tlie speaker of the
i: \ U.Fs F. UBBV. Burnham.
evening, who was formerly a Waldo county
\ .1. SLMMONs.Waldo.
a
boy and who had upheld the cause of temper*
\ W I s 11 KN
F.F.I.ANI).Sear-port.
ance and prohibition for a good many years,
N v'NiAN l >. Boss..
.I.ineolnviUe.
Frank \\. Gowen, Past International Le<: 11.1; \\.
FUFDFFICK.Winterport.
turer of the Order of Good Templars.
Mr. Gowen spoke for over an hour, and
j
■■
"
received a circular couceruamong other things said that the Democrats
h
.tnig machine, soon to be prac- had raised the local issue in Maine of the
tical!.' tested in Massachusetts. There I repeal of our prohibitory law and the subi- ho 'ever, a
growing public sentiment stitution of a license law in its place, and as
he was opposed to license he intended to
adv.-;
to the machine in politics.
speak nearly every night during the camI he Huston iinti-Ini]iena,;stsare plan- paign in opposition to an\ organization, I
liave a newspaper in Huston. political or otherwise, that favored the reting
I'Ih
xpect to acquire the True Flag, a submission of our temperance laws to the
taim in old week!.' story paper, amiconpeople. lie said that the position of the
ert it into a party organ.
Democratic party on this license question
to
They ought
change the name to the in the State of Maine reminded him of a
False Flag.
story of two young ladies who were spend,
ing their summer creation on the beautiful
I he Hepnhlican campaign in Maine shore of the Pine Tree State.
They were
"as
formally opened Monday night, and out tisliing one day and one of the young
there is a host of able speakers on the ladies, who was meeting with good success*
The speech-making will con- said to her friend, who was less successful
stump.
tinue until election day, the appoint- What is tlie trouble, you don't catch any
fisli.
Let me examine your bait “and as she |
ments including many of the smaller
did so she found her friend using crab bait
towns. The speakers for this city and
and expecting to catch trout!
What an
W aido county are given in another
idea! So we say to the license men and to
column.
the Democratic party—-gentlemen, you are
using tlie wrong kind of bait. You cannot
The Allies have entered Pekin and catch the good people ol' Maine with this
rescued the Ministers without great license bait.
You will catch absolutely
loss ot liie. This much of the general- nothing, excepting the greatest political
1\ contradictory and unreliable reports licking on election day in September that
ti'ou.i china appears to fie authentic. you have ever received in tlie proud old
Why is it? asked the
The Chinese government through Li 1 State of Maine.
that you do not have any rum shops
speaker,
Hung Chang lias asked the United1 in this
nourishing village? It is because of
states to appoint a special commission- our
Prohibitory laws. Place this same town
er witl, lull
in
any license State and what would you
authority to negotiate for!
A number of wide open rum shops
have?
peace and to lix definite terms for the
right under your nose; and still they say
settlement of the present troubles. The our Prohibitory law is a failure. Mr. Gowen
in retaining the Philipsame request lias been made to all the thoroughlv believes
pines, aim said that no President since tlie
The question of formation of our government had been
powers interested.
face to face with such great and
money indemnity from China is now brought issues
as
confront President Mcmighty
under consideration.
Kinley to-day. From a country having no
great international prestige, we have beThe Chicago Evening Post antly re- come under his administration one of the
in the world.
marks:
‘‘The Democrats of North greatest powers
Carolina profess to stand for the docGov. Burleigh and a Soldier’s Orphan.
trine that the Constitution follows the
M. Billings Post, G. A. R., of Monroe,
E.
dag. lias it followed the dag into their
the following resolutions, and
own state, so far as the fourteenth and has adopted
voted that they be sent to The Republican
fifteenth amendments are concerned?”
Journal for publication:
Tins query is pertinent from the fact
We, the members of E. M. Billings Post,
that no one pretends that the constitu- No. 74, Dept, of Maine, G. A. R., wish to 1
our testimony to the good work Hon. E.
add
tional amendment recently adopted in
C. Burleigh has done for a veteran’s daughNorth Carolina has for its object any- ter in our town.
Washington Patterson, a j
19th Maine, died some time 1
thing else than the disfranchisement of I soldier in the
ago, leaving a daughter helpless from rheunearly all the negroes in the State with- i matism. She is an orphan, her mother hav;
out the disfranchisement of any of the ing been dead for some time, and would have
had to be helped by charity had not Mr.
white men.
Burleigh become interested in her case. At
the request of the post Mr. F. L. Palmer
Lewiston gave up entertaining during wrote to Mr. Burleigh and stated the case to
Old Home W eek because tbe city gov- him and soon she was allowed #12 per
month, she is at the present time helpless
ernment would not appropriate $ 1,omi and lias to have the constant care of others:
for that purpose. The people of Bel- and we, as veterans of the Civil War, wish
to let the veterans of the district know that
fast did not ask for an appropriation the circular issued by the Calvin Barton
but went into their own pockets and Union Veteran’s Union of Gardiner is not
supported by facts: therefore, be it
promptly subscribed a sum proportionResolved, That E. M. Billings Post, No.
G. A. R., extend their
ally much greater than that asked for 74, Dept, of Maine,
sincere thanks to lion. E. C. Burleigh,
in Lew iston, and it was used to the best
Member of Congress from the Third disadvantage by the local old Home Week trict, for the successful efforts in securing
a pension for Miss Lena Patterson, a solAssociation. The program for tbe week
dier’s orphan of this town, and that we as a
was carried without a hitch, and the
the circupost of the Grand Army condemn
celebration as a whole far exceeded ex- lar sent out by the Calvin Barton Union
of
Gardiner
as
Union
Veteran’s
unjust and
Belfast
pectations.
may well feel not sustained by facts.
Hunky R. Dawson,
proud of the success which attended
Commander pro tern.
her efforts on this occasion.
Fill; .11 1M.F. <>l

1*1*1 *r.ATF.

■

■
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■
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|

Boutwell lias turned his back on the
party which elected him Governor of
Massachusetts, to the United States
Senate, and made him Secretary of the
Treasury, and announced his intention

supporting Bryan.
the days of his holding

of
a

There were in
these odices not

few who believed that he wits honored

beyond
career

his deserts, and his subsequent
justifies that opinion. When

the services of abler men were called
for in the

public

stations to which he

aspired

he became the open enemy of
the party which had favored him with

'honors and emoluments. “To such base
uses” does he come at last.
The Democratic attacks upon Congressman Burleigh have had the naturally to be expected result of recoiling upon their authors. The charge

Burleigh is indifferent, if not
antagonistic, to the interests of the

that Mr.

Mrs. Dr. Jolley of Waterville is stopping
with Mrs. Fellows.
Alice Black of Bangor
cousin, Cleora Haney.

is visiting her

trade Green and Edlth'Simpson, Cambridge;
Mrs. B. Thompson, Geo. Beckford and wife
Boston; E. L. Lymin and wife and C. W.
Lyman, New York; S. F. Hadley, Chicago.
The following is the menu of the Northport Hotel dinner last Sunday:
Olives
Sliced tomatoes

his tin-type tent

halibut, egg

Clam chowder

sauce.

Boiled

__

Ham

ar-

Corned beef

Tongue

Roast
Siilom of beef—dish gravy.
Ribs of beef—brown sauce.
Roast veal
Entrees
Rice fl itters—vanilla sauce

Judson Xichols and wife of Charlestow n,
Mass., are at Mrs. Fellows’ cottage.
W. F. Brown of Brooklyn, X. Y., was at
Brown’s a few days the past week.

String

Pastry and

Blackberry pie
Raisins

Tea

Green

Green peas

Strawberry jelly

Mrs. F. A. Hardman, her mother and
daughter, of Bangor are at Brown’s.
a

mashed potatoes.

beans

corn

Beets

Dr. F. A. Knowlton and wife of Fairfield
here a few days the past week.

George Priest of Boston is spending
two-weeks’ vacation on the grounds.

a

Misses Alice and Gertrude Pulsifer of
Melrose, Mass., are stopping at Brown’s.
Mrs. Chana Wadsworth and son of Brockton, Mass., are at the Lincolnville cottage.
F. A. Simpson and wife, and Miss Genie
Simpson are at their cottage on Maple street.

Whipped

Blueberry pie
Apple pie
Crackers and

cream

Nuts
cheese

Coffee
Northport spring water
Chocolate ice cream
Sponge cake

R. Dunning and family of Bangor are at
the Lincoln cottage on Park Row for two
weeks.
Mrs. Wales is at home for the week and
her cottage is occupied by the Savage family
from Brewer.

weather and a good attendance. Rev. J. M.
Frost of Bangor is leader and he is assisted
by Evangelist L. H. Baker of Ohio. Rev. B.
C. Wentworth of Berwick is chorister, with
Miss Katharyn McCune of Bangor, soloist,
and Miss Faustina Curtis of Bangor pianist.
Mrs. John Tinling is leader of the
children’s hour. Mr. Frost makes the following announcement in regard to the
workers:

Evangelist Baker is

Methodist

Xorthport people

are

of the famous
the west and the

one

workers in

particularly pleased

that he is coming here. Rev. B. C. Wentworth, the chorister, is well known throughout Maine as a director of ability.
Miss
McCune will be heard with a great deal of
pleasure, her work as soloist at Grace M. K.
church in Bangor during the past year having attracted lots of attention. The selection of Miss Curtis as pianist is another
pleasing feature of the arrangements for the

The platform at the auditorium has been campmeeting.
enlarged and additional seats put in for the
The daily routine of services is as follows :
0 a. m.—Quiet hour services at the audicongregation.
torium.
The veteran clergyman, Setli II. Beale of
7 a. m.—Family prayers in tents, cottages
Camden, is again with us, looking hale and and chapels.
K
a. in.—Bible
vigorous as of yore.
reading and holiness meeting at the auditorium.
B. 1). Colcord of Belfast is doing a line
in a. m.—Preaching services at the audibusiness in ice cream in his new rooms over
Hill A Haney’s store.

torium.
1 p. m.—Children's hour at the auditorium.
ni'~°l)en air liaise service at Ruggles

A Sunday school from Swanvilie had a Pa I*
*2 p. in.—Preaching services at the audicarriage ride to and a picnic dinner at the
torium.
Camp Ground Saturday.
4 p. m.—Women's hour at the auditorium.
p. in.—Chapel services.
Geo. W. Frisbee of the Belfast police
ij..4n
7.:’.o p. m.—Evangelistic services at the
force is spending his vacation with IBs
auditorium.
family on the South Shore.
Tuesday was educational day, with the
Seth Averill of Frankfort, who has been principal address at 2 p. in. b\ Rev. F. C.
in charge of the Waldo Granite Co. store at Haddock of Lynn, Mass. Other
addresses
Mt. Waldo l."> years, is spending his vaca- were by Rev. A. N.
Bender, I>. I)., President
tion here.
of Buck sport
Seminary: Rev. J. F. Haley, I>.
The new well of the water company is Ih, and Rev. G. G. Winslow. Mr. Winslow
proving ample for all purposes. Some days is financial agent of the Seminary and
the pump lias been run continuously and presented the progress and needs of that I
the supply has shown no signs of slacken- institution.
ing-.
Wednesday was Epworth League day.
Steamer M. A M. brought 115 excursion- Lev. 1.. 11. Foss, 1). I1., of Bangor lectured
ists from Bucksport one day last week. in the forenoon on “The Leaguer's Vision.'t
Tile lecture was eloquent and was well reThey were accompanied by the Bucksport
Band of 20pieces, L. ,1. Homer, director; J. ceived, as it has also been in Philadelphia
and in many New England cities.
The
H. Montgomery, leader.
afternoon address washy Lev. M. s. KaufThe musical sketch, The Rehearsal, given
man of Brockton, Mass.
at Xorthoort Saturday evening, was a great
Temperance work is represented by two
success.
The young ladies appeared at best
meetings: Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’advantage. Miss Butler made a most pleas- clock
by Mrs. E. P. Alexander of Belfast,
ing appearance and was in fine voice. Miss on Juvenile
Templary, and Friday forenoon
Shaw's solo was brilliantly executed and her
at 10.so by Kev. W. F. Berry, Secy, of the
accompaniments were most pleasing. The Christian Civic League.
solos and duett by Misses Pease and Gifford
The Woman's Foreign Missionary rally
on violin and harp w ere among the most atwill be held on Thursdaj afternoon at 4
p.
tractive features of the evening. The clos- m. and a Woman's Home
Missionary rallv
ing number, Ave Maria including the whole on Friday afternoon at 4 p. m.
j
cast, was high1} appreciated by the audiRev. F. L. Hayward will preach

Thursday

ence.

forenoon and Rev. W. S. Berry Friday
forenoon. The afternoon services are arranged for from day to day. The evening
services are conducted by Evangelist Baker.
The leading feature is the evangelistic
work of Lev. L. 11. Baker, who was invited
to come from Ohio to assist in the three
largest campmeetings of eastern Maine.
Bishop Fitzgerald and Bishop Joyce recommend him most highly as one of the most
efficient and powerful evangelists of the
day His success so far fully warrants and
supports such high endorsement. Under
his direction at Foxcroft a great many souls
From a musical standpaint
The services last Sunday were very inter- were saved.
Mr. Baker is a wonderful inspiration and the
esting and w ere largely attended. The services were as follows: at 0.15 a. m., love music of the meeting lias been more careThe
feast led by llev. I. 11. V. Vharff, formerly fully planned for than ever before.
Presiding Elder of the Rockland District; hymn book to be used is Songs of Redemp10.30 A. m., sermon by Rev. W. S. Jones, for- tion, new copies of which will be sold for
sixteen cents. Same of the best preachers
merly Presiding Elder of the Portland Disare reserved for the last days and the imn. M., sermon by Rev. J. Tinling of
trict;
7 p.
social service and sermon portant closing exercises of the week.

Guests at the Ocean House the past week
included the following: F. J. Crockett and
wife, F. J. Biather and wife, George Culler,
F. H. Childs, J. J. Marshall, J. F. Cronan,
T. F. Dolan, Boston; K. W. Stevens, Portland; AY. B. Hammond, Howard French,
Mrs. H. Mag’ll, New York ; Bertha F. ( looker, Dorchester: AY. C. Dodge, Haverhill; 11.
AY. Bridgham and wife, AA’atertown, Mass.;
KllaM. Story, Woonsocket, R. I.; Mrs. Clias.
A. Lord, Miss Edith Lord, Mrs. A. M. Lassell, Needham, Mass.; Rose M. Oakman,
Cleveland, Ohio.

m.,
Brewer;
by T. F. Jones, Presiding Elder.

It was
noted as a co-incidence that the three last
named are natives of England.

The people here witnessed a sensational
runaway last Sunday. A horse harnessed
to a 4-wheel sulky ran away from near the
hotel and through Bay View Park, jumping
over a hammock on the lawn at the White
A young lady had just
Rock cottage.
arisen from the hammock and stepped
aside when the horse came along. The carriage was w recked here and the horse kept
lie was folon towards the South Shore,
lowed by George Brown of steamer M. & M.
on a bicycle, who overtook and stopped him
near the Cobe cottage.

TEMPLE HEIGHTS.

Herbert Morse is building
his cottage.

ONE NICHT CURE
Soak the hands thoroughly, on retiring, In
lather of Cuticura Soap. Dry, and
anoint freely with Cuticura ointment, the
great skin cure and purest of emollient}.
Wear old gloves during the night. For sore
hands, itcning, burning palms, and painful
finger ends, this treatment is wonderful.
a hot

dessert

Camp-Meeting. The fifty-first annual
few camp-meeting opened Monday, with pleasant

were

f!EN’S and BOYS’

Chicken pie

Vegetables

..

Boiled and

iMDICIHAl&TOIlEtl

Roast turkey
Chicken
Roast lamb

...

04

Sore
Hands

Fish

c.

Hon. F. M. Simpson, State Treasurer,
rived at his cottage Saturday.

John Harlow of Brewer is stopping
days with his mother on Bay street.

!

Lamb broth
Boiled

Mrs. King and family of Bangor are at the
Fuller cottage for two weeks.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

Rev. D. Brackett and wife, W. A. Brackett and Mrs. Snow are at Northport for two
weeks.

V

CAMP GROUND.

A. S. Phinney has opened
adopted by E. M. Billings Post of
Monroe are printed in another column. just below the south gate.

Mrs. C. S. Brackett and daughter Gail
turned to her home in Newport Friday.

1

NORTHPOINT

HEWS.

Dr. Robert Cram of Roxbury, Mass., is at
Brown’s.

tions

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch, length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

fOl M

HORTHPORT

a

stable near

Mrs. Samuel Carr and Miss Helen Pond
Boston, who have been. spending the
summer at the Paul cottage, returned home
last week.

of

Mrs. A. E. Clark of Belfast, who is spending the summer here, was able to walk out
and attend some of the meetings. She was
confined to her home nearly a year before
coming here.
The large number of people here who intended to go to Camden last week to see the
launching were disappointed. The steamer
Castine loaded at Searsport and Belfast and
did not call, and the M. & M. was not able
to take on any more here.

Sold throughout the world. Pottrr Pbco a' n Crr'l
Ccup., pr >ds., boston. “All About the Skin, Sculp,
H«ir. »rd Hands," free.

e<l to take place Wednesday, under the auspices of the Juvenile Temple, was in large
measure a success.
The Grand Superintendent, Mrs. E. P. Alexander, presided,
and after prayer by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth gave in outline the plans and methods of the juvenile work and made a very
earnest appeal to the mothers and fathers to
co-operate with her in pledging the children.
This was followed by a very excellent paper
“When to be ginuur temperance work,” by
R. W. G. Supt. Jessie Forsyth of Boston,
read by Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; song, “The
Better Land,” by Miss Marion Wells, and a
fine address by U. A. Caine, Grand Chief
Remarks
Templar of West Kenriebunk.
were also made by Lucius C. Morse, President of the Temple Heights Associat ion, and
Mrs. Wentworth.
It has been voted by the association to in-

To be closed out regardless of their value.

HARRY

—

St ,

Belfast,

Wants to sell out his Ready-Made Clothing Departm
devote his whole time to making

HENCE THIS GREAT SACRIFICE SALE

Will greet you in UP-TO-DATE goods, as it is a well’
fact that we carry the FINEST LINE in the city

*

fi®“Don’t put it off.
The good things always
Old men, Young men, Ladies, Boys, everybody come an
bargain of your life.
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Rememberthe “Old
SEVENTEEN

ii nv

.\M) BUY A

JEWELED.

Souvenir Spoon
rr \v11.1. ra v

v<>r j;<> i.<k»k

OUR WINDOW

ELGIN:

YOUR WATCU
YOUR EYES
V\V

interest you

can

"1'

perhaps
It' you

One

Lady’s

Crescent

w

Bicycle

w!

Cash=*rsew 1900 model.
I National Bank Bolding,
Belfast, 3Iaine
(

H J. LOCKE & SON

Closing Out Sale

Maine

Register/

USEFUL IN EVER* OF! k
AND HOME.

Contains l ull Statistics <0
Interests

Complete

For the Season-

Business
Xow is the time to buy

Thokniiike. Miss Millett spoke at tlie
Centre Church last Sunday. Mr. Jedediali
Varney of Unity will preach there next
Sunday_\V. W. Stetson of Augusta will
lecture before Harvest Moon Grange September 8th —Through the kindness of
Henry Higgins and Bert Stevens, who took
a four horse team, nearly all the members
of Bethel Lodge of Good Templars had the
pleasure of attending the District Lodge at
Windermere Park, l nity, last Friday. The
Mrs.
day was tine and the ride enjoyable
Minnie Gross and daughter are in Bangor
Mrs. Mary Stevens of
for a short time
Boston is the guest of her brother, J. G. Cilley_Blinn Hogan and wife passed a few
E. L. Bartdays in Xewburg last week
lett, who has had employment in Bangor
during the summer, has been at home for a
few days. ..Enoch C. Dow of Monroe passed
Mrs. G. W.
Sunday at George Ward's

CLARK,

My Clothier, 83 Main

augurate

a “Temperance Day” next year.
The afternoon lecture was by Mrs. Hand.
Thursday fo renoon was devoted to short
addresses by the officers of the corporation,
reports, etc. The reports showed the affairs
of the corporation to be in a very satisfactory condition. In order to revise the list
of corporators and re-arrange the books, 5:;
shares of stock, representing 4:> owners,
who have died or otherwise been lost sight
of, were offered for sale, and were bid in by
the corporation. Mrs. Hand gave an address at 2 o’clock. The election of officers,
which followed, resulted as follows: President, lb M. Bradbury, Fairlieid: vice president, L. C. Morse, Liberty; secretary,orrin
J. 1 >ickey,Belfast:directors, A. II. Blackington, Rockland; A. T. Stevens, Belfast; Geo.
Morse, Belmont; Samuel 1’. Strickland,
Bangor; R. A. Packard, Xorthport; Dr. M.
R. Webber, Fairlieid: Mrs. Kmily F. SkidIt was voted to assess each
more, Liberty.
stockholder the sum of one dollar each for
the coming \ear. A. 11. Blackington was
appointed as a committee to arrange the
dates of the campmeetings in Maine, with
like committees from other camps so that
they would be hold on diff erent weeks.
The Ladies’ Aid Society elected these
officers for the coming year: President, Mrs.
Prescott Shibles, Knox; secretary, Mrs. G.
II. Rich, Bangor: treasurer, Mrs. J. P.
Seams, South La Grange.
Friday the addresses were by Mrs. Wentworth in the forenoon and Dr. D. Clark
in the afternoon.
Dr. Clark is one of the
ablest speakers in the country and is a power in the work. The concert Friday evening
was largely attended and was very enjoyable. The following program was presented:
Recitation,
Mary Hobbs
Song,
Henry Burse
< >. J.
Reading,
Dickey
R. A. Packard,
Song,
1 >r. La Grain!
Patriotic Reading,
Herbert Cook
Reading,
Oren Learned
Song,
M.
Mrs.
J
Wentworth
Reading,
Dr. La Grand
Song,
Rantonume, “Dulling a tootn,
II. Cook and <>. j. Dickey
Saturday forenoon was devoted to asocial
meeting, at which no time was allowed to
go to waste, speakers following each other
in quick succession. The afternoon address
was by Mrs. 1 land.
There was a large attendance Sunday,
steamers bringing crowds from Rockland,
Camden, Belfast, Searsportand the up-river
ports. The forenoon address was by Mrs.
Hand and the afternoon by Dr. Clark.
Both were followed by tests.
Mrs. Hand will speak and give tests at
the auditorium next Sunday at 2 o’clock.
Admission 10 cts.

W.

Dire

a

of the 4j:. towns, -jo cities ami
lions in Maine
NEW township m; p showing
extensions.

BICYCLE

EDITION of I'.hmi-oi now ready.
>TH, nearly 1000 pay;**-., pi ;*•.■.

ClJ

AT LOW FIGURES.

Grenville M. Donham, F
390 Congress St

I,have

a

few good ones,which

I shall sell at

agents' prices

(

opp

it-.

CORTLAND,

for

—

—

CASH.
Will exchange for second-hand

The steamer Castine runs as follows this
wheels.
week : Leaves Lewis’ wharf, Belfast, at 0.45
a. m. and 1.30,3.30 ami 7 i\ m. : returning
The Annual Meeting. The eighteenth
leaves the Camp Ground at 1, 2, 5 and 10 r.
annual campmeeting of the Temple Heights
in and see them.
Lewis and Evelyn Higgins spent Sunday
m.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and SatSpiritual Corporation closed last Sunday, with Mrs. V. N. Higgins-Mr. and Mrs.
urday, leaves Searsport at 8.40; returning and was
very successful, although the Geo. Sherman of Burnham passed Sunday
leave the Camp Ground at 5. The Guineweather was unfavorable the first of the
at .1. G. Cilley's_Fred and Frank Say ward
vere, Capt. Fred Coombs, runs between
week. Harrison 1>. Barrett, editor of the and sister of Burnham
passed Sunday at
Coombs Creek, Islesboro, and the Camp
Banner of Light, was present until TuesGeorge Ward's_Miss Jennie Ward is visitGround. The Silver Star calls here from
day and spoke at largely attended meetings ing friends in Washington County—Miss
Castine and Islesboro in the morning and
The auditorium, where the
every day.
Bessie Conner of Troy will teach the fall
leaves to return in the afternoon, on her
meetings w ere held, was very prettily trim- and winter school in the Files districtfrom
Belfast.
to
and
The
Bosregular trips
med—the work of the Ladies’ Aid Society.
Work on the new school house is progresston steamers and M. and M. run as usual, j
Large framed portraits of William B. Morse ing
rapidly and all are much pleased with
The police force is large, ami the members and wife hung at the rear of the platform,
Mrs. M. A. C'illey and
the new location
are well distributed, as follows : Chief, W. reminding the audience of the many meetMrs. Mary Littlefield are in rather pool11. Toothaker, Dixmont; at the wharf, D. C. ings at which their voices and presence addhealth_Mrs. Rebecca Files, who fell and
Parker, Danforth, and 1). G. Nickerson, ed to the inspiration of the occasion. The
injured her leg a short time ago, is attended
Brewer; at the north gate, Albert Bean, pictures are a gift to the corporation from
by Dr. Dodge of Troy—Mrs. G. W. Lewis
Bangor; at North Shore, Chas. E. Kennedy; Mr. Morse's brother, L. C. Morseof Liberty. and Helen
Ripley of Belfast are visiting at
J. F. Partridge, Water- The music was under the direction of Dr.
at
Perkin’s
gate,
the Mineral Spring Farm—Miss Carrie A.
$100 Keward $100.
II.
at
south
L.
Banof
Charles
Le
Grand
with
Swett,
gate,
Salem,
terville;
Henry Ferguson, who has been passing the sumI have moved from 53 Church to 93 Main
The readers of this paper will be pleased
J. \V. Bowden, Bangor; Bearse of Boston at the organ. Mrs. Sadie
St. opposite Belfast Vat. Bank and have a
mer with her mother, Mrs. Joseph Higgins,
to learn that there is at least one dreaded gor; night police,
full line of new
disease that science has been able to cure in on general duty, E. M. Wharff, Danforth; L. Hand of Boston, the well-known test me- went to
Northport last Wednesday, accomall its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Ca- town constables, A. F. Elwell, C. 0. Dickey, dium, was in attendance and met with very
panied by her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Coffin.
tarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
II. \\. Brown; at South Shore, George W. flattering success.
After spending a few days there Miss Ferto the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
Chief of Police Toothaker has
The meetings opened Saturday, Aug. 11th,
constitutional disease, requires a constitu- Frisbee.
guson will start for her home in Minnapotional treatment.llall’s Catarrh Cure is taken been a deputy sheriff of Penobscot county with an address by H. D. Barrett at 2 p. M.
lis, Minn_Miss Bessie Higgins, who has
internally, acting directly upon the blood 12 years, under four different sheriffs, and Sunday, Aug. 12th, interesting addresses
been in Bangor nearly three months, has
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
on the force here still longer.
has
been
were
Wentworth
of
given by Mrs. M. J.
returned to her home_Edward Palmer of
destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by building
Knox in the forenoon, and by Mr. Barrett Colorado is
The following are among the recent arvisiting his parents, Mr. and
up the constitution and assisting nature in
in the afternoon. Monday afternoon Mr. Mrs. Mark P. Palmer.
TOILET
doing its work. The proprietors have so rivals at the Northport Hotel: Mrs. Geo. R. Barrett
spoke before a large audience. Tuesmuch faith in its curative powers, that they Wiggin and Lewis Wiggin, Detroit, Mich.;
The presioffer One Hundred Dollars for any case that J. Nichols and
Transfers in Keal Estate.
Etc.
wife, Charles Fitch, Jr.; G. day was State Association day.
it fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
E. and dent, A. H. Blackington of Rockland, preAddress F. J. CH EXEY & CO., Toledo, 0. H. Cox, Jr., Mrs. J. Welch, Mary
Prices.
remarks
were made
at
LOW
addresses
and
real
estate
and
transfers
in
The
sided,
following
Sold by Druggists, Toe.
Margaret Welch, W. H. Baker, L. A. Dan4w31.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
by the president, Dr. Barrett and others. were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
forth, J. F. Lewis, S. Simons, F. H. Childs,
The
four
Association
has
State
eampmeet- Deeds for the week ending, Aug. 22, 1900:
Peter Dehelanty, Boston; M. L. Kelley,
Prescriptions carefully compounded
and very encouraging reports were re- C. E. Gray, Waterville, to G. A. Barbour,
IN THE FBl'IT SEASON
from pure drugs by a graduate of
ings
T.
A.
E.
M.
Malden;
KeyChase,
Hartford;
Dr. Barrett gave Bangor ; land in Islesboro. Nathl. Hatch,
Pharmacy.
The principal reason for bowel troubles wan, W. B. Hammond, New York; Eleanor ceived from all quarters.
is that the liver is out of order and it takes G. and Annie M. Shea and Katherine Mur- his final address in the afternoon.
Islesboro, to P. D. Clifford, do., land in
DRUG
Avoid
CITY
a
cause
general upset.
very little to
Notwithstanding the unpleasant weathtr, Islesboro. A. B. Hanson, Palermo, to J. A.
Fred E. and Lois
biliousness, regulate your bowels and fruit ray, Charlestown, Mass.;
in
Paland
children
and
of
the
et
and
the
fact
that
Cool
Mass.,
al.,
Randolph,
many
has
Fro
1
A.
93 naiiiSt., Opposite Belfast Nat. Bank,
will agree with you. No better remedy
P. Critchett, Watertown, Mass.;
in the exercises lermo. Leola A. Peirce, Belfast, to John
been found than the True “L. F.” Atwood’s
N. Y.; Miss Ferguson and those who were to take part
Rochester,
Cole,
EDMUND WILSON, Prop.
Bitters, and we can recommend it fully for
were unable to be present, the rally appoint- A. Parker, do.; land in Belfast.
Mrs. J. S. Coffin, Minneapolis, Minn.; Gerdyspepsia, biliousness and constipation.
—

Come

F. A. FOLLETT,

51 Church Street, Belfast,

OK
Actual

Business

from

th

Book-keeping, Shorthami
writing, Commercial Law
manshlp, Banking Etc.
Elegant rooms. Bank ami
(
very low
lie-opens tirst Tue*»o
For prospectus, juhlre>s
H. A.
Kockliiinl Co n n lie re
3IU34
lo

H
m

Koekl

the International
Loa
Company off Kansas <
State off

Missouri:

—

NOTICE

RUBBER GOODS,

KNIVES, RAZORS,
SCISSORS,

GOODS,

PERFUMES,

STORE,

The

Searsport National Hank,
duly organized under the law
States, and located at Searspoi:

Waldo and State of Maine, be::
debenture bonds numbered tor.
N issued by said Internation,d
Company of the par value oi imp
lars, in pledge for payment of \,
unpaid note dated August d. ls:<
time for four thousand dollars wit'
note and obligation you have m
perform, hereby notifies you that
force payment of said note and n!
of said pledged bonds.
Dated at Searsport, this nab da
D. two.
SKARSPOKT NATION
3w34
by James (1. Pend!-

GEO. F. EAMES,

\

lfD.,D.A

The Nose and ThroatNu. UH* Newburi
(Near Corner of Fairfield

S'
"

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.

October, 1900.—Iy45.

Thoroughbred
Saint Heruard

Pups ffor sale

W. L. WEST,

Bellas'

v'e

Monhegan fishermen are getting
very nice mackerel in their nets, but
are seen schooling in the day time.

OF BELFAST.
fHE NEWS
has succeeded
Brooksville
(,f
t.!
fb
,.,,

the steamer

on

expressman

^

will speak on the issues
Belfast Opera House
at ■'•■o’clock.
in

,.,.n

been

..

The Herrick family reunion, which was
announced to be held at the home of Mrs.
Emery Cottrell on Xortliport avenue Aug.
14th, was postponed on account of the
storm, and will be held at the same place
Thursday, Aug. :mth.

granted

etc..

v

as follows:
Flora A. Grimlle,

>TJ:

the Fast Belfast (’. F. sobl with F. A. Nickerson
*tb. All are invited.

1

The horse Ilalliebird, lately sold by M. II.
Lawrence, is a trotter, not a pacer, as reported last week. The price paid was SI,
500. Mr. Lawrence hits since bought of Will
White of Montville a ti-year old bay gelding
by Elmbrook; dam by the Cooper horse,
which promises to be a fast one.

A P Texas on leaving Bath
t'asco Bay for target praci

Boston Sunday, Aug.

at

and his crew made a
Sunday to get a re- j
h failed to connect Sat- |

van

iiliam

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will hold its
fifteenth annual reunion at the home of
Mrs. Helen Carter, '25 High street, Tuesday,
August 28th, at 2 f. >i. If stormy, the next
fair day.
Picnic supper will be served at
All C. L. S. C.'s who have at any time
5.:so.
been members of Seaside Circle are cordially invited. All are requested to wear the
class flower.
Quotations from favorite
authors.

!
\\
Frisbee recently preWin. II. Sanborn, with a
■-mounted cane, as a token

Fogg A Brown, marketon High
making some repairs and
*f

tlie Shales house

It is said he

occupy it.

1
v

'keeper.

us,

none

Advertised list of letters remaining in
the Belfast post office Aug. 21st: LadiesMiss Belle Bridges. Gentlemen—Mr. A. \V.
Buzzell, Mr. John Smedlmrg.

vt;li
i,

some

Fire.

The tire department was called
Saturday afternoon by a slight fire in
the Ralph C. Johnson house on Primrose
Hill.
Gas was found to be leaking somewhere in the L, and in searching for it
mme was unmanageable,
with a lighted match a tire was accidentally
oilicers have drawn the started in a partition. The tire worked conthe ensiling year: I. L.
siderably inside tin* partitions but did not
Wight: traverse jurors for break through, and was put out by the deA. M
Carter, Walter partment without seriously damaging the
'man, 11. A. Wiley and house or contents.
while driving her fast
near meeting
with what
a
serious accident. The
J tmied and started with

.-■n,

out

There is an item outlie 7th page captioned
“Artists at Crieliaven." Since that was put
in type Mr. 11. L. Woodcock has returned to
Helfast and opened his studio in the Savings
Hank building, where visitors are always
Mr. Woodcock’s stay at Criewelcome.
haven this year was briefer than usual and
Hut
he brought back fewer water colors.
what they lack in quantity is more than
made up in quality, and successful as the
artist has been in the past in the portrayal
of sea, rocks and shore, his work this season
shows a decided advance in strength and
quality. Visitors to tin Maine coast can
have no more pleasing and enduring souvenir than one of Mr. Woodcock’s water
colors.
Visitors to IPs studio at this time
will also see some line still-life oil paint-

ommission sent Dr. L.
i>t to Searsport last week
•

.■

-opposed

ease

of

contagious

The animal was found
iidition, but with a nonand is now much im-

..

made

decided improvestreet by clearing the

i.

a

'hipping otlice.so-called,
The rmidwa>
'hot-* factory from Main
iading it.

in good condition and
graded.

m

lot

■

W. c. T. r. will have
Lake soon, due
a
be given.
The follown
t' have heen appointed
convention in Monroe:
11■1 _% t11 Monroe, on fairs :
"li of North Tr«»\, on evantv

at

mvan
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ings.

Work was begun last Monday under the
auspices of the Belfast Village Improvement Society on a walk along the south side
of Northport avenue, beginning at the end
of the plank w alk opposite the GiiTs Home.
piiii \>sociati«*n, in sesMr. .T. F. Wilson is engineering the work,
nt last week, elected the
giving his services, and Mr. Albert «J. MudgI'm the ensuing year:
ett turned out Monday with his pair of truck
ai d <». Packard : vice-presihorses, scrapers, etc., and others aided, all
treasuier, l’rof. A. F.
giving their time. Tuesday Mr..). F. Wight
>•

1

F. .Iordan : diPhilhrook, Fred A. Pitch's. dewett.
:vtar\. Ella

horse and harrow
A
made in clearing the
brush from the roadside on the Heed farm,
leaving the shade trees along the line of the
wall, and greatly improving tin* appearance
of the neighborhood. The residents on the
avenue will all contribute labor or money,
and tin* Improvement Society will aid financially. When the walk is all laid out the
city will be petitioned to furnish gravel for
it.
The need of a walk of some kind along
this principal thoroughfare has long been
felt.
was

E.

.v

iii■

llay

o.

lost another

>«iay night. A few weeks
pair of bays died in his
rlu*r horse was bought to
young horse, unusiiofon* lie was harnessed in-

it

v a- a

taken with pneumonia
se-weigh upw ards of l,sno
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The Field hay of the
•
Tange for the counties of
io\ w ill be held at the above
\ug. Jotli, morning and
large number is expected and
ament
will be furnished.
basket: write \ our friends.
a
.lones and others of na11 will give interesting talks.
!•

\
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■

1 hiring a visit to
• i-.a
a Belfast
party were
i in the museum of Mr.
e, w hich the}’ had the plea-\ kki.v

Mr.Wetherbee,—who, by
relatives and many friends
a- been a collector of curios
i's and since his retirement
has given even greater athoy. As an ow ner and eol-itio.s of every description his
Not long
more than local.
built on the banks of the
a small
building specially
i>
A full day
collections.
e

interesting
ably spout
the least pleasant part of it
eloquent descriptions and
pauionship of the owner. Mr.
•’poses to use the coming w inarranging a full descriptive
possessions. Many visitors
>ook out this home of curios,
in this

■

ail to retain the memory of it
t-hearted proprietor as chief
gilts and sounds of the good
Warren.
fi
Recital. The audience
Hall last Friday occupied even
: ooni, and were very enthuiasndation of the program presses Katherine Bickford, Helen
l.u Littlefield. Miss Littlefield's
f selections of
varied styles
11 arte, Riley and Browning
'he has improved since her last
;vi
home, while she has been
i teaching elocution.
People
lo judge speak in the highest
1 Hinton's ability as a pianist.
of Carl Baenmaii, one of Bos-t motors, and is interested and
study. Her modest, pleasing
i' very much t«* her talent and
commend her toother circles
her native city.
She is the
lion, and Mrs. R. F. JHinton.
accompanied Miss Bickford,
.dies have been intimate friends
od and looked very pretty,
t ine Bickford is at
home affaithful study under the difinest teachers of
one of the
in New York, Mr. Perry Averill.
lano soloist in Grace Methodist
Brooklyn. Miss Bickford is a
unite and all were anxious to
Her pleasing personality and
aimer lent an added charm to the
sympathetic, pure, sweet and

witli

a

been

A Mock Trial. The mock trial under
the auspices of Silver Cross Lodge, Knights
of P\thias, was given in Belfast Opera
House Monday evening before a good audiThe trial abounded in local hits and
ence.
The court, attorneys,
amusing features.
parties to the trial, etc., were as announced
in The Journal last week, but there were a
few changes in the witnesses and jurors,
which were as follows:
Witnesses, Hr.
Elmer Small, X. J. Pottle, C. J. Pat-tee, W.
,1. ( litford, W. J. Haviter, L. H. Jipson;
jurors, C. E. Stevens, foreman; E. II. Welch,
II. C. Barton : C. L. Pooler, E. Taeobs, Loren
Colcord, C. B. Patterson, F. J. Stephenson,
< oonibs, Austin L.
Fred Sylvester, C. (
Smith, W. M. Welch. Elbridge S. Pitcher
accused Geo. A. Quimby of stealing a Plymouth Mock rooster, w hich the complainant
received from his fattier and he from his
grandfather, to w it, the bird that came over
in the Mayflower, landed on Plymouth
Rock and gave the name to that ledge. Quimby was traced with the bird in liis possession
to the Methodist vestry, where a rooster fight
was about to begin,but which w as broken up
by officer Jipson, as the result of bright (?)
detective w in k. The defense was that Pitcher
was a monomaniac on Plymouth Rock roosters, imagining that some person had stolen
one from him ; that the rooster Quimby had
at the fight was a dickey bird bought of
Clifford, who got it from Orrin J. Dickey.
The ease was ably and amusingly argued by
Geo. E. Johnson, Esq., for the complainant
and A. V. Newton, Esq., of Worcester,Mass.,
for the defense. Judge W. P. Thompson
gave a sarcastic charge to the jury, giving
the jury system some hard hits. The verdict was “Not guilty, but the respondent
must return the rooster to thecoinpainant.”

■
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at work

beginning lias

■

Shipping Items. Schooner Sarali L. Davis
arrived Friday from New York with coal
for Swan A Sibley 1 o.. .Sell. William Slater
receiveu slight repairs on the dock here and
sailed Friday for Bangor—Sch. Maria Webster arrived Friday from Rockland and sailed Saturday on a fishing cruise with a party
Sell. Julia Edna
from Monroe on board
took a load of casks to Rockport Friday
The three-masted schooner Almeda Willey
arrived Sunday to go on the marine railway
for general repairs-Sch. Cosmos, Capt.
Trussell, of South West Harbor, sprung
aleak at Cranberry Islands last week while
on a fishing cruise and came to Belfast for
re-calking. She was taken out on the
marine railway, and was launched Friday.
She continued her cruise Saturday.Sch.
Sarah L. Davis towed to Frankfort yesterday to load stone for Philadelphia.The
New York Sunday Herald devotes a page to
the big six-masted schooner George W.
Wells, launched at Camden last week. The
illustrations show the schooner on the stocks
and as she will appear under sail, and portraits of II. M. Bean, her builder, Capt.
John G. Crowley, the managing owner, and
Arthur Crowley, master—The following
charters are reported: Sch. Georgia Gilkey,
Bangor to Washington, 1). C„ ice, (15 c. Sch.
Metliebesec, Jacksonville to Surinam, lumber, $10_A New York freight circular of
Aug. 20th says: “The situation as regards
the market for square-rigged sail tonnage
—

—

1

j

Artistically speakperhaps the most work and
udering in “My Mother Bids me
Hair” by Haydn, but the Nymphs
and the Spring Song were most
sung, and after repeated encores
•diti-d everyone with “The Vow” by
Helmund. Miss Bickford received remains unchanged. Business continues
and a large cluster of beautiful absent for the want of tonnage, both spot
Hie returns to her studies next ami
prospective. The scarcity of vessels
And people who are in a posi- suitable for the far east case petroleum trade
•w say that her voice has tones
is diverting attention to steamship tonnage.
•i

her voice.

was

J'H"1
‘Hi

place her among the first when
and age have had their influence,
dt e girl don’t cry,” by Edward
was substituted\for “The robin
the apple tree,” McDowell, on the
program.

In other lines business is also held in check

by the scarcity of tonnage.”-Sch. Pendleton Brothers sailed from Bangor Aug.
21st with ice for Baltimore.Sch. J. V.
Wellington has loaded ice at the Belfast
Light & Power Co’s wharf for New Y'ork.

John R. Dunton, Esq., was in Watervilie
Tuesday on business.
Regular meeting of the Belfast school
committee next

Monday

at 7 p. m.

The Waldo W. C. T. U. will hold their
annual anniversary picnic at Sanborn’s
Pond beginning at 10 A. m. August
30th; if
not pleasant, next fair day.
Albert J. Condon has sold the home of his
father, the late Capt. John C. Condon, to
Philip A. Thompson, formerly of Boston,
who will take up his residence here.
A Washington despatch of

'tfaidutg Bells.

--

SCROFULA
thin blood, weak lungs and
paleness. You have them in
hot weather as well as in cold.

SCOTT’S EMULSION

cures

them in summer as in winter.
It is creamy looking and pleasant tasting.

Aug. 17th
50c. and Jpi.co 5 ill druggists.
“Capt. Seth M. Milliken, Assistant
of
Commissary
Subsistence, U. S. V., having tendered his resignation, is honorably
from
the service of the I'nited
Good Templars.
discharged
States, to take effect Aug. 23.”
The Maine Good Templars Fair tent at
A special train of three car-loads .of exwill he erected this year as usual
Lewiston
cursionists came from Waterville
yesterday
forenoon, and a goodly number from Dover and headquarters established.
|
and Foxcroft came on the regular trains.
The order is in first class condition. The
The destination wasNorthport
has been wiped out and finanindebtedness
Campground,
to which place the party went
by steamer cially they are in prime shape.
Castine. The special train left Belfast to
The Good Templars of Cumberland counreturn at 4.30 p. m.
ty have succeeded in having the liquor adThe last week’s issue of The Journal was vertisements removed from the fences at
says:

j
usual to subscrib- Rigby

Babbii>ge-Peni>leton. The beautiful
home of Capt. and Mrs. Guilford D. Pendleton, Islesboro, was the scene of a very interesting event on Wednesday noon, August
15, the occasion being the marriage of their
eldest daughter, Katharine Levaughn, to
Mr. Eben Grover Babbidge, of New London, Conn., but formerly of the same town.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts officiated, using the ring
ceremony. The bride was charmingly attired in a dress of white crepe meteor
elaborately trimmed with embroidered chiffon and ribbon. Her only ornament was a
diamond sunburst.
Her traveling dress
was of blue broadcloth, trimmed with bands
of lighter blue. After many hearty congratulations, and the partaking of refreshments
by the goodly number of relatives present,
the bride and groom took the western bound
steamer at the Dark Harbor wharf amid
showers of rice, and followed by the best
wishes of many friends, for New London,
Conn., which will be their future home.

0N<

SHIRT

WAISTS
AT<

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S.

Condon-Flktchkr. Everett E. Condon,
formerly of this city, and Miss Clara Fletcher, both of Lynn, Mass, were married at
the home of the bride’s sister in that
city
Aug. 8th. The wedding was private, only a

Our entire stock of Shirt Waists will be sold
gardless of cost.

l’ark. All that was necessary to
mailed from this office as
the managements
ers in Stockton
Springs, Prospect, Frankfort accomplish this was to call
fact that the law was being
and W interport, and we were assured
by attention to the
few intimate friends and near relatives bethe Belfast post office wras sent out by stage violated.
that day. In some way the bag containing
Waldo District Lodge met in quarterly ing present. Mr. Condon is a son of the
the papers went astray and was not found session, Aug. 17th, at Windermere Park late Capt. John C. Condon, and is engineer
until Tuesday.
We are sorry our up-river under the auspices of Unity Lodge. The of a plant which furnishes power for a
subscribers suffered this delay, and should day was fine and the attendance large. Ten number of shoe factories in Lynn. Mr.
have sent out duplicate copies had not the lodges were represented by full delegation s> Condon and his bride spent Old Home Week
in Belfast. They will be at home after
edition for that week been exhausted.
Branch Mills lodge of the Kennebec distrie
Aug.
at High
Rock, Lynn.
Tiie County Fair. The trustees of the was also represented by seven members^ loth,
\\ aldo Agricultural Society have held sev- Four Grand Lodge officers were present.
eral meetings recently and will’ meet again The morning session was ca lled to order at
10:30, with District Templar E. L. Bartlett
next Monday evening to
arrange for the
fair to be held in Belfast Sept. 18th and l‘*th. in the chair. The following officers respondThe question of having a ball game was ed to the roll: Dist. T., Ernest L. Bartlett;
j
laid on the table. The committee to repair ; Dist. Sec., E. L. Brackett; Dist. Coun.,
the grand stand have bought the lumber of (lias. W. Wood: Dist. Chap., Affie Godding;
K. A. Gurney and are at work. The time Dist. Supt., Olive A. Sherman; Dist.
of closing the entries for the races is extend- Treas., W. llarry West;Dist. Sen., Geo. F.
The appointments to fill vacancies
ed to Sept. 17th. There will be classes of Small.
draft horses over l Joo pounds and under that were: Dist. Vice, Mrs. B. E. Bartlett; Dist.
weight, llowald Murpln has resigned as Mar., Judson Winters; Dist. Dep. Mar.,
trustee and Fred Backiiff was elected in liis Kittie Clark; Dist. Guard, F. E. Hutchins.
Ten members were instructed in the degree.
place. The ladies' lace with a purse of
is restored. Pamphlets giving the list of The private work was given by the Grand
premiums have been issued and can be Chief Temphir, U. A. Caine. The forenoon
was devoted wholly to routine work and
procured of the Secretarv, i>. II Conant.
reports of the officers. The Sec.’s report
Nkw Advkktiskm-knts.
The closing was given in detail, showing a gain in memBrooks
in the lodges reporting.
oat sale of K. H. Coombs A Son, To and T1 bership
lodge of Brooks and Sebastieook of BurnMain street, is stiil going on, regardless of ham have i(»j and
members, respectively.
cost. See special bargains enumerated this The usual resolutions of tlia nks to the M.
r. R. R. and to the local lodge were passed ;
A pneumatic tire sulky for sale
week.
also pledging the members anew to the
cheap, or will exchange for a one-horse principles of the order and to work in the
See advt. of the duvenile Templary, and as “opposed to redump cart or light jigger
Rockland Commercial College, Rockland, submission of our temperance laws to tlie
people, and against any organization, politiMiss Ida M. Puti.kk.
Me., 11. A. Howard, principal. This is a cal or otherwise, that favors the licensing
well equipped and well managed institution, of the traffic in rum."
During the noon
"Tni'. Rkiii:aiisal.” The musical farce,
and its list of students includes many from recess the members partook of a picnic din- “The Rehearsal," hilled for odd Fellows'
ner and passed the remainder of the time
Waldo county.Kdgar M. Cunningham
Hall Aug. 24th. is certain to give an evening
upon the beautiful lake and about the
otters for sale, at a bargain his farm on the drives and shore of this pretty resort. After of great delight. Miss Ida M.
Rutler, the
a
short business session the afternoon
mile. Apply on the premBelmont roa.i
leadingjady of the company, was lately of
was opened to the public and the
meeting
ises.Harry W. Clark, s:< Main street, is capacious hall was well filled with an “The Bostonians." The musical farce is the
closing out so,ooo worth of men and boy's interested and attentive audience. A fine product of her versatile pen, and is a oneclothing and furnishing goods regardless of address of welcome was given by Brother act sketch, introducing a full concert, in
George Webb of Unity Lodge; 'response which a
cost.
violinist, pianist and harpist take
by Dist. T., E. L. Bartlett. Short but pithy
addresses were given by Grand Chief Tem- part. The young ladies who appear in these
U.
A.
W.
plar
Gowen, characters are all Boston artists of wide
Caine, State* Dep. F.
Grand Supt. Mrs. E. 1\ Alexander, and Rev.
Miss Butler is a grand-daugliWillis A. Luce. The following program reputation.
ter of the late Oliver R. Butler of Appleton.
was given by the local lodge: Recitation,
Rina Whitten ; recitation, Perley Getchell;
She was a pupil of the late • has. R. Adams,
duet, Misses Thompson: recitation, Kittie the eminent Boston teacher, and is a vocalChirk; recitation, W. Harry West: recitation by John Pearson of Irene Lodge, Pa- ist of high talents. Tickets are now on sale
lermo. In the evening a public meeting at City Drug Store. Following is the cast
was held in the church in Unity village,
and program :
addressed by U. A. Caine, G. C. T., and
Mrs. Wyott, a wry near-sighted musician, who
Frank W. Gowen, State Lecturer. Several
manages a small concert eompany,
recitations were well rendered by the Grand
Miss miry L. Shaw
Supt., Mrs. E. P. Alexander. The meeting Miss Viola, a violinist, a prim voting lady, slightwas presided over by W. Harry West, Dist.
ly deaf and very fond of hooks,
Miss Kthelwyn Pease
Treas. The November session of the DisMiss Harper, a sweet little woman who plays the
trict Lodge will be held in Jackson, to be
Miss (intrude (iitiord
harp,
entertained by Geo.. E. Brackett and Bethel Miss
Polly Willis, the discharged singer,
District Sec’y.
lodges.
Hss hia M. butler
Scene -Mrs. Wyott'" music room, evening before the coneert.
News of the Granges.

niLLINERY GOODS

at a

big Sacrifice

re-

in Price.

RED, WHITE and BLUE BUNTINGS,
2,000 yds., only

5c. per

yd.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE OF

Ladies’

Ready Made

Suits.

6 SUITS, FORMER RPlCE $10.00, NOW
5
11.50.
7
13.50,
4
16 002
25.00,
2
37.50,
“

$6 09
7 50
9.50
11.50
20.00
22.00

“

—

Sehuman,

\

The Jere McAulitt'e Stock Co. will open
engagement at the Opera House tonight in “Tom Edison the Electrician," and
will give performances the rest of the week.
The repertoire is one that appeals to the
people and no doubt a crowded house will
greet the company at each performance.
last
Wherever this company appeared
season they broke the house records, and it
is said that this season it is stronger than
ever.
Geo. Heath is the new leading man
and the leading lady, Miss Hazel Pouglisley,
is a beautiful and charming young lady.
The company numbers 20 people and
carries complete scenery for each play presented, requiring a (50-foot car to carry it
The repertoire for
from place to place.
the remainder of the week will be as follows: Friday, “Glider Sealed Orders:"
Saturday, “The Great Diamond Robbery."
These are great scenic productions and take
the full company in the casts. Incidental
to the play, there will be songs and dances
by Miss Maudie Scott; Jere McAulitt’e in
new parodies; buck and wing dancing by
Archie Deacon, and illustrated songs by
Nodine and Emery. The prices for this
engagement are 10, 20 and 30 cents. Reserved seat tickets are on sale at F. G.
Mixer's.
an

Yachts

and

Boats.

The Burgess yacht Priscilla with a party
from Dark Harbor on hoard was in port
Saturday and Sunday.
The sloop yacht Clio, B. W. Candage of
Seal Harbor, owner, was in port Monday
with a party from that port on hoard.
The steam yacht Day Dream was in port
Her party of
from Isle an Haut Monday.
fourteen ladies and gentlemen stopped at
the Revere House.
A

yawl-rigged yacht, tire largest of that

in these waters, made a call
here last Saturday, and sailed in the direcHer name was not ascertion of Castine.
tained.

rig

ever

seen

The recent visit of the Dark Harbor
knockabouts to Belfast is likely to lead to
It is
some additions to the local yacht lleet.
probable now that at least three knockabouts will be built here the coming winter.

Victor Grange, Searsmont, has adopted
the following resolutions:
Whereas, we, the members of Victor
Grange, are called upon to mourn the death
of Brother Llewellyn L. Cross,and whereas,
we desire to express our appreciation of his
good qualities; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of Victor
Grange, feel that we have lost a faithful
member, the town a useful citizen, and the
family a kind husband and father.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That we tender the family, who
have suffered so great a loss, our most heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
l»e sent to the bereaved* family, that they be
published in the Lewiston Journal and
Republican Journal and spread upon the
records of the Grange.
A DEI-BEKT Jill.LETT, Com.
I
on
L. C. Poor.
^ Reso.
A. (i. Caswell,

JMrigo Grange, Freedom, lias adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Whereas death has again visited Dirigo
Grange and removed from our midst our
Brother, Eugene A. Boulter: therefore, be it
Resolved, That by his death we have lost
a sincere friend and respected brother, who
has always demanded our warmest friendship and esteem.
Resolved, That we sincerely sympathize
with the family of our deceased brother in
tliis their hour of bereavement, in their loss
of a kind and loving husband and father.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased, a copy
inscribed on our records, a copy sent to the
Republican Journal, and Bangor Commercial for publication, and that our charter
be draped in mourning for thirty days.
Frank Clement,
X. T>. Libby,
M. E. BrsHKit,

Committee
on

Resolutions.

THE CHURCHES.
The Sunday services
Church will be as usual.

at

the

ltaptist

Meetings will be held at the Peoples* Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
are welcome.

1000 Yds.

Pampas Goods. 30 in wide, worth 12’.c., only 4c
1000 Yds. Japanese Silks, Pencil Stripes, only
25c

50 Sun Bonnets from

25c. to SI.25

1 Case Dark Prints for Comfortables,
I Case 3-4 Yard Wide Percales

3c

only

only

5c

1 Case 1 Yard Percales

6c

only
500 Yards l2Ac Lawn only

-7c

600 Yards Dark Ground Satteens, worth I2'.c,.
5 Dozen Print

Wrappers,

7c.

now

worth SI.00. now

62c

1 Job Lot of Ladies' and Misses Hits to close at
Flowers worth 25o. to SI.00, will close at
10 Pieces All Wool Dress Goods

25c

10c and 25c
25c

only

100 Yards

Organdie Muslins worth 37c,
150 Yards Figured Piques only

17c

now

7c

50 Ladies Summer Vests. 3 for

25

rapillon*

Mis* Shaw.
Kies.

Ki'inanzc
Mi>s lvase

Pen/.a,

If.Sr)

Miss Put lei-.

A

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

May Morning

(«o(lefroiU,

Lt* Coueoa
Miss (littoni.

(>bert!iur,

Horcenst*
Misses lVase and (iillord.

Hawley.

Itlfflillg
Swallows

(.’<> Well*.

Odd

Miss Hutler.

Mlynarski,
Dubez.
it 0111)0(1.
311'•st.'s

Fellows’ Block.

Mazur
Miss pease.
Chanson bans rarolrs
Miss (JiffonI.
Avc Maria
Hntler, Tease, (rinoni ami Shaw

The Maine Coast

Club.

|

Belfast Opera House.

THIS SEASON'S REPERTOIRE

EVENT!

F. Hanson of Belfast has become associated with prominent gentlemen residing
Recognized as the Riggest and Rest Repertoire Attraction on the lioad.
outside of the State in a corporation known A Continuous Performance. No waits
No Delays, something going on all the time.
as the Maine Coast Club.
The principal object of the club is to develop the resources of
three days
AUGUST 23.
Petit Mananas a seaside resort, but they will
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF
incidentally handle other resort property.
The certificate of organization was recorded
in the Registry of Deeds for Waldo County
Aug. 10th. The purposes of the corporation,
according to the articles of incorporation,
In a Repertoire of the Biggest Production * ver given at Popular Price'.
are the buying, selling and leasing such real
estate or personal property in the State of A GRAND display of electrical effects.
Maine as may be necessary and proper for
A CAR of elegant scenery
conducting and carrying on the business of
A HOST OF LP-TO-DATE SPECIALTIES
a summer resort club and providing means
of revenue, transportation, habitation, re- -Eacli and Every Play Presented will be a Grand Scenic Production-—
creation and other necessary requirements,
REAIt THIS MATCHLESS REI'KltTi '11IE
such as sewers, water supply, lights and
Electrician.
The
Tom
making improvements usually incident to
The amount of capital
land companies.
Under Sealed Orders.
stock is $:i"r>,000; par value of shares is $r>00.
The Great Diamond
The officers and directors are as follows:
Maudie Scott. Alex. Wilson and Archie l>eae.
Illustr '.fed
President, .Joseph W. Paul, Philadelphia, Pleasing Specialties by Jere MeAulilfe.
Song' by Nodine & Emery.
Pa.; Treasurer and Clerk, Edgar F. HanFloor
iOc.
lOc.
Seats
A
*Oc
Prices Centre Balcony
son, Belfast; Directors, J. Madison Taylor
Jw:>.
Tickets on sale at Mixer's Monday. August JO.
and J.W.Paul, Philadelphia; Win. F. Owens
Fair at Old Orchard.
and C. Yey Holman, New York; W. S.
Mitchell, Brookline, Mass.; John M. KilGreat preparation is being made for the
gore, Worcester, Mass.; Edgar F. Hanson,
New England fair, to he held at old Orchard,
Belfast. Mr. Hanson will have his office as
Is Agent for the
August 27 to ;tl. The grounds have been
treasurer and clerk in this city.
enlarged, a new grand stand, exhibition hall, I
cattle sheds and stalls built. The whole COMBINATION WINDOW
.inclosure now contains ninety acres. The
stock entries to date number non head.
WASHER ana CLEANER.
There will also be a large display of poultry, agricultural exhibits, farming impleCall and see the best thing on the
ments and fancy articles. Stage performmarket to save labor and trouble.
ances will be in progress between the beats
of horse races. Seventeen races, for purses
chief
attraction.
will
be
a
This Public Statement of a Belfast aggregating #8400,
All the railroads offer reduced farts for
Citizen will be Appreciated.
New England fair week.
Call on him for
E.

NExro™.cNo THURSDAY,

JERE McAULIFFE’S BIG STOCK CO.

Edson,

Robbery.

GEO. t.

Prayer meeting at the North Church this,
Thursday evening at 7.30; topic, “Lessons
from the History of Peter.” There will be
no preaching service next Sunday morning,
Geo. 1’. Field of Boston and his son-in- and no session of the Sunday School. At
law, II. B. Pearson, arrived Tuesday in the 7.30 Sunday evening the Endeavor Society
sloop yacht Ventura. They left Boston last will hold its monthly consecration meeting:
to Christ,” Matt. 2f>: 31Thursday and are cruising along the coast, topic,“Ministering
calling at the more interesting points. They 4fi.
expect to go as far east as Bar Harbor.
Many a reader of this in Belfast has gone
OBITUARY.
through the self-same experience in part, and
L. A. Barker of Bangor, a summer resiwill be glad to be shown the way to get rid of the
dent at N'orthport, liasbought of Bucksport
Mrs. Alzada F. Austin died at the home of constant aches and pains of a bad back. Profit
20
feet
over
a
built
all,
parties sloop yacht,
her son,Charles Austin,in Dorchester,Mass., by a Belfast citizen’s experience:
in Brooklin in 1898, aud has named her
Mr. Rufus Walton of 140 High street, says: “I
Aug.,16tli after a short ill ness, aged 69 years.
had
an
iron
keel
“Edna.” She
weighing
suffered from kidney trouble for years, often so
was born in Nortliport, a daughter of
500 pounds, and last week E. E. Macomber She
bad that 1 was confined to my bed or to the house
cast two sheets of lead to be bolted to each the late Capt. Henry and Priscilla Brown,
side of the iron. They are about 1 inch thick and was the widow of Charles Austin of for weeks at a time. My back across the loins
bothered me with a continual aching, and along
The
and weigh about 275 pounds each.
who died about fifteen years ago. with it there was a weakness of the
kidneys
yacht also has about 200 pounds inside lead Boston,
Since his death she has continued to reside which was very distressing and annoying, more
ballast.
in Boston, but generally spent the summers especially at night. I doctored and used more or
in Belfast and vicinity. She leaves three lesls medicine, but 1 got little or no relief. When
Centre Lincoln ville, Aubrey Tower
is at home from Waverly, Mass., for a few sons and one daughter, Charles of Dorches- unusually bad, I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills adverweeks—Warren Lamb and daughter An- ter, Thomas and Walter of Boston, and Mrs. tised and so well recommended by people near by
nie of Hartford, Conn., are visiting relatives Fannie Bittenbender of
Brookline, Mass.; that I got them at Edmund Wilson's drug store
in town_Mrs. Annie Doyen of Portland,
and gave them a trial. 1 got relief from the first
who has been spending a few days at H. D. also two brothers and two sisters: Frank
and continued the treatment until I had used
Norton's, has returned home_After a few Brown of Reading, Mass., George Augustus,
week's visit with his parents E. M. Heal has Brown of East Boston, Mrs. Josephine several boxes, and they did me more good than
I ever took.”
returned to his work in Wisconsin-Fred
and Mrs. Sarah Fyler of anything
Nash and wife of Somerville, Mass, are Carter of Belfast
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster
Austin
was of a social
Mrs.
Mrs. East Boston.
among recent guests at Willow Farm
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
Albert Knight of Boston is visiting at Mrs. disposition, and had a large circle of friends United States.
E. J. Tower’s_Geo. Lermoud and lady pf
in Belfast who will learn of her death with
Remember the name—DO AX’S—and take no
Boston are spending a few weeks with his
substitute.
regret.
parents, Geo. Lermond and wife.

read

ill 1 11

THE

COMING FAI11S

POSTS’ WATERPROOF BELT OIL
Will bring along their usual following of
quack medicine peddlers and sharpers.
and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.
We wish to caution our readers again
against giving up their money to these wayfarers.
These so-called cures are little
more than colored sweetened water, possessing no curative value.
Huy a reliable medicine at a reliable store,
and get your money back if it is not as represented.
Established in 1836.
The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Hitters are
among the most valuable of the time-proven
cures for indigestion, biliousness and impure ! CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
blood.

SURPLUS,

Isi.EsnoHO. Bishop MeVicker of Bhode
Island preached at the Episcopal church
last Sunday to a crowded audience. Bishop
Codman of Maine will preach here next
Sunday. The Free Baptist church has been
supplied the last two Sundays by Rev. Mr.
Howard of Melrose, Mass. The house lias
been tilled. He was formerly pastor of the
Free Baptist church at Bath, and also at
He has a summer cottage at
llaugor.
Hewes Point, Islesboro, and has occupied
it for a number of years.

$33,000

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safe*

deposit (boxes for
#8

Our
and

new

vault is

rem at
a

$3, $5 $6.50 and

vear.

unequaled in Eastern .Maine
in) security (against itire

UNEXCELLED

Bud

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

ank

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.

Maine Mattehs. Through a misunderstanding a report was sent outfrom Bueksport that lion. P. P. Gilmore
was nominated for the Legislature at
the Republican caucus in that town.

The nominee of the caucus was O. F.
Fellows, a leading lawyer and highly
respected citizen of the town. His
name was the only one mentioned at
the caucus anti the nomination was by
acclamation. Nearly :’.uo Republicans
of this representative district were present and much enthusiasm was manifested. Hon. P. P. Gilmore called the
caucus
to
order and Hon. Parker
bpoftold was chosen chairman.
bee ret ary of State Boyd has decided
in the Kittery contest for representative
that Jethro 11. Swett was legally nominated and his name should be placed on
the official ballot as the Republican
candidate. The Secretary of State also
decides that the tow n committee headed
by Hon. Horace .Mitchell as chairman
was legally elected fur the ensuing two
years...The six line ships at Portland for
C*ld Home Week made the grandest display of the kind ever seen in that harbor.
The vessels were the battleships, Kear-

sarge, Kentucky. Massachusetts,'-India-

and Texas and the cruiser New York.
Rear Admiral Farquhar's tiagshlp, the
New 'l urk, was begun in l.-eo. she is
slum tuns.
Her cost w as over sJMon.otin.
Her main armament consists of six s.
incl. anus and te 4-iucli rapid lire guns.
Her speed is el knots.It is reported
That the bewails of Bath are contemplating building two big steel ships for their
ow n use w hich will be the hugest ever
turned out by the concern. The firm is
at present building a large steel sailing
sl ip for the standard * hi Company, and
work is to commence on another lor the
same corporation at once.The Prohibitionists have made nominations for
governor and
congressmen, county
officers in nine counties, and for several
representatives.There is more of the
literary element this year at York
Harbor than is generally found at a
■Summer resort.
Among those who are
residents or visitors, either in York or
the near vicinity, are: Thomas N’elsou
Page, John Fox. Jr,, Hamilton Mabie,
sarah Orne Jewnat,whose place is at
Berwick, about live miles from York
Harbor, and Louise Chandler Moulton.
An authors' reading is usually one of
the attractions of the summer program.
....secretary of the Navy John I). Long
and family are at Bucklield, where they
will pass three weeks at secretary
Long's farm, in the village, which is
his native place.The first case of illegal killing of cow mouse reported this
season is being investigated by Game
Warden Nichols. .V cow moose was
recently found killed near the mouth
oi Brandy brook in the Caucougomac
lake region. The warden expresses the
opinion that the animal was killed bv
residents of the neighborhood, and that
lie has hopes of apprehending'the guilty
person.Col. K. C. Farrington, clerk
to The railroad commissioners, made
th>- prediction. Saturday,
that this
would be the greatest year for railroads
:n 'be history of the state.
The ilood
-I
miner travel has been enormous.
!' :art. there never has been a time.
-eei,-- fail. when, there has been so
na
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liryan
■li'.iciaiiy

fynnmiy

maii'a-il Aug. Mh >>1 their
iii'iii naiUi ms by the i ifiiim-i', its at their
ri"-'-nr
Kansas ( it) convention to the
A-pmiv iv hi 1 *resident and
A a '■ I’i■ 'tile!it "i the i'nited states.
1 hr eert-muiiy was made the occasion of
a di nionstration, with wliielitio I>emoma;- mat Ik- laid) said to have
begun
the:!' national campaign. The notiiieati"i took place in tin- military park in
tie
'liter ot Indianapolis,
in the vin ,;y of tlie speakers' stand the crowd
was ieii.se. and the entire
park was well
lined. The ceremony was preceded by
a parade ol
Democratic clubs through
tie
principal streets. Five speeches
wt a made. Mayor Taggart of Indiana.
p"i:s adding a welcoming address to the
not lentil'll speeches of liepresentative
liie: nrdson and (loveruoi Thomas, and
responses made by Mr. liryan and Air.
"Stevenson.The election is Alabama
last week was a one sided affair. The
Itenioeratic majority is enormous on a
very light vote, and the Hepublicans
aim l’opulists combined have only a
do/.' n d the i:;n members ol thelegislatuve.
I he most important result of the
ejection is the decision to hold a constituuijiia, convention which will disfranchise tin* ignorant negro voters.The
arrangements for the Keimblivancampaign .n eastern Maine have been compieied, and t lie tirst meeting will be held
in Bangor. Saturday night, Aug. g5.
wlien senator Charles AV. Fairbanks of
Indiana, Congressman Boss of Illinois,
and Edgar G. Pratt of New York, wiil
speak. Other speakers in this vicinity
include Col. I. K. Stetson of Bangor, a
member of Gov. Powers' staff: Joseph
E. Hall, Esq., private secretary of Congressman Boutelle, and clerk of the
House committee on naval affairs, and
a number of the
younger Republicans
oi Bangor.
The list of speakers for the
state is practically completed. More
than Too speeches will lie delivered
during the three weeks of the campaign
from Aug. go to sept.
Among those
who will deliver addresses are AVilliani
P
Frye. Eugene Hale, Charles AV.
i airhauks.il. Clay Evans. John Barrett,
Cushman K. Havis, Gov. G. tv. Atkinson, Charles Emory Smith, Henry Cabot
Bodge and Charles E. Eittletield. Gen.
O. (i. Howard will speak in Svracuse,
Aug. goth.
aim

Astounded the Editor.
A. Urown of Bennettsville, S#C.,
immensely surprised. Through
long suffering from Dyspepsia," he writes,
“my wife was greatly run down.
She had
no
strength or vigor and suffered great
distress from her stomach, hut she tried
Devine Hitters which helped her at once,
ami. after using four bottles, site is entirely
weii. van eat anything.
It's a grand tonic,
audits gentle laxative qualities are splendid for torpid liver." For Indigestion, Loss
>.

was

ol

its
at

"nee

Appetite, Stomach and Liver troubles
positive, guaranteed cure, (inly one.
Ji. II. Moody's drug store.
a

Waldo County Fairs.
Waldo County, at Belfast. Sept.
B. II. Conant, Belfast, secretary.
Wahln ami Penobscot, at Monroe,
F. II. Bowden, Monroe,
Sept. 11. l*j.

secretary.
North Waldo, at Unity,
K. B. Hunt,
Unity, secretary.
West Waldo, at Liberty, W. II.Moody,
Liberty, secretary.
What

a

Tale

It

Tells.

11 that mirror of yours shows a wretched,
shallow complexion, a jaundiced look, moth
and blotches on the skin, it’s liver
trouble: but I>r. King’s New. Life Pills regulate the liver, purify the blood, give clear
skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion. Only
-~>c. at K. 11. Moody’s drug store.

patches

The Japanese Foreign Office announthat the Government of Japan has
prohibited all emigration of Japanese
laborers to the United States and

ces

('anada.
Bodily pain loses its terror if you’ve a bottle of i)r. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the houseinstant relief in cases of burns, cuts,
sprains, accidents of any sort.

Register

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.

Ex-Senator

Cough.
Few things are so
depressing and weakening as a constant cough.
Few things are as disas a

to treatment.

||

Cameron.

Screven

Dr. Pierce’s Medical Adviser, in paper
free on receipt of 21 one-centf
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Ad-;
dress Dr. R.'V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

covers,

LITERARY NEWS AND

NOTES.

William 1. Cole, who wrote the able
article on "Maine in Literature" in the

August

New England Magazine, is a
native of Maehias. lie is a graduate of
Ilowdoin in the class of 'St, and of Andover Theological Seminary, and lias
since tilled several Maine pastorates.
He is now in Massachusetts.
Tlie August Century is out of print,
as tlie lesult of the popular interest in
Miss Rimkle's historical romance. "The
Helmet of Navarre, which begins in
this number.
As a rule, tlie critics
hesitate to pronounce judgment on a
novel when only one instalment of it
has appeared: but in this case an exception has been made, and a chorus of
praise has greeted the new story.
Holman T.
Day's book, “Up in
Maine," is proving a great success,
fine of the publishers said last week:
The book is a winner: that fact is
already shown, though it has been on
the market barely four weeks. The
first edition went in two weeks. The
second edition was exhausted in less
time and the publishers are now issuing
a third edition, a considerable portion
of which has already been ordered
ahead by the trade.
The sales in
Portland have been especially large,
and they are increasing with every day
that passes.
I hrough Portland pass
all tlmse win> are coming into the
Mate and the hunk appeals directly to
all those who ever lived in Maine or
who are interested in the Mate."

The features nf the A'lgrd number
ot the Smart Set areas varied as ’.hey
are sprightly and fascinating.
1'lie
breezes of the mountain an 1 sea blow
the
which
contain
never
through
pages,
a
dull line. (Hie liiarveis where the
Smart set secures all its brilliant contributions.
it was freely predicted
that tlie standard of the first number
could not be maintained- that there
was not enough such bright literature
written in the course of a year to till
twelve numbers of inn pages each of
this periodical of cleverness: but every
successive number has been more interesting. more witty, moie vivacious than
tlie last. The smart Set. in half a
year, has collie to he. recognized m both
the literary and the society worlds as
tlie smartest and most entertaining
magazine of this day.
rim Rev. Dr. i >.
Sheffield. President
of the North China College and Mission
at Tung-ehan near Pekin, was in America when tlie lloxer riots began, but
immediately prepared to return to
his post. Before sailing from San Francisco. late in dune, he learned of the
burning of his college. Dr. Sheffield
left behind him the manuscript of an
article which will appear in the September Century under the title .of
"The Inlluence of the Western World
on China."
.Vs a result of the author’s

thirty years' experience as a missionary,
lie is said to argue strongly against tlie
dismemberment of the Middle Kingdom.
Equally timely will be a paper by II.
V an Bergen, in the same number, on
"The

Revolution in China and its
The fiction of the September
magazine will include a characterstic
of
about
story
go.oono words by John
Luther Long—"The Princeof Illusion.”

Causes.”

What A Tale

It

Tells.

“I had a running, itching sore on my leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan's Ointment took
away the burning and itching instantly and
quickly effected permanent cure." <'. \V.
Lenhart, Howling Green, O.

Cigarette

smokers will not be employed in Swift
Co.’s stock yards at Chicago. 111., the result of an anti-cigarette
league crusade.
A blessing alike to
young and old, hr.
Fowler's F.xtract of Wild Strawberry. Nadiarrlnca and

ture's specific for dysentery,
summer complaint.

You assume no risk when you buy Chamberlain's Colic,Cholera and Diarrlm-a RemeA. A. Howes A Co., druggists,will refund
your money if you are not satisfied after
iising it. It is everywhere admitted to be
the most successful remedy in use for bowel
complaints and the only one that never fails.
It is pleasant, safe andTeliable.
4m27

dy.

The free rural mail delivery service
now established in the vicinity of Denver is increasing the value of iand along
the way s;> an acre.

w

MOCHA

England, she has always preferred
liberty to ancestry. Although an old
Democratic State, she was one of the
first to help the slaves to liberty. May

her future be as noble as her past lias
been glorious. Here's to the State of
Maine. The land of the bluest skies,
the greenest earth, the richest air, the
home of the strongest and sturdiest
men, the finest, and best of 'all, the

A

p
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JAVA COFFEE.

A VERY NICE QUALITY

Grocers

—

extremely
1,2,
pound

It’s

coffees go.

I

Try it

price.

money—as
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true

c.,py.

(.Eu. B.'.li
Attest:
C'Has. i\ Haz>

o

At a 1‘ivbato Court held at I;
for the County ot Waldo, ,is
day of August, A. f>. !. .if.

I

certain instrument. purp.
w ill and
te?tanien:
i-elfa*t. in .-aid County "i u
ha\ Him ;-eeii plest nted lor
pi.
Orueied '! Iiat i,..t he be
\.
teresteu t.\ causin- ..
..py
published three weeu- sue. e"
in-,m
.Journal, published at
may appeal at a i'rol ate <
last, within and lor -aid < ..u>
liiesday
September next
neloie
oou. and show ea ise.
w
hy the -ame sh.»u.d i.• ■ t m
and allowed.

\

"i

CEO. E. Ji ;'i

A t rue

st
« lt.As.

py—Am

1’. Ha/:

Probate Court held at 1 .*-11:
the County ot Wab.o, un the
August. A. D. 1 siou.
certain instrument. i»iirj>. r :i
will and testament
t >1;
«>t Brooks, m said
County or v,
having been presented tor 'proba:
Ordered. That notice be given
terested by causing a
v
<>.
)
published three weeks >>.« cessi\<
lican Journal, published at B<may appear at a Probate *'
Belfast, w ithin and tor said m
Tuesday of September next a: :•
fore noon, and show arise il ar,\
the same should not be j
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P Ha/.ki

At

a

-•

I

V

«

At a Probate Court, heid at Delta
the County ot Waldo, on the
A ugtist, A. L>. 1 Uuu.
4 certain instrument. purports
A will and testament of John
ot Lin colnville. in sm
.unty
ed, having been presented tor’iu,
Ordered, That notice be given
terested by causing a c«-py ot :hi'
lished three weeks sutvessivelv
Journal, published at Belfast t n.i
pear at a Prolate I'oun, i«. b»within and for said County, on
day of September next. ,.t un
noon, and show cause, if any t»M-\
same should not be jut ved.appoo
Ohio. E. I< >H.\A true copy. Attest
Chas. l*. Hazki.

Small Pill. Small Sose. Small Fries.

'*•:

;fv1

da-< or September next, at*ten ..t
no on and show cau>.
it at,.\ :,
same should not be j,a,ve>i-

ACHE

Worms?

^

■.'*

At a Probate Court held at Belt.,*
the County of Waldo on the
August. A. D. 1000.
A certain instrument,
purpovtm
ix will and testament of c ii ,7..
oi Monre, in said County <>t w
having been presented tor pr i'
Ordered, That notice uegiven
terested by causing a copy of tin*
lished three weeks siret:»si\t,> i,
Journal, published at Belfast, ?
pe-rat a Probate Cont. to (
wi hin and for said C-»..nty. ..u

HEAD

EXCELSIOR

old

women.

that all persons interested ma\
hate Court, to lie hehl at Belfast
of September next, and show
have, why th said account should
GEO. E. ,1 € >h \
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazv:i.ri .f

SICK

For Women.

llfca

r>

Ordered, That notice thereof i,t.
weeks successively, in the Repul,p, .'u'
newspaper published in Belfast

PILLS.

PROBATE NOTICES.

If that mirror of yours shows a wretched,
sallow complexion, a jaundiced look, moth
patches and blotches on the skin, it's liver
trouble: but I>r. King's New Life Pills regulate the liver, purify the blood, give clear
skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion. Only
-.">c. at E. II. Moody’s drug store.
4w:\2

truest

on

Fernald,

CURE

Co.. Ga. "I chanced to
see an advertisement of yours, aud forthwith
bought a bottle of your invaluable Golden Medical Discovery.' Before I had taken half a bottle I was entirely well.”
of

88 —In Court of Prop
the 14th day of a tig
administrator on the
H. Fernald, late of Lincoln vine
deceased, having presented hi*
account of administration of
V1I111
allowance.

WALDO
fast,
W.

Dead.

CARTER’S
■
Tiver

cough that will not yield
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery cures coughs when all
other medicines fail, because it is more
than a cough medicine. The cough is
w
but a symptom.
Discovery makes
new and pure blood, heals the lacerated
tissues, and gives the body the needed
strength to throw off disease. It cures
the cough by curing the cause of the
There is no alcohol, neither
cough.
opium, cocaine, nor other narcotic in
the Discovery’.”
I had a terrible cough something over a year
ago and could find nothing to stop it, or even to
do me a particle of good." writes Mr. J. M. Karr,

couraging

Ingalls

SHIPS.
Washington, D. C., August 18, 1900.
Las Vegas, X. M„ Aug. lit. Former
An investigation of forest tires and reAbner Coburn, B F Colcord, arrived at United States Senator John J. Ingalls,
forestation on burnt areas is now being Fort Blakely
Aug 4 from Ilong Kong via died at East Las Vegas, at 2.25 a. m.,
pursued by the Division of Forestry Fort Townsend.
to-day. lie was surrounded by his famof the Department of Agriculture
A G Hopes, Chapman, sailed from Honoily. The funeral will be held in Atchithrough Prof. ('. S. Crandall, lately of lulu July 14 for New York.
son, Kansas.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at
the Colorado Experiment Station at
Senator Ingall’s illness dated from
Fort Collins.
This work, which Pro- Seattle Aug. 4 from San Francisco.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New March, ISii'.i, when, at Washington, his
fessor Crandall began-some years ago as
York -\i>ril 2t> for San Francisco; spoken throat began troubling him. He worked
Journal.
a collaborator of the Division, will be
June 17, lat 20 S, Ion So W.
steadiiy writing political articles for
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise ! carried on chiefly in the northern part
Bangalore, at Kahului July 21 for New newspapers throughout the country. He
City, Iowa, says: “1 bought one bottle of of the State, where the prevalence of York.
was treated by several specialists, but
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two j Lodgepole Pine makes the conditions
received no relief, and on their advice,
doses of it did me more good than any other !
San Francisco July 12 for Honolulu.
very different from those in the South.
returned with his family to Atchison.
medicine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. Ilowes The
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, cleared
investigation is an important one,
At home he grew no better.
Ten
Co., Druggists, Belfast.
for until the forester knows what to ex- from San Francisco July 10 for Honolulu.
Emily Bead, at Kahului from Tacoma months ago he sought another change
Quoted Returned Delegate —“I made pect from tire and how to deal with
21.
in
climate
July
Xew
Mextraveling
two speeches at the convention. Did you
through
burnt-over areas, he can do little in a
Gov Kobie, F Colcord, sailed from Hong ico and Arizona.
He was still able to
see me quoted!*” Constituent—“Yes. 1 saw
region where burning has been as exten- Kong Aug 2 for Fort Townsend.
write occasionally for the newspapers.
by one of the papers that a lot of you were sive and is
still as common as in ColHenry li Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
After a consultation of physicians he
selling at .fooo apiece.” [New York Weekly. orado.
from Honolulu July .5 lor New York.
decided to remain in Xew Mexico. M rs.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
In this investigation the examination
Ingalls went immediately to Las Vegas.
from New York May 24 for Hong Kong.
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never of the first
stages of reforestation will
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- lie
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San 1 in Aug. 14. she telegraphed her sons
made on areas of which some were Francisco
Nov 2 for Hull.
Ellsworth and Sheffield that their father
gists, Belfast, Me. lyrID.
burned over thirteen years ago, and on
K 1> Bice, C F Carver, sailed from Honolulu was sinking.
They arrived in time to
A White Kibboner—“She’s a strong ad- which Professor Crandall has
25
for
already
May
Philadelphia.
see him before he died.
vocate of the temperance cause, isn’t she!’”
made surveys and recorded progress at
arrived
at Honolulu May 15 from
Reaper,
“Yes, indeed. She never even entertains a different
In the case of Newcastle, NSW.
periods since.
doubt, because doubts are so often dissipatthe old fires of which there is no record,
S O Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Fort
ed." Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
the date ol burning can usually lie de- Townsend July 2S from San Francisco.
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets termined
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New York
by the age of the trees which
and Pills for the complexion : 10 days treat- came
1.; from Hiogo.
up after the lire, and. the neces- July
ment 5oc., mi days treatment si.on.
Sold by
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
iTTLE
sary surveys and measurements can March 5 from Honolulu.
A. A. Howes £ Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
then be made. Special attention will
State
of
E
A Colcord. sailed from
3yrs24.
Maine,
be paid to the causes which make the New York Ma\ 51 for Hong Kong.
Reasonable—Husband—“1 don’t see why cones of the
i illie E Marbiick, Eben Curtis, sailed from
Pine open and
Lodgepole
you have accounts in so many dry-good distribute their seed. These are not
yet Honolulu April 2s for New York.
stores." Wife—“Because, m\ dear, it makes
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sydney,
the bills so much smaller.” Harper's Ba- understood, and in view of the tree's
habit of storing its seeds in the cone, N. s. W. Jul\ 2'.tfrom Pelagoa Bay.
zar.
Wm 11 ( oinici, J T F.rskine, sailed from
often for inanv wars, and setting them
25 for New York; passed
The Elephant’s plank—“ Fellow-citizens
free when kiile'd b y fire, are very im- Singapore April
of the jungle,” said the monkey, “various
Anjer ay 17.
portant.
W J Botch, .'sewall C I.ancaster, sailed
as our interests may be, can't w e find some
Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles InciProfessor Crandall will have four from Port Townsend June 2‘J for Philadelplatform on which we may all stand’.”’
dent to a bilious state of the system, such as
That’s right," put in the elephant. “Let us assistants and will begin his examina- phia.
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after
denounce menageries!"
hakks.
Puck.
tion in the Medicine How Kange. From
eating, Pain in the Side, kc. While their most
remarkable success has been showu in curing
Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, cleared from !
The Keeley Cure will run as long as there there he will work down the Continental
are drunkards to reclaim.
This important Divide to the neighborhood of Long’s Portland June in for Bahia Blanca.
Kdward May, sailed from San Francisco
formula is'known to the members of the 1’eak.
Aug 4 for Honolulu.
parent Company, but to none others. Write
C
P
to Portland Keeley Cure for information
Hixon, N F Gilkey, anived at
The great number of applications for
Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
about the treatment.
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and prely37
tlie position of student assistant under New York Aug. in from Port Spain.
sailed from Portland June
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
Ktliel,
Hodge,
correct all disorders of tho stomach,stimulate the
“My mother-in-law has gone to the moun- the Divisonof Forestry which have this 27 for Buenos Ayres.
liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
tains."
You look pleased."
been
how
the
made shows
Yes; she'll year
rapidly
Herbert Black, W 11 Blanchard, at Bear
“
have to admit she has found something that interest in practical forestry is increas- River, N s, June 22 for Rio Janeiro,
ready.
she can't walk over."
Indianapolis Jour- ing. The pay. *25 a month and expenses
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
nal,
iu the field, is not enough to be alluring Boston May no for Rosario.
What Shall We Have for Dessert?
Matauzas, sailed from New York July 10
to those who are not interested in the
Ache they would be almostpriceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortuThis question arises in the family every subject, and no attempt to advertise for Havana.
J
O
Olive
sailed
from
Thurlow,
llayes,
it
Let
us
answer
nately their goodness does notend here.and thoi
to-day. Try Jell-O, the opportunity has been made. Vet. Norfolk
day.
Who once try them will find these little pills valuAug 2 for Newport News.
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared although it was announced early in
able in so many ways that they will not be wilPenobscot, arrived at Montevideo July 10
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
March that more candidates had already from Boston, via Buenos Ayres.
ling to do without them. But after allsick head
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor:
Rebecca Crowell, M G How, arrived at
—Lemon. Orange, Raspberry and Straw- applied than there were places for, the
number of applications kept steadily- Bath. Aug 0. from Trapani.
berry. At your grocers, lo cts.
lylO
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
until finally 232 were receivRank Infidelity—Divorce Lawyer: “You increasing,
ed. This number is more than seven Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. Ip from New
Is the bane of so many lives that here !■ whera
York via Reunion.
say you want to sue your husband for ditimes as great as that of last year's, the
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
vorce on the ground of infidelity." Woman:
Sachem, Nichols, from New York for Hong
others do not.
“Yais, sail. De misabul infidul say he first year's applications—33." In these Kong, sailed from St Thomas March J:
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
doan'believe de whale evali swallered Jo- applications it is noticeable that the spoken, March 27, hit 10 N, Ion no \Y.
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
nah, or de animals went into de ark. or majority come from in or near the large
Thomas A Goddard, J 11 Park, sailed from
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe oe
nuftin'." [Judge.
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
universites, where information regard- Boston July no for Rosario.
use them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for fl. Sold
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
the opportunity, which had to spread
t>y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.
LIYERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver ing
from New York July 17 for Barbados.
word
of
could
circumouth,
Pill: 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes chiefly by
CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.
BRIGS.
contain 4o pills, 25c. boxes contain loo pills. late extensively. From Harvard and
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Pel- Yale alone too were received, while 77
.1
II
from
GibralLeonora,
Monroe, sailed
more were scattered over different parts
fast, Me.
tar July IB for Brunswick, Ga.
3yrs24.
of the Atlantic States, sixteen came
SCHOONERS.
“Grafter must have turned over a new
Why try to stick
leaf, lie tells me lie's working night and from California, where several students
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
with somethings
day." “Yes. that's the firm lie’s with new." f roniBerkelev andStanford had appoint- Boston
Aug. 14 for Bangor anil Washington.
thing that doesn't
"Wliat .’" “Knight A Day." Philadelphia ments last summer.
If this informaat Bath Aug
arrived
^
Jr,
Henry
Clausen,
sti, k
Press.
tion could have been spread throughout 5 from Jacksonville.
Buy MAJOR'S
CEMENT: you kn«-»w
the Middle States as easily as it was in
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at l’erth
RELIEF IN SIX HOIKS.
it sinks.
the neighborhood of these large itniver- Amboy Aug. l."> from Brunswick.
Nothing
breaks awav fr an it.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease sitiesvthe number of applications would
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
relieved in six hours by ‘“New Great
York
o
t
Stick
from
MAJOR'S
Ga.
July
Brunswick,
have been still greater.
South American Kiuxey Ci re."
It is a probably
Mary A Hall, Haskell,cleared from ApalaCEMENT. Buy cane,
The position of student assistant was
great surprise on account of its exceeding
chicola July hi for Providence.
created
for
the
double
of
you v.ii! bi:\ h<rpurpose
giving
promptness in relieving pain in bladLucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
There
ever.
isder, kidneys and back, in male or female. young men who are thinking of engag- \orkAug p; from Long Cove, Me.
as
n t!-:n.g
ai:
g.
Believes retention of water almost inmie- ing in forestry as a profession, practical
R W Hopkins, Iliehborn, sailed from
b-keve
the
don't
dlately. !!' \ on want quick relief and cure experience and assistance under t lie su- Norfolk Aug 4 for Port Morant, Jr.
this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes A
1! F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Newport
pervision of experts, and of securing
Co., Druggists. Belfast, Me.
News
p;
lypt
from
1>.
c.
Aug.
Washington,
MAJOR i RUBBER
>T MA.
'S LEATHER.
intelligent assistance for the governSallie I'MipWll West, sailed from BrunsFair Painter—“1 hope you don’t mind my ment at slight cost.
Inalh'd applicants
wick July :;i for Boston.
sketching in your lieldFarmer—“Lord, were appointed and are now at work.
n
Tola, A s Wilson, cleared from New York MAJOR
no. missie !
You keep the birds off the peas
CEMENT CO.. NF’V YORK CITY.
They are divided up among the held A ug for Jacksonville.
better’ll a' udinary scarecrow."
Tit-Bits.
Willie L Newton. K Coombs, arrived at
experts who are making investigations
*100
and forest surveys as follows:
In the New York Aim. ir» from Brunswick.
State of Washington. 7: in California,
Dr. lb DctolioiCs AntH Diuretic
Mu' be wonli to you more than slot) if you id: in the [Slack Ilills. h; in the Middle
Dr. ToIiikiu's Month!; Kegulatoi has
Collis P. Huntington Dead.
brought
have a child who soils bedding from incon- West. •">: in Arkansas, 10; in the Appalhappiness t>> hundreds u anxious women.
tinence of water during sleep. Cures old achian region, d: in the Adirondacks, 17.
\ acre is positiv-ly non; he. iviur.lv known
and >tiling alike. It arrests the trouble at Most of theirtime is spent in
to medical science, that w.lt so
collecting
micklyand
once.
>1.
Sold b\ A. A. Howes A Co., the measurements of trees and
Utica. X. 7'.. August 14. Collis I*. safely do tin1 w 01 k Have never had
a single
n makfailure. The longest and most obst mate cases
Druggists, llelfast,’-Me. lyrlP.
ing the surveys from which the foresters Huntington, president of the Southern are relieved in d days without fail. No other
Pacific
railroad,
died
at
Pine
Knot
lodge, remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
“Higgins, I've come to you for advice. of the Hivision can next wint -r draw
What ought a man of my capability and conclusions and results.
To a, young his luxurious camp in the Blue Ridge interference with work. The most diilicult
treated through corresopportunity to do in order to achieve the man of an observing and inquisitive -Mountain region, early this morning. cases succcssially
pondence.and the most complete.-.; islactum
greatest success in life'.’" "Gurney, 1 wish turn of
the work affords an ex- Mr. Huntington went into the woods guaranteed in every instance. 1 relieve hunmind,
had
come
to
me
with
that 'question
you
last Thursday and was apparently in dreds of ladies w horn 1 n-a er see. Write for
about live years ago. 1 could have told you cellent opportunity for learning the excellent
particulars. Ail letters truthfully
health,
Friday and Saturday further
all about it then. I was just out of college. nature of the problems with which a
answered. Free confidential advice in all
lie was about his eamp noting the prog- matters of a
forester
has
to
I
and
he
in
deal,
privateor delicate nature. Bear
Chicago Tribune..
ways
ress of the improvements which he has
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
which he does part of Ids work
condition and will positively
every
possible
been
on
this
It
is
Concerning Seattle, 1'uget Sound. Washcarrying
year.
sup- leave no after ill effects
upon the health. Hy
Dr. Cyrus Hamlin Dead.
ington State and Alaska, consult bureau of
posed Mr. Huntington's death was mail secure!, sealed. Sg.no.
Dr. K M.TOLInformation, Seattle, Wash.. <>. M. Moore,
caused by heart trouble.
V1AN CO., 170 Tremout st.. Boston, Mass.
is
Following
ltf
secretary.
Rev. Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, famous as His life in brief:
Born in Harwiiiton, Conn.
At a disadvantage. “David was a good a missionary in Turkey, builder and
Went to California in IMS.
lighter." said the professional pugilist, “but first President of Roberts College and
lie had some hard luck." “You mean the an own cousin of Hannibal Ilamlin, is
Became a hardware merchant in SacDavid who slew Goliath:’"
“Yes.
lie dead at the age of 8!) years. He died rameiio.
I? « child iH ailim: don't
t.
test
could have made a mint o* money out o'
in Portland, Aug. 8th.
Built the ('entra! Paciticand Southern
for worm*, (live several cio.-es ol
that light if moving .pictures had only been quite suddenly
He was a graduate from Bowdoin, Pacific Railroads.
invented then." "Washington Star.
TRUE'S PIN WORM ELIXIR
where he won fame as a student when
Was 77 years old and was in active
If worm* ai*‘ re- m iIn
ht
Ir-'
a. Ik
a little more than iM years old took a management of his business.
<
For over Finy Years.
piai- 35c. l»r. J. F. True A C«. \iihurn. Me.
three years' course at Bangor seminary,
President of the Southern l’acilic
An Oil. and Wki.i.-Tkied Remedy. and
preached during the last year of Railroad.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
the course in Portland and Worcester.
Fa rued s.m the tirst year lie worked
used lor over lift} years by millions of
FARMERS !
mothers for their children while teething, Pater he was ordained a minister of for himself. Saved it all.
Built a big shipbuilding industry at ARE
with perfect success. It soothes the child, the Congregational church, and when
YOU INSURED?
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind he was a little more than 30 lie was Newport News.
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrluea. sent to Constantinople by the American
July ami August are the great lightning mootlis
Maintained free schools for children
More farm property is destroyed at this *,-a>on
I s pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists board of commissioners for
foreign of liis employes.
because of lightning than by all other source*. I
in every part of the world.
Twenty-live missons, and there was the scene of
Hired 100.000 men.
make a specialty of insuring farm property
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. He
his life-work. Be left the active serWas fond of whist and played a shrewd against any loss or damage by lightning or ire.
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
Semi me a postal and I will go to \oi,r place and
vice of the American Board to superin- game.
tell you all about it.
Syrup, and take no other kind.
tend the erection of the Roberts ColSeldom drank wine.
KKV. K. ,11 1ISON HATCH.
Preparatory. Ethel—“Mamma, don't you lege in Constantinople, and he also
Was fond of travel and of practical
26tf
Centre Montvilie.
think w omen should know how to cook so founded the
Bebex seminary.
When he jokes.
that they may be able to look after tlieir
Had a genial disposition and a rehusband s digestion when they marry .*'' left Constantinople,in 1873 lie left behind
Mamma—“Certainly.dear." Ethel—“Mayn't two institutions of higher learning, markable memory.
1 go to the kitchen then and practice making many schools, and the basis for unNever speculated in stocks.
butter scotch .'" [Brooklyn Life.
limited missionary labor.
He became a
These are some of the properties Collis P.
1
in Bangor seminary, and in
“An International Courtship" the new professor
owned:
ALIM) SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel.
and absorbingly interesting novel by Mel-, 1880 become president of Middlebury Huntington
interest in the
Three-quarter
fast, on the 14‘h day of August. I boo
in
Vermont.
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading college
Southern 1 *aci tic.*45, (M M),000 Reuel \V. Berry, Executor of the last will ami
In 188.1 lie retired from active profesLondon weekly newspaper as “a remarkNews .Shipyard. 10,(hmumm» and testament'of Florence Berry Grant, late of
Newport
able novel." It is the story of marriage be- sional service, and lived in
Lexington, Iiockaway Beach possessions_ l,ooo,noo nity, in said County, deceased, having presented
tween American girls and titled Englishhis first and final account of administration ol
Mass., with his wife.
Hotels I »el Monte, Del Norte,
men.
for allowance.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
He had 13 children, live by his first
Castle Crag and Arcadia. 10,(XX),(MX) said estate
Fifth Ave., N V. postpaid >i.ob
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre©
:tyrs24 and eight by bis second wife.' The eld- New York City estates. 5,(XX),<MX)
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
est daughter is the wife of Rev. Dr. San Francisco estates. 4,<mm»,(hm) a newspaper published in Belfast,
in said county,
The Pacific Improvement Company 7,<mki,«hh> that all
An Up-To-Date Farmer.
persons interested may attend at a Pro
Washburn, who is now the president of
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
Roberts college; the second daughter is
Total.*82, (MM), (MM) of September next,and show cause,if any they hav
the wife of Prof. Charles Anderson of
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
“Some of the farmers are getting pret- Roberts college; the third daughter is
A true copy. Attest:
the
wife
of
Rev.
Lucius
Lee
of
Home
Old
Week
Marasli,
in
N.
H.
ty up-to-date,” said an interstate stock
Chas. P. Hazeltixe. Register.
Turkey, and four others are also living.
yard commission man to an Indianapolis
On Jan. 5th last an informal reception
ITTALL>(> SS.—in Court of Probate, held at Melnews reporter, “and are having
and
fast, on the 14th day of August, lPOO.
luncheon were given at the Bellecity
Coxcoinr, N. II., Aug. lii.
Rains V?
Lizzie Colson, Administratrix on the estate ot
comforts in the country to the limit, vue. Boston, in commemoration of Dr. compelled the holding of the (lid Home James
M. Colson, late of Morrill in said Comity,
not to mention tfie telephones in their Hamlin’s 8‘Jth birthday. Many promi- Week celebration in some dozen places deceased, having presented bis tirst account of
nent persons were present, and’the ven- in the State indoors to-day. Gov. Rol- administration ot said estate for allowance.
homes and the free delivery of mail to
erable doctor appeared to be well and lins spoke at Hanover.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
them. I struck one this week in the strong for one of his
years.
Referring to Maine’s Old Home a newspaper
published in Belfast, in said county,
Week in the course of his speech (iov
gas territory who had a gas engine and
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
11. M\ liean will begin work in his ernor Rollins said:
a system of switches by which it could
next, and show cause, if any they
“Furthermore, the idea has been of September
be made not only to operate his feed yard at Camden on a four-master as
have, why the said account should not la- allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
mill, the pump m the barn lot. the soon as the material can be obtained. seized with avidity by some of our
A true copy. Attest:
sister States. You have all read of the
pump in 1he house well and cistern, the It will be a small one about 175 foot
Chas. P. Hazkltisk, Register.
Old
Home
Week
in
lie
her
keel.
build
for
magnificent
and
Maine,
may
('apt.
washing
sewing machines, the
wringer and churn, but a reel which Crowley, although the eontract is not which was celebrated last week. From YffALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at HelIf one end of the State to the other, towns
drew the clothesline past the kitchen made negotiations are in progress.
fast, on the 14th day of August, 1 SH)u. A.
so that his wife could hang the clothes he builds this one for (’apt, Crowley he and cities vied with each other in the H. Mayo, Administrator on the estate of >\ ilson
late of Swanville in said County, deceasDickey,
of
their
while standing in the doorway. Don’t will build another four-master for him- generosity
entertainments, ed, having presented
his final account of adminShe will be for the Cuba and the splendor of their decorations, the istration of said estate tor allowance.
self.
that beat you?”
excellence of their spreads and the
Porto Kieo trade.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
number of returning sons.
"1 was myself privileged to be pres- newspaper published in helfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proent at the central celebration in Port- bate Court,
to be held at Helfast, on the 11th day
land and it was one of the grandest of September next, and show cause, if any they
the
said account should not be allowed.
have,
why
1
sights ever witnessed. The city was
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
decorated like a veritable fairy land
A true copy. Attest:
with bunting and colored electric’lights.
Chas. P. Hazki.ii.nk, Register.
The great licet of warships in the harALDO SS.—-in Court ol' Probate, belli at Bel I
AND
bor, contributed by the general Governon the 14th day of August, l'JOOf
ment, furnished a noble, inspiring spec- Jamesfast,
Work ami William H. Work, executors o
tacle, both day and night. The parade the last will of Joel Work, late of Brooks in said
was one to stir the heart of any A1117 County, deceased, having presented their first and
final account of administration of said estate for
erican; but the thing which appealed to allowance.
me
most
was
when
that
of
of pure coffee at an
great body
low
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Massachusetts citizens, born in Maine, weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
in
sell it
or 3
tin cans
marched in solid phalanx by the re- newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proviewing stand, each carrying a banner bate Court,
—at 25c. per lb.
worth more
to be held at Belfast, on the lltli
day
and every face beaming with love for of September next, and show
cause, if any they
and see.
the State of his nativity. It was a have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
PWINEIL-WRIGHT CO., PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS. BOSTON.
glorious sight and one ‘that 1 shall
A true copy.
Attest:
not soon forget,”
Cuas. P. Hazeltike, Register.
—

His
Terrible

In his speech at the Old Home Week
celebration in Portland Hon. Thomas
B. Reed gave the following toast:
Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and other
Here's to the State of Maine. Aldistressing eruptive diseases yield quickly
and permanently to the cleansing, purifying though founded mostly by the blood of
power of Burdock Blood Bitters.

FORESTRY FACTS.

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in l to 3 days. Its action upon the system is remarkable and
mysterious.* It removes at once the cause
and the disease immediately disappears. The
first dose greatly benefits. 75. cents. Sold
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
Readership—“She is one of the leading
women here, 1 am told."
“Olf, yes, she
leads her husband a dog's life."
[Detroit
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A. 1). 1900.

LM.ISHA M. FI.AM>FRS heir
\ rt 11j
Flanders, late
-,
Waido, deceased, having pres*
praying that he may ne app.-mt.
of the estate of said deceased
Li
<d

>

ordered. That the said petitm
all persons interested by Vans;*
■>rder to lie published three week*
the Republican Journal, a new.>p.i
at bellast, that The-, may appcaCourt, to be belli at
lta.*t. with
county.on the 11 rh day of Septemt
ten of the clock belore noon, am
any they have, why die prayer I
should not be granted
i.fo f. Johns*
A true Copy -Attest
Cha.v P. Ha/.kli
to

»

■

Probate Court held a: beilathe County
>f Waldo, on
August, A. P. 19oo.
4 l.ANSON (.
CASWELl.. guar
A
Luce, of Searsmoiit.
id (
having presen red ;i petition prayim
to sell at public or private >ah- and
real estate of said Mary Fine, ue*<
At

for

petition
Ordered, That tiie said petit

mm

■

all persons interested ny uisiiil
order to lie published three weeks
the Repuhliean Journal,
news
at Beltast. that they may appeal
Court, to be held at Heltao. wahii
County, on the 1 1 th day
septen
at ten of the clock behav noon, u,
ii any they have, why tin- prayer ot
should m.t be granted.
OF*
K. .Toll Ns
A true copy Attest
Chas. P. Ha/.ki.i
a Probate Court lu*ld at P.
for the Countv ot W.i.
u th.
I). 1 i)'<)0.
j. haki i;
wkPw
Baker, late of Liberty, in
Waldo, deceased, having preset
tor an allowance out o!
pray in
estate of said deceased.
ordered, That the said petition*
all persons interesteiK>y causing
tier tt> be published three weekssm
Republican Journal, a uewspapei
Belfast, that they may aj pear at a I
to be belli at Belfast, within and lot
on the 1 Ith day of September A. l>
the clock before noon, and slmweati-*
have, wlit the prayer ot >.ud pit:
not t>e granted.
CKO. E. JUIINn
A true copy. Attest
C It AS. P. H A/M. 1'IM
At

iiiist. A.

Bertha

>

w

>

>.

In Court of rroo.i
rAJJH) SS.
fast, on the 14th day of August.
M. Partridge. Trustee under tti<- o
• lore M. Kiehardsou, iate of Stock!"'
said County, deceased, having present
account of trusteeship tor allo\vau<
Ordered, that notice thereof lie ;.
weeks successively, in Hie Kepublh
newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may a11«
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on thor September next, and show cause,
have, why the said account should not
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
CUAS. P. Ha/ELTINK. Ke
<
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POLITICAL POINTS.

FASHIONS AT NEWPORT.

Owing to the failure of the convenprovide notification committees
the nominees of the minor political organizations will he compelled to learn

Carriage Wraps. Morning Costumes. Afternoon and Evening Dresses.
Slippers and
Hosiery. Yacliting Suits.
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and two deaths
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year

of their honors in a roundabout manner
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The lion. Webster D.avis denies that millionaires renders it very pleasing, as
Plains, X. Y.,
one realizes that the handsome
yacht or
he plagiarized one of the speeches of the
unpeople.
is only an elegant
lie explains elegant equipage
at is reported as hav- late President Garfield.
the expense of which does
that lie merely neglected to utilize the plaything,
Bryan fold.
not cost the owner a second
thoughtm he
in Xew Ydrk quotation marks.
Fair young girls and matrons can with
lmt not to make
safety wear the new but somewhat
Is it not rather late for the lion. Adsevere coaching or driving cloaks; hut
k a brewery in A1
lai E. Stevenson to become, concerned
the portly dowager needs the
••r day, and soured
softening
over the safety of the republic?
It will
influence of chiffon rushings and frills,
lie recalled that, when a genuine effort
spangles, heads, ribbon bows or lace,
msas yield this year
was made to destroy it, he managed to
v
with which the stylish wrap is plentiman. woman and
exhibit a remarkable amount of tranfully adorned. Crepe de Chine negligee
arroll, loo years old, quility.
gowns, accordion plaited from the neck
Post. Xo. 28(1, G. A.
to the lower edge, are as soft as a tinted
V Y.
Tammany is raising a campaign fund sea-shell, and enhance the
beauty of
of $2,000,000. Tliis will naturally make
t Cincinnati, as anthe Newport belle; who chooses betwene
cnsus Bureau, is 323,a little inroad upon the protits of the
pink in several shades, white or Xile
in ispo.
ice trust.
green, usually made in Empire style,
ion against the Dutch
the outline defined by exquisitely tine
: lasting twenty-seven
Kentucky’s Goebelized courts are but
be well in hand.
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taking with her her
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much rich
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'.rial smelters.
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lle/ekiah Sargent, an
ived near the Xew
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•: local Malay poten•base of the fertile
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Mila id Malacca,
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me.
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resident
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randdaughter
iirant, and

Frederick Pent
army, gave birth
pounds.Inly i‘7tli.
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lies
1

of menace to navia> been blown out ol
A survey at
j’.oor.
■ay at the spot where
a I
its head above the
■Inly a, and :’,7 feet of
hmnd.
.Ionrnal brings
it 1sties of lives lost ill
1 nited States the
mpares these with the

Navy

l’liiliiipines, reckoning
army of ti.'i.oou

iws
as

men.

railroading to he
perilous as war.

Aluio two Austrians
empt to roll an empty
tan pounds from Vienna
bo re nt s:’,7 miles, in titty
will be through Million the barrel have
a- of the cities of Paris
dates and the names of
-i \bins.
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gives Ills estimate
thus;
■‘Youthful,
gentleman, a eowol letters, a man of
’ii

a

:

•aded politician, adaslijs tin*
respect of those
both mental and physibe has the admiration
I'
mnplishment. wlietlipoiities, arms of litera-

lace, and if

the natural results of Goebelized election

machinery.
Bryan’s experience

Mr.

in

fair to rival his career

bids
dier.

a

beautiful

arm

is to be dis-

played, “angel sleeves” are adopted. Xo
less charming are gowns of lace and
satin ribbon throughout, in alternate
farming bands a little over an inch wide, with
as a solthe ever-present wide ruffle as an
elegant
finish.

One

of

Mr.

AFTERNOON ANl) EVENING DRESSES

Filipino

Pettigrew's

Are a study, so beautiful and varied
are they; commencing with the iinest
quality of plain or dotted Swiss over silk;

friends has involved himself in a question of veracity with Admiral Dewey
It will not

require

a

vast amount of

then come the army of organdies, trimmed with black or colored velvet or lace,

people to make
concerning this con-

time for the American
up their minds

two miles is to be
on the Gettysburg
1
new
road will comi;own as Confederate
tollow the Confederate
a here, during the battle,
r 1 the
Union artillery
M's memorable charge,
r
the avenue will be
ich will mark the sites
.ate batteries,
ui-

teat of transporting
mo tons from Scotland
caca- the most elevated
America—has just been
was constructed in Scot's taken in sections to Hoorn
which place it was
■sty-two cars by the railg the steep sides of the
'he lakeside, nearly 13,000
the sea level. There the
mg

1,
k

*

1

id
■

i:

vessel were put together
boiler and engine install-

to show off a

sash,

conclusive evidence on this
1 ’•-ru
the

and Costa

gold

^

19th Maine Reunion.

short extracts from

The Coin

Harveys colors, and on black as well, is noticeato the south of us an- experiencing
bly popular, and the open-work in silk
laud luck.
belongs properly to an evening dress.
Kmhrnidered designs are both large and
it the Hun. Richard I*. Bland were
small, sometimes covering both instep
alive lie would be outspoken in bis deand ankle, in points, squares, dowers or
nunciations of the efforts of the Heinbar-patterns.
oeratie campaign managers to scuttle
THE Y At 11T1 XI; MIT
the linaneial plank ol their own platis considered as important as the ball
form.
gown, and the most stylish are of
Chairman .Tones firmly believes le white mohair, trimmed with white silk
lias (Toker and Hill under bonds to bands, having several rows of stitching.
Trimmings on the skirt are optional,
keep the peace during the campaign.
but the baton or double-breasted jacket
is always trimmed,
(fray-mohair is
The country is still waiting to get a
also in vogue for this purpose, or white
final report from Mr. Sulzer as to the
; serge, and the white pique is still addistribution among the widows and ori missable, looking very pretty with a
and
of
that
SIS
fallen
Boers
of
phans
crimson or blue cloth
and

brassjacket
buttons.
Yachting caps are seldom
seen here: preference being given to

odd cents left over from the Sl.sno
collected at the Washington l’ro-Boer
some

meeting.

The

reason

for

delay

ttie

the sailors trimmed in harmony with
the suit, or the “Ladysmith" shape

must be that Mr. Sulzer knows that the
Democratic politicians on his committee could not be gotten together for final
action on the

surplus,

new, lias its admirers.

During the Summer Season, cramps
upon us suddenly and remain until
the pain is driven away by a dose or two of
! Pain-Killer, the celebrated cure for all
dined and w ined away by his committee summer complaints, from simple cramps to
the most aggravated forms of cholera morwas so well demonstrated, that it would
| bus or dysentery. No household should be
lie unnecessary to further experiment without the Pain-Killer. Avoid substitute s
there is but one Pain-Killer, Perry Davis’,
on a meager Sis remnant.
-oe. and oOf.

|

come

The American

lias felt the effect

cow

Republican good

of

times.

Her value

lias gone up about *10 since 1*05, from
*21.'.to a head to about SUl.iiO a head.
She lias also had to supply more milk,
because of the demand attendant outlie

tilling
pail.

of

With

the

workingman’s

dinner

2,000,000 tons of ships being

built in different countries each year
for the world's foreign trade, and only

20,000 il per cent.) being built in the
United States, it is a strange thing that
American shipbuilders do not increase
their outfit, if it be true—as it is not—
as the Democrats assert, that ships can
be built as cheaply in the United States
as

in any

The

country.

people of

this

country

tics of the Post-ottiee

as

must have
the statis-

Department

show

Artists at

Criehaven.

THE....

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,
AND LATTIMER LEHIGH.

constantly recurring note of tender sympathy with humanity, a sympathy which
is broad enough to include a pride in its
triumphs and possibilities and a charity
for its shortcomings and failures.
San Francisco Chronicle: In “Songs
Along the Way" Emily Browne Powell
has written some good verse. Many
of the poems are strong and su g
gestive. The finest thing in the volume
is the first poem, ‘The Story of the
Ages.’
From the Oakland Enquirer: “A little volume of verse which challenges attention by its pleasant melodies and its
sincere feeling is ‘Songs Along the Way’
bv Mrs. Emily Browne Powell, an Alameda lady. Mrs. Powell possesses the
noetic impulse in no small degree, albeit
her muse is of the Ipiiet household or-

that may be credited to them.
been looking through your

I have

Stove ami

Chestnut.

Egg

$6.25

and Orate.

$6 00

6.10

5 85

5.85

5.60

Lehigh 25 cents per ton extra.
A discount of 2o ceuts per ton will be made from
the above prices
for CASH within ten days from
delivery of Coal.

Cumberland Coal.

Wood of all Kinds

>‘il

g laranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
■Syapecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.

MOTT’S

For

PENNYROYAL PILLS

They

overcome

Sale

by

H.

R.

Moody,

Belfast,

'l&le;

Range.
Pearl Range.
Alpine Range,

Kineo Coal Furnaces,
Kineo Wood Furnaces
....WITH

Republicm Jmrn Ion remarkably liberal terms
given below. Lack
space forbids but a brief
description of the contents -.f Farm an 1 lb.me
which is unequalled tor variety and x. .-, enee
as

Prominent among its many departments n av be
mentioned the Farm and Garden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Clans and inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with

a Lawyer, Around the Globe, Live stock
Hairy, The Poultry Vml, rim Question Box
Plants ami Flowers, The \ etrrlnary, .*• a-li!;;r.> and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semwnoiHhly,

and

thu> giving y.
04 numbers a year, the whole
making a
dume of over 500 pages, teeming with
all the latest and most reliable intorinatien rliat
experience and science can supply.

P.y special arrangement we make for a limited
fid.owing liberal <»tfer
To all w to pay far TheRepublican Journal on
year in advance, .jii.OO, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription

UANGOR,

R. P. STICKNEY,

MFG. CO,

MAINE.

timlO

Agent,

TANGIN
to cure

just

Belfast.

as

sun

was

made

4nu>0

the

made

to

was

her life—if well, to
keep her so—if ill, to
make

her well.

Swan <£ Sibley Co.
JOHHKHSOF

>778

on

A
TOn.C
• nd
■ ((•WLATIVC

*Amh.y

the

A. M. BININGER
& CO.’S
successors,
New York.

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO

see

samples.
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Freedom
FRKKDOM,

Ud.g

where it has been held for many years,
closed last week. This is the goth

of the Castine Normal school; Dr. E.
D. Perkins of Washington, 1). C.: Mrs.
Jennie Sargent Carll of Portland; and
nearly 100 others.

'•nil.

•:

‘i 7 Fr in* s7.,

>.

‘Or

women.

Sandypoint,

H!i. -i

ol

ri■.: quality

*iie

srmuLAHT

diseases of

Castine Alumni.

ImpurtiM's
dealer-

1 ! I.LHII

H

<'

f

\f

n\

Irf

TAN GIN 1

valuable medical
treatise

Q!?OCERI£?

TELErEOivE 4-2.

distinctly
feminine, send a
postal card for a free
sample bottle and a

Some women deify, while others defy fashion, the former having an “i" for that sort
of thing. [Detroit Journal.

SEEDS and

OKDKK-

troubles

you know what a beautiful production
the ‘Prelude’ is? 1 have read it a dozen

FEED.

Blacksmith

If

you w’ant to know
about the best medicine on earth for

the Common,’ in the little
’city by the sea,’ with your humble
friend at the desk. By the way, do
on

at

CO.,

Belfast. Ale.

Anthracite and

ills

womanly
surely as

drive away darkness.
Every woman needs
it at some time in

might, how much of their inspiration
was engendered in the ‘Brick School

Association

year.

...THE...

TANGIN

of them often.
I confess there is
a degree of selfishness about it, for
it has been a study to discover, if 1

Alumni

a

to

CWAIN,

some

the Castine

Farm and Home Is 50 cents

]!Y

»

Belfast,

any hour

one "f »ur readers should
least one good agrie iltural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal. Farm and Home, in connection with The

of the Best Material,

Improvements

NOYES & NUTTER

Fniversity of Califorgrateful for a copy
of your recently published 'Songs Along
the Way.’ enriched with your autograph-”
From Col. Philo Ilersey of Santa
Clara: "I have been singing ‘Songs
Along the \\ ay” nearly every day, and

of

the

in

States.

Believing that every

tor

A LI.

MANUFACTURE!

"We should be

annual session

Family Paper

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB

Late

brarian of the

The

uudi
L'nited

Address all orders

neat volume.
The tribute to
Whittier is particularly tine.”
From Mrs. C. T. Mills, President of
Mills College: "Your ‘Songs Along the
Way’ g» straight to the heart.”
From Prof. ,T. c. Rowell. Chief Li-

House

Farm

time the

MONUMENTS,

bit of nature that suits

The Best

nave at

Maine.

New Kieno
Our

..

ISBMSSHOME

Weak*

irreg-ularity

and
omissions, increase vicr-or aEUj banish
painv
of menstruation.” They are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes .pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio
ness,

A.SD

...

your

nia:

t

Edison’s Phonograph

anniversary of the association. The
cottage lias been greatly improved,and
a tine boat lias been presented by the'
bringing this year to study nature, as class of '77, of which Mayor WaiTen C.
,
exemplitieil there, many artists. There Philbrook of Waterville, and Rev. .1.
are four stopping on the Island at the
M. Frost
of Bangor, are members.
present time and several more expected. Among those present have been: G. T.
W. 1*. Burpee, recently from Rome,
Fletcher,the first principal of the school;
Italy, is boarding at II.'I). (.Tie's, and John R. Dunton, superintendent of
himself as charmed with
expresses
Maine.
Criehaven from an artistic standpoint. schools, Belfast: A. F. Richardson, Dr.
Charles Copeland of Boston is there and Mrs. E. E. Philbrook and several
for two weeks and complains that the others from Castine: Dr. A. A.
Jackson,
days are not long enough tor him to ’77, wife and daughter of Everett, Mass.;
sketch and paint all the choice bits of Fred A.
Pitcher, principal of theShurtWe have the largest stock in town of granite and marble
nature he sees.
leff school of Chelsea, Mass., and his
II. L. Woodcock of Belfast, and son wife and
daughter; George Winslow,
Faunce, have chosen a delightful site principal of Westfield Grammar school; and are prepared to do all w ork in our line promptly and at reaon Western harbor point to pitch their
F. E. Harvey, superintendent of schools
sonable prices.
tent and when the weather is damp and of
Keiuluskeag, wife and daughter;
foggy, Hart sits in the door of his tent Flo rent Whitmore, principal of the
and paints fog pictures.
Louie Jones
grammar school of Cranston, R. I.;
of Bangor is a guest of Mr. Woodcock Mabel Simmons and Nellie F.
Call at our works, Front street, near steamboat wharf, and
Harvey
and can be seen at'almost
some

We Guarantee it

Better than a Tiano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
plays and
don'tcostas much. Itreproducesthemusicofnnyinstrument—band or
orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is
always ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. C'atatoaues or all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.,
135 Fifth Ave., New York.

The fame of (Tiehaven’s artistic coloring anil beautiful nooks lias gone forth,

sketching
his fancy.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

(Telephone
) Connection 18-4.

’Songs Along
the \\ ay,’ and find
many pieces well
worthy of being so nicely preserved in

they wrote more letters and sent more
Jell-O, The New Dessert
Me., Aug. 15. The mail matter that year than ever before
During the civil war, as well as in our late
all the family. Four flavorsLemHegiment held its annual in
pleases
war with Spain, diarrhoea was one of the
the history of the United States.
h -day, with over no
j
on, Orange, Raspberry anil Strawberry. At most troublesome diseases the army had to
presi>:
billowing were elected of- Yet Mr. Bryan predicted that if Mc- your grocers. lOcts. Try it to-day. lyio
contend with. In many instances it became
‘lent. .1. L. Browne of Bow- Kinley was elected the
chronic and the old soldiers still suffer from
average citizen
:-r«t vice
1. C.
it. Mr. David Taylor of Wind Ridge,
To Save Her Child
president,
would not have enough money to buy a
Greene Co., Pa., is one of these. He uses
I
HicUmona; secretary, S.
Yet
the
of
this
From
people
frightful disfigurement Mrs. Nan- Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera aud Diarrhoea
b-keiield;
chaplain, F. P. postage stamp.
[ 11 itt
and says he never found anything,
.1
in; executive committee, country paid the Postal Department nie Galleger of LaGrange, Ga., applied Remedy
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve to great sores on that would give him such quick relief. It is
Joe S. Whitmore and I. the vast sum of $95,000,000 in 1899 or her
V
head and face, and writes its quick cure for sale by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.
fcr •' ;'r It was voted to meet at
all her hopes. It works wonders
nearly $20,000,000 more than they paid exceeded
niir park, Brunswick, in 1901.
(1
|
in Sores, Bruises, Skin Eruptions, Cuts,
When we have good blood we are
in 1893, and over $0,000,000 more than Burns, Scalds and Piles. 25c.
oul Major Parsons of the
Cure guaran- strong, vigorous and full of life andhealthy,
M,,!,'"'1
energy.
"tl‘rs were
teed by R. 11. Moody, druggist.
4w32
present.
they paid in 1898.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes good blood.
"in.

v

.OF

COAL

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

times.”

more

WINTER’S
..

Verona Clarke.

without consum-

than the amount of the surplus in champagne and cigars. The facility w ith which nearly *1,SOO could be

ing

being

□

The book is for sale at M. P. Woodcock
A Sons:
San Francisco Examiner: Under, the
pleasing title of “Songs Along the Way”
is gathered a collection of poems, nearly
all of which have appeared in various
magazines and have found admirers
among those of the reading public who
appreciate the qualities that especially
distinguish Mrs. Powell’s work,whether
it be verse or prose. While many of
these 'songs’ are sung in a minor key
Dalivared and put in, in barrels,
their burden is not of regret or repinIn Dump Carts,
ing, and the melody is always true and
sweet. Through it all there is heard a Prices at 'vVharl,
...

an

accounts in a measure for the low cut
slippers. Yale blue, green in two
shades, cardinal and purple are prominent shades. White siik embroidery on

point.

Rica have adopted

standard.

been prosperous in 1899,
■"

are

superb flounced ribbon
organdy skirt may have only der.
two or three simple rutiles. White silk I
Prof. IT. 11. Eathrop of Stanford UniThe growth of the southern cotton
point
d’esprit net, with three different versity, in San Francisco, Calif.: “Songs
industry during the past three years
widths of satin ribbon on ruffles, over- Along the Way' by Mrs. Emily Browne
is an emphatic answer to the calamity
skirt. yoke ruffle and sleeves is often Powell is another little volume of verse
predictions of the politicians id' that
the choice of the Newport belle, as in which tender sincerity gives to some
section,
more simple and winsome than a far of the poems decided charm.
With less
more expensive costume.
Then the of the technical accomplishment of
It is not believed that Mr. Bryan will
are one step higher,
always worn verse than in the volume just discussed,
attempt to explain any of his miscarri- gauzes
the little book contains here and there
ed predictions.
lie will simply go over silk, and looking so soft and z.ephvrlikc.
Chiffon
and
Renaissance lace lines of more imaginative force—such
right ahead making new ones.
dresses, although more costly, are no as
>, homesick shell, a e.
Notwithstanding the unpleasant ex- more attractive, often glistening with ‘Chests
ride between us oil our way :
periences oi the missionaries Chairman Rhine stone sparks woven in the roses, Their shadewy steeds ])ress ours apart:
.1 ones continues to work upon Mr. (.'in- sun-tlou ers or other designs with which Against mj arm their bridles sway’
This phrase seems to me worthy of a
they are ornamented. Crepe de Chine
ker and Mr. Hill.
dresses, are very lovely, also black nets, great poet.”
From Mr. Mil win Markham, author of
In contemplating the evidence ad- both plain or spangled; and all black
duced in the Kentucky murder cases dresses of a thin texture, with no lining the "Man with a Hoe": "Your poems
in yoke or sleeves, are specially chosen are melodious all, and infused
the fact that si on. non was appropriated
throughto secure it should not be overlooked. to show off a beautiful neck and arm. out with a nohle spirit, a high ideal.
\ eilings.
embroidered bereges, and 1 wish you success in all your life’s enThe refusal ot the Idaho Democrats fancy silk costumes are seen by the deavors."
and hand-painted dresses are
F rom Miss lua I). Coolbrith, the
to incorporate the Sulzer-I.entz view of hundreds,
permuch in favor, because so expensive.
sonal friend of Longfellow and
the recent mining troubles in their
Whittier,
platform indicates quite clearly that, S1IOKS AND IIIISIEIH MIST I'UKllfi- and the Pacific Coast's most famous
SI'ONI)
poetess: "A thousand thanks for the
for .campaign purposes, the material
must lie used a great ways from home with those elegant .costumes; therefore dainty little volume from your hands,
black patent leather and white kid, and a thousand thousand more thanks
in order to lie made effective.
satin or canvas, divide popular favor, for the beautiful lyrics themselves.
All tlie paid agents and attorneys of slippers to match the costume are often While there is none that 1 do not like.
I want some day to speak of those
the foreign shipping interests are sup- seen, especially with ball dresses, but
porting Mr. Bryan. Fortunately the not obligatory. A pretty, genteel slip- which specially appeal to me as rhymer
election is to be decided by voters who per, worn here by many belles, is of and woman."
From Mr. Samuel T. Pickard, cousin
have tlie American interests at heart. plain, black kid (cut very low) with a
hyrge black velvet bow and small Rhine and literary executor of the poet Whitstone buckle, or else a very large buckle tier: "1 retain my interest in the Pine
The Texas populists complain that
is substituted for the bow.
Hosiery I ree state and its daughters and sons
the Democrats steal their campaign
anil am glad of
was never more beautiful, and that
every literary success
thunder. The Kansas City platform is
or

troversy.

■

!

Following

newspapers, circulars and private letters on the little volume of poems by
of
The
[Correspondence
Journal.]
Mrs. .1. ir. Powell of Alameda, Calif.,
j The solid basis upon which display sister of
Mrs. E. E. Brackett of this city.
I rests at this lovely resort of the multi-

\\ I ite

!

SONGS ALONG THE WAY.

F1UTCH1NS BROTHERS & CO

I

nil Term

Kevins

Winter Term

Academy,
>1A INK

Tue-d «y.

lie-in-

\u-n-t

dS. PtoO

Tuesday, November ‘JO.

11)00.

Spriti- Term lie-in- Tuesday. February 10
1001.
This Aoatlemy. tile only
in W nhlot ounry. offer- far-- fa-- life-- to 11.•
v-mui,
men and women
ill
-e.-f.e u '-him: t.» ]»»-.*bum ms- i-dne it'iOQi
p il e for '.‘olleiie or t«i obt un
at -ma!! «
\(»»m-e.
rile buildin-s have *>•••*:•
ami furnished
with tin- late-t de-tun-of
f ;•
t.u.
!; ».*nt
heat'-d by -t'-am. M erythiim tir-t eln<- ami up
i" 'late.
rea<-!i'Ts
ni'-.d tin
;'i r«• i.i -a-- of
the sei,oo!.
Hoard and room- for
-1.
a: iva-ouable rate-.
For eatalouin- and inrtli
inn-rn ,t:• *n address
Id FOKKST H l’KKKINs.
•mcipal.
•:t
Fivepom. Maine.
1

••

£•» tate

of

31aiue.

W\! I*"*S
WlM Kill-.
1
.\'i_n*t
l'.l'nt.
Wi'.iln t:i 1- rsiLOitMi. hav um !».•«• d iiv aup.dntI hy the 11 :»• *1 a 1 *.« .ludv
Probate \\ itli:n
and tor said ''"iinty. rnuimissinuers t• ree.-ive
:i: d d.-enlr i;| on tie
claims
the ereditoi .)f
I itiiotliy P. h -iiey, late
\\ iiitrrporf. in said
t outliv. deer;)-., d. whose .-state has l*e-|l
ivpie
'■■iite.i iiisoiv.-at. hereby aiv.- nop.ee
aureeahly to
fIf oidel ip *aid •luJ^e oi Probate. that six
from
and
after
in.
p.*oo.
hav
been
duly
month*.
allowed t" said ereditors p. present and prove
tbi-ir claim*. and that we will attend t-> the
duty
a*
at
tinoffice
of 1-red Atwood, in Winassigned
P port. Saturday, September I, i:*oo, and .lai
nary
l". 1 h»i. at nine bvioek
\i. of. aeli of said days
FRKD ATWOOD, i,.
F. W 11 ALKY.
i,",u,s*
■

>

Bills for Cemetery Work,
All bills against rb.e city of Belfast for work in
any of the eemetrries should be left for appioval
at the offiee of the Belfast Livery Co. ..n or before
noon of tile Saturday preceding 'the first
Monday
of the month in which said bill* arc payable
WAT FI*
HATCH.
DAN A B. SOUTH WORTH.
Trustees of Cemet- tie*.
Belfast. May 1_‘. 1900.— tf20

NOTICE

FRED ATWOOD

1

INSURANCE and

In Board

Winterport, Me
REAL ESTATE,
*

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE CLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
or*, Administrator* and Trustees.

Security Bonds lor Cashiers, Contract

Correspondence solicited Real estate bought and sold

of Aldermen,
Belfast. March 19,1900.
Ordered. That all hills against the city shall be
itemized and shall he approved by the proper
committee before placed in the hands of the audi

order No. S.

tor. Also that all said hills MI ST he in the hands
of the auditor ON OR BEFORE THE FRIDAY
next preceding the first Monday in each month
or they will lie over until the next month.
13
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SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Sch. A. Rayford loaded hay here Wednesday for Boston.
Elva L. Sargent has gone to Portland to
resume

her labors.

Scott Dow of Chicago is the guest of his
uncle, Capt. Leroy Dow.
F. C. Edwards of Ashland, Mass., left for
home by steamer Saturday.
Mrs. Ruth R. Bruce is visiting her parents, C. 11. Stevens and wife.
Work in the Royal Arch degree in Sears-

port Chapter

next

Monday evening.

Jos. W. Ford and Eben Sawyer returned
to Boston by steamer Aug. isth.
Mrs. Elizabeth Fames and Julian Gross;
the guest of Miss L. W. Edwards.

are

Joe Harding from Rochester, N. II., is
spending his vacation with his mother.
F. E. Curtis returned to New York Saturday after spending three weeks in town.
Mr. ami Mrs. Orpin of Boston, with their
two daughters, are at the Searsport House.
C. 1‘. Ferguson and wife are visiting their
daughter, Mrs. Edward Nickerson, in Portland.
Prof. Kent and wife, who have spent their
annual vacation here, left for Boston Sat-

urday.

Mrs. George Merrill, Senior, Mrs. Eliphalet
Eaton, Mrs. Dr. Simonton; and to illustrate
the fact that love of old home is not mar
red or dimmed by time or distance we note
the case of Mrs. Margaret Sargent Logan, a
native of Searsport, who has been a resident of Philadelphia more than fifty years,
returned to enjoy the week of celebration
with friends and neighbors. May they all
be spared to enjoy many more home-comings in the future. We were afraid our
expectations would exceed the reality
in the Old Home Week enjoyments as
we were wont to view it for months prior
thereto; but we can now say: No returning people to their native hearths ever
received a warmer greeting; nor did warmer greetings ever find more grateful or responsive hearts. May these meetings be but
the beginning of an unbroken series of
Let up keep up the interhome-comings.
est and make these annual gatherings the
Let each one
grand event of the year.
bring another next year to this great reunion of old neighbors and friends, where
we can meet upon the dearest spot in all tiie
the earth, “Home, Sweet Home.”

Mizpah,
E. B. Billings.

Lynn, Mass.
.N0KT1I

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mrs. Harriet Reed returned to Belfast last
week.
Miss Carrie Stinson has visited friends in
Belfast recently.

are with a party
day's trip to Toronto, Montreal and
Quebec.
There will be a dance at the Grange Hall
Sch. D. H. Rivers, ice laden from Bangor at this place Aug. 30th.
for Washington, D. C., made a harbor here
Sunnyside cottage has its usual number
Wednesday night.
of rustieators this month.

C. E. Adams and wife

a

on

ten

James P. Nicholsofthe Boston Insurance
Co. arrived by steamer Sunday for a two
week's vacation.
Geo- A. Mitchell and wife of Gardiner,
have been visiting Mr. Mitchell’s parents,
A. J. Mitchell and w ife.

J. B. Dow and wife of Cambridge, Mass.,
in town visiting relatives.

are

Geo. W. Webster, formerly of Boston, is

rusticating

at

Sunnyside cottage.

Wesley Rich and Miss Johnson of Belfast
visiting at Capt. Geo. A. Flowers.
Mrs. A. M. Tuttle and daughter Clara
Samuel Nichols of Philadelphia, Pa., is
have returned to their home in Bridgeport,
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. T. Scribner.
Conn., after spending several weeks here.
Henry Dodge has returned from N. II.,
( apt. Isaac Carver was recalled to New
York by telegram Saturday, to resume com- where he was employed the past season.
are

mand of liis steamer running to Porto Rico.
Horace Morrison and wife, Frank Morrison and wife and Walter Oakman of East
Corinth, are occupying the Waterhouse cottage for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. G. Sheldon of Exeter,
N. IL, accompanied by C. F. Gordon, occupied Union Lodge, Swan Lake, for several
days the past week.
Frank R. Hadlock, Andrew Pendleton,
Eben Sawy er and Frank Decrow are among
those who have returned to their labors
after a two week's vacation here.

large company of young people passed
Saturday evening verv pleasantly about a
iii'1 <>i drift wood lighted by Misses A ice
A

Cliaseand Elizabeth Carver at Moose Point.
Misses Blanche Ross, Mildred Shute and
che Nick^is entertained a large compute w;th dancing at Union Ilall last Thurs"
day evening. !' was a very pleasant time.
Bliti

E. Chapin and Elden Harriman
dtawn to

September
Richards

sen

term
a>

as

>i

irrand

were

jurors at the
court, and Henry B.
juror for the ensuing

traverse

year.

M. I'. Wentworth and wife at the "BockSwan Lake, are fully maintaining
their reputation as caterers. Thirty people
appeared one day recently and requested
dinner, and although the\ had had no notice
of their coi ling the Wentworths proved
♦•qua! to the emergency and the dinner wa

pronounced perfect.
Bam-: 1 ai i.. Following are the names of
two nines wlnt played a game at Stockton
Springs Monday: Searsport—-lb., Putnam:
_’b.. Ciikey: ;b., Nichols; p., Carver: c.,
Hailey; s. ^.. < rowell: r. t.. Woods and
Curtis: 1. f., Blanchard: c. f., Colcord.
Port Point -lb.. II. Colcord: Jb., Pi. Colcord;
•b.. shute: p., P. Colcord and Clifford; e..
Sanford; s. s., B. Webster; r. f., Simpson;
i. f.. Sprague; c. f., F. Webster.
Searsport
won by a score of 7 to 4.
Two-base hits
Putnam, Blanchard and B.WVbster. struck
out. by Carver, lu; by Clifford and Colcord,
l.'».
Lp to the eighth inning Port Point was
4 to l.
By line batting and coaching tlie
Searsport* tied the score in the eighth. No
runs being made in tlie ninth the\ won out
in the tenth by superior
generalship and
heavy hitting. The boys speak highly of
their treatment and were particularly pleased by a new feature introduced by a philanthropic visitor, that of giving prizes to tlie
man making most runs and base hits, and a
consolation prize to the man most times
struck out.

Baking Powder
Contain
Prof. Geo. F. Barker,

M.D., University of

gerous

to

-----...

Everything Going Hegardiess of Cost. Coma
cure your share of the Bargains.

I

IIalldalk. Rev. Janies Washburn will
preach here at the Church the first Sunday
W. C. Mathews has been appointed by the ! in Sept. All are invited.). E. Ilall is in
town clerk, W. M. Parse, t" issue burial
Boston, Mass., on business.Mrs. Enos
permits for North Searsport and vicinity. Emery is in very poor health.Rev. T. R.
Pentecost preached at the Yose school house
last Sunday, and will preach there again in
two weeks...Mrs. J. W. Plummer and little
daughter of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting
C. M. Plummer.Elmer E. Hall returned
from Searsmont last Sunday.Henry
Clement is reported on tlm sick list.Mrs.
Eliza Bean is stopping at Moses Clement's
for a while.
Freedom
Mr. and Mrs,
Jenkins of Boston are visiting at Albert
Hall's
J. o. Bartlett and wife went to
Windermere Aug. i:*th— Mrs. Ettie Redmond and three children from Augusta are
stopping with her mother, Mrs. Thayer
Jonathan Bartlett and wife of Montville
visited M. E. Bagiev and wife Friday
Frank Thompson has been at home the past
few weeks, but intends to go to Pittsfield to
school before long—Carrie Wentworth is
at home from Fairfield for a short visit_
James Sylvester and brother Tom went to
Bangor last week to buy machinery for
their new mill.
Smitiitox.

—

—

—

WiNTKiiroiiT.
Congratulations are in
order at lire home of F. W. Carleton on the
arrival of a line boy—Miss Clara Fogg of
Bowdoinliam is the guest of Mrs. 1!. S'
Rundlett— Miss Agnes Morrill of Portland’
who came for Old Home Week, was the
guest of Mrs. B. F. Hussey_Miss Catherine Simonton of Ellsworth is the guest of
Miss Mida Atwood.Edward B. Lowe is
very ill with appendicitis.1. K. Lougee
of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting relatives
in town.Mrs. Jere. Eaton and daughter
Rose have gone to Deer isle for a few
weeks—A. D. Kendall and family of Valley Falls, Kansas, are visiting his mother,
Mrs. I). Kendall.Joseph Blaisdell of
Redbank, X. J., is spendiug his vacation in
town—Arthur N. Smith returned to Portland last Thursday_Thomas Atwood and
family visited at Hark Harbor last week....
Mrs. Slenker and little daughter of New
York are visiting her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. J. F. Hutchings.Mis. C. 11. Deane
of Boston returned home last week, accompanied by Mrs. W. 11. Baker_Capt. A. E.
Fernald has gone to New York for medical
treatment.
North Stockton
Strings.
Tyler
Page’s youngest child was seriously burned
last Friday by overturning a tea pot and
spilling the contents over her face and
shoulders-Mrs. Lizzie Whittier and two
children of Boston are visiting at Mr. Fred
Ellis'—Mrs. Emma Partridge is in Searsport for a few weeks_Miss Bertha Partridge visited at Mr. Howard Moore’s in
Frankfort last week... .The Juvenile Temple will have its next meeting Friday evening, Aug. -4th, at 7 .so. The program last
Saturday evening was as follows: Reading,
Minnie Moody; rec., Helen C'alderwood;
Helen
rec., Clara Ridley; conundrums,
Littlefield and Maurice Ames; rec., Essie
Moody; violin and organ duet, E. Percy
and Rertlia Partridge. The new regalias
were used for the first time, and Mr. Elvin
Staples was given a vote of thanks by the
lodge for his kindness in furnishing the
ribbon at a discount and giving some pretty
pins; also much credit is due Mrs. Grace
Ames for making the regalias—Mr. Ervin
Bailey of Searsport visited friends here
Mr. Phillip Holmes and wife of
recently
Salem are visiting at Mr. X. W. Staples*.
Mr. Holmes has his camera and will carry
home many interesting photographs of
—

Maine scenery_Quite a company gathered
at Mr. Freeman Partridge's last Friday evening and had a very pleasant time with
Among
vocal and instrumental music.
those present were Miss Grace Partridge of
Belfast, Mr. Murch Clark of Prospect, Mr.
Charles Lindsey of Prospect village, and
several of the neighbors-Miss Helen
Littlefield visited Mrs. Ruth Lothrop at the
village last week.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Moore of Monroe visited here recently.
Misses F.va Phillips and Nellie Daley of
Brookline, Mass., are visiting Miss Helen
Littlefield....Miss Minnie Moody attended
camp-meeting at Verona last Sunday.

A
A

A lot, of Sice Clothes Baskets at about half price.

Carpet

New York, Aug. 14. Ar, schs. 1). I). Haskell, Hurricane Island; Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangor; Austin I). Knight, Perth Amboy for Sound port; cld, sch. Olive T. Whittier, Point-a-Pitre; 1">, ar, schs. Henry R.
Tilton, Bangor; Andrew Nebinger, do: Edward II. Blake, French, Carlisle Bay, Ja.;
Jose Olaverri, Fernandina; 10, ar, schs.
Wm. E. Downes, Brunswick; Wm. II. Sumner, do: Maud Briggs, Leadbetter’s Island;
Etna, Bonaire; sld, schs. Olive T. Whittier,
Point-a-Pitre ; Herald, Brunswick; F. C.
Pendleton, Baltimore; 17, ar, sch. Nightingale, Bangor; is, sld, sch. Susie P. Oliver,
Bangor: ll>, ar, sch. Humarock, Savannah,
for Newburg : 20, ar., sells. Sarah I>. J. Rawson, Manzanilla; A. W. Ellis, Rockland.
Boston, Aug. l*>. Ar, sens. Florence inland, Spofl'ord, Baltimore; Post Boy, Bullock, Kondout: sld, sell. Sarah \\. Lawrence, Carter, Norfolk ; IT, ar, sells. Sallie
J.*(>11, Brunswick; Josie llook, Bangor; sld,
sell. Young Brothers, coastwise; is, ar, C.
s. battleships Massachusetts and Kentucky,
Rockland; sell. Melissa A. Willey. Hoboken; in, ar, V. S. battleship Texas, Bath;
sells. J. Manchester Haynes, Washington;
Viola Reppard, Port Royal, S. C.: Jo, ar.,
sells. Charity, Medford, and Helen G.
Barnes, Bangor.
Philadelphia. Aug. in. Cld, sells. Celia
F., Bangor; J. Holmes Birdsall, do.
Baltimore, Aug. ir>. Cld, bark Glad Tidings, Rio Janeiro; is, ar, sell. Gen. Adelbert
Ames, New York ; in, ar, sell. Malcolm Baxter, J r., Bangor.
Bangor, Aug. la. Sld, sells. Gov. Amesj
Baltimore: Nimbus, do; Penobscot, Frankfort, to load for New York; IT, ar, sell. Annie Lord, Portsmouth, V 11.: 18, sld, sells.
Maggie Mulvey and Fiecta Bailey, New
York ; 20. ar, sell. Levi Hart, Port Johnson :
sld, sell. D. 11. Rivers, Colcord, Washington,
1
C.; 21, sld., sells. Pendleton Brothers,
Baltimore: Kit Carson, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Aug. in. Sld. schrs. Star
of'the Sea, Pettengall, Philadelphia: Wesley
M. (Her, llarriman, New London; IT, sld,
.‘■eh. R. Bowers, Providence.
Norfolk, Aug. 1.7. Cld, sell. Henry Crosby, Demerara.
Carteret, N. J., Aug. 17. Sld, sell. F. C.
Pendleton, Baltimore.
New Haven, Ct., Aug. It*. Ar. sell. Carrie
A. Bueknam, Turk’s Island.
Fernandimp Aug. IT. sld, sell. Levi S.
Andrews, Providence, B. 1.
Port Reading, Aug. IT. Cld, sell. David s.
Siner, Frankfort.
Salem, Aug. 18. Ar, sell. Herbert K.,

Sliute, Philadelphia.

Ar, ships RoanBaltimore; Krskine M.

San Francisco, Aug. Id.

oke, Amsbury,
Phelps, Honolulu.
Bucksport, Aug. 10. Ar., sell. Mary Arm
McCann, Perth Amboy.
Ar., sell.
Washington, D. ('., Aug. 20.
G. Hart, Farrow, Kennebec.
Mrs. George Bates Maggie
—

Stockton Springs.
of Boston was tlie guest of Mrs. Ralph
Morse during last week... Mrs. ('has. Bagley of Boston joined her husband at Mrs.
Avalina Griffin's Tuesday_Mrs. Jennie
Mclnnis of Buck sport visited Mrs. Rilla
Libby last week_Miss Ethelyn Long of
Bluehill returned home Aug. l.itli after
spending a week in town, the guest of Mrs.
11. K. llichborn_Mrs. Charles P. Staples
of Brooklyn, X. V., is visiting her mother
Mrs. Zetham Berry_Miss Elvena Grant
of Prospect spent several days last week
with her sister, Mrs. Medora Maiden_
Mr. and Miss Sawyer of Cambridge, Mass.,
Dr. Webster of Boston and Mrs. Dr. Hooper
and child of Dorchester, Mass., are at ( apt
Horace Griffin's for a few weeks_Mrs.
Grace M. Lancaster arrived Thursday from
Camden to spend some time with her mother.
....('apt. and Mrs. Crawford Staples arrived from Farmingdale, I,. L, Saturday,
and are visiting relatives in town_Mr.
Crawford Griffin came from Kingman Saturday to spend a few days with his parents,
Isaac Griffin and wife.Mrs. Maitland

Lafurley

is visiting her parents
in .Seal
Mr. ami Mrs. McKenney of BosHarbor
ton arrived S; turday to join tlieir daughter,
Mrs. Cartwright, who is occupying the
Gardner house for the summer_Hr. Tru
man Griffin and family of Pittsfield were in
town from Friday until Tuesday, the guests
of his parents, Isaac Griffin and wife. The
Hr. performed a very successful surgicr'
operation Saturday on the throat of his
nephew, Norman Gr'ffin, removing an abnormal growth; and the improved condition of the patient is an added proof of the
professional skill of our former townsman.
-Hr. Herbert Devereaux, who still remains at home in attendance upon his invr
lid mother, is doing dental work in hisleisure that is giving very excellent satisfaction— Mr. Blaisdell of Burnham is visiting his daughter, Mrs. G. A. StevensMrs. Mary Burns of Somerville, Mass., is
the guest of Miss Emily Overlock
The
friends of Dr. Herman liichborn and Capt.
Albert Colcord are very much favored with
invitations for delightful sailing parties on
their trim yacht, the “Everett.”-Mrs. F.
E. West went to Saxonville, Mass., last Friday and returned Sunday, faecomoanying
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Clifford Simpson,
and babe, who will remain an indefinite
time with her parents, S. II. West and wife.
Miss Laura Maiden left for Portland,
Monday, after a three week’s visit at home.
Mrs. Nathaniel Frothingham of Medford, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. J. F. Ryder,
at the home of her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
,T. F. Hichborn... Jesse Forbell of New
York is visiting II. S. Park, for a week.
Mrs. Elman Dickey, Jr., is instructing a
class in elocution and physical culture, and
will give an entertainment next Monday
evening, in Denslow, Hall, to show the
work they have been doing.
—

—

FOREIGN

PORTS.'

Halifax, N. S., Aug. 14. Ar, sell. Susan
N. Pickering, New York.
Turks Island, Aug. <>. Sld, sell. Flla M.
Willey, New York.
Honolulu, July, 28. Ar, ship F B. Sutton,

San Francisco.
St. Mare, Aug. <>.

In port, sell. Senator
Sullivan, Hopkins, for New York, loading.
MAKINE

MISUKU.AXY.

Spoken. Ship Aryan, New York for San
Francisco, July 15, fat. 5(1 S., Ion. no W.
The first Lighthouse District gives notice
that Sailors' Rock buoy, painted red and
black in horizontal stripes, has gone adrift
from Isle an llaut and East Penobscot Lay,
from the southward, and will be replaced as
soon as possible.

The New Lime Fleet. The new tug
Fred E. Richards built for the RocklamlRockport Lime Co., and launched recently
from the yards of the Neafie A Levy Ship
and Engine Building Company of Philadelphia, will be one of the most powerful vessel
v>f the kind in these waters. She is 155 feet
long, (>2 feet beam and 15 1-2 depth of hold,
ller engines are of the triple expansion type
with cylinders 15 1-2. 25 and 51* and a 28-inch
stroke of piston. She has one boiler and is
allowed iso pounds steam. The six steel
barges for the company are being constructed by the linn of Harlan A Hollingsworth
of Philadelphia. They are to be 2<*o feet
[ long, 58 feet beam and 17 feet deep. They
are of the compartment type and will have
a capacity of l«;,ooo barrels lime or ism tons
of coal.
< OMlirsTlON.
( apt.
M’ONTAXKOl'S
Crocker of the foiu masted schooner
Charles L. Davenport, which is discharging at the Eastern Mfg. Co.’s wharf in 1
Rrewer, says that on investigation it was
found that the lire which broke out in the
cargo twice on the trip from Philadelphia
to Rangor and which necessitated scuttling
the craft at Rockland, an as caused by .spontaneous combustion in the coal and not
from a candle left by the “trimmers,” as
was thought heretofore.
Capt. Crocker
says that the timbers of the vessel are
badly burned and the section in which the
burning coal was is damaged to the extent
of between £4,0oo and $.“1,000. The Davenport will be taken to Thomaston and hauled
up for extensi\re repairs.
Lai NciiKD. The greatest attraction by
far of the Old Home Week celebration iii
Rath was the launching of the largest livemasted schooner in the world, William C.
Carnegie, to be commanded by Capt. Mitchell Reed of Roothbay Harbor
She Avas
built by Percy L. Small for the J. Winslow
Company of Portland and is said to be one
of the best and finest vessels afloat
The
schooner Maud Palmer, launched at Rath
Aug. loth, is the ninety-eighth vessel built
by William Rogers during his fifty years of
business activity.
Her estimated cost is
$70,ooo. She avi 11 be commanded by Capt.
David Sumner of Thomaston, late of the
schooner Sadie Sumner-McKay & Dix
were to launch yesterday from their yard at
Rueksport, in Verona, the four masted
schooner Thallium. The vessel will be very
nearly ready for sea when she goes into the
water. She will take her stores, ballast, and
ship her crew at Rueksport and sail directly
for Greenland, and a cargo of cryolite. She
will be commanded by Capt. E. L. Kent of
Rrewer.
—

Matting, by

the roll for 10c.. cut for lie. per yard.

Sun epers for $1. 75, former

and hundreds of other articles too

Philadelphia.

price fL’.-to,

numerous

almost your own price. Come now, do not
can last but a short time.

AMERICAN PORTS.

—

—

Straw

Aug. 18. Sch. Cosmos, Trussell, fishing'
Aug. 20. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner
fishing.
Aug. 22. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall,

Liberty. B. F. Clough and two daughters of Arlington, Mass., are visiting
friends in town_The Adventists are continuing their meetings at Beaulieu Park
through the week and over Sunday. They
have erected a large, tent that will seat live
hundred people. The attendance last Sunday was quite large... Mr. Robert Peck of
Connecticut, who spent the summer here
last year, boarding at R. \V. Cox's, has returned here to spend his vacation, accompanied by a Mr. Rogers from Texas.V
Mrs. Smith and son from Boston are staying
at Mrs. Mitchell's....Mrs. Delia Townsend
of Providence, R. L, is visiting friends in
town
Prof. Geo. R. Berry and family are
spending a few weeks at the seashore in
Lincolnville—Charles Perkins goes to
Belfast as turnkey at the county jail.
....An
occasional correspondent sends
the following additional items:
\V. B.
Chase, pastor of the Baptist church, has
returned from a two weeks vacation
at
the old home in Buekiield, Maine.
.Mrs. Albury Willey of Lynn, Mass.,
and Augustus B. Sherman of Lawrence,
Mass., are visiting their father, B. C. Sherman— Miss Carrie Knowlton of Camden
is visiting at A. A. Brown’s.Lilia M.
Merrow is spending a few days at G. II.
Cargill's... M rs. Lizzie Smalley of Chelsea,
Mass., spent a few days in town recently,
the guest of A. A. Broken
James Smith
and wife of Walpole, Mass., are visiting
her father, E. M. Hatch.

—

of Husks for 3 cents per lb.
few Morris Chnirs at $4.00, worth double the price.
few Roys’ Velocipeetes at,cost, different sizes.;

A lot

ARRIVED.

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

in ami s*

IVe have several odd tots of Cane Seat Chairs at 45 cents a/,it
worth sr> cents.

Aug. 17. Sehs. Sarah L. Davis, Pattersliali, New York ; Maria Webster, Turner,
Rockland.
Aug. 21. Sell. Sunnyside, Deer Isle.

Frankfort and

FURNITURE, Etc.

R. H. Coombs & Son,

PORT OF BELFAST.

health.”

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Miss Winnefred Mathews has returned
from a very pleasant visit to her brother, E.
A. Mathews, in I'nion.

...

oven

throughout,

.vr.

NEWS.

SHIP

Baking powders made from cream of tartar,which
is highly refined grape acid,are promotive of health,
and more efficient. No other kind should be used
in leavening food. Royal Unking Powder is the
highest example of a pure cream of tartar powder.

Miss Blanche Nickerson has returned
from a pleasant visit to her cousin, Mrs.
Will Snow, in Belfast.

Centkk Montvii.i k. Montville will be
at the tali term of court by
Wm. 11. Churchill as Grand .Juryman and
C. 11. Clement as Traverse Juror_Miss
G. -A. Varney is at home from Camden,
where she was the guest of her brother, Mr.
Varney of Chicago, at the Hay View House.
.Mr. and Mrs. It. C. Nichols of Key
West, Fla., are visiting Mrs. Helen Cushman— W. 1>. Leeds has returned to Boston-C. C. Swazey of New buryport, Mass.,
is at N. P. Bennett's—Miss Alice Gurney
of Knox has been at C. N, Allen’s for a
time—C. Wright of Belfast visited his
brother, L. ]>. Wright at E. B. Beau's last
Sunday....August 14th S. J. Tasker, ('has.
II. Clement, and W. B. Jaquith, with their
better-halves, went to Northport to visit
their old-time neighbors and friends, Mr.
and Mrs. E. B. Ramsay. They found them
pleasantly situated on the M. C. Hill farm,
which they bought last spring. The house
is nicely furnished, roomy and convenient,
with ample out-buildings. There are over
six hundred thrifty apple trees on the farm,
and we see no reason why Mr. and Mrs.
Ramsay, with their son, Louis, who enters
the Belfast High school this fall, should
not tiourish like the green bay tree. The
visitors enjoyed themselves to such an extent that it was unanimously voted to make
this outing an annual occasion.

OF

...

In view of such testimony as this,
every care must be exercised by
the housewife to exclude the over
and over condemned cheap, alum
baking powders from the food.

Miss Carrie Seek ins of Belfast has been
in town of late visiting her cousin, Miss
Nina Robertson.

represented

heat

CLOSING OUT SALE

SAILED.

Timothy Murphy, who has been boarding
Wm J. Mathews, left last week for
Liverpool.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

even

...

at

proud.

absolutely

an

..

articles.”
Prof. S. W. Johnson, Yale College:
“I
and
soluble
alum
their
alumina
(
regard
salts)
introduction into baking powders as most dan-

port village.

The old meeting house has received a new
coat of paint outside and of paper inside.
Ihis. with our new school house, fence
around the cemetery and a good Grange
Hall, makes us feel proud. We have a good
school and as smart scholars as can be
found anywhere.
We have a right to feel

the Glenwood Home Grand

at

and with two oven shelves does the
baking in just one-third the time.

are stopping with
Mrs. Charles Richards for a week... Mrs.
Mary French from New Hampshire is visiting Mrs. Martha French and family.
Frank French of French Pro's., and Arthur
French, arrived Saturday from Boston
Mrs. Lelia Libby front Chicago is here with
her parents, Stephen Smith and wife
John Sanborn and daughter from Dover
have been here visiting relatives ...Mrs.
Charles Sliute and Miss Lucia Shute went to
Abbie
Vinalhaven last week .Mrs.
Nickerson recently entertained a party
from Searsport in lier usual genial manner.
_A party from the I’oint w ent, to Sears Island last w.eek on a hayrack ride—Morris
French and w ile have returned to Boston
The last party from the Uersey Retreat
leaves Wednesday, and the house will be
closed the last of "the week for the season—
The Alumni ( amp closed last week....A
party of fourteen came from Nortliport last
Saturday in the vacht Clide and spent tin (lay
with Mrs. N. C. Partridge—Mrs. Norman
Perkins and children, who have been in the
vessel with ( apt. Perkins, have arrived
home and will soon go to housekeeping in
Mrs. Lottie French's house... Mrs. Meralda
'Black and Mrs. Belle Morse were in Belfast
two days last week....Aug. Iltli was the
hottest day of the season. It was M in the
shade.

Penn.: “All the constituents of alum remain
(from alum baking powders) in the bread, and
the alum itself is reproduced to all intents and
purposes when the bread is dissolved by the
gastric juice in the process of digestion. I regard the use of alum as highly injurious.”
“A substance (alum)
Dr. Alonzo Clark:
stomach
the
should not be
can
which
derange
tolerated in baking powder.”
Prof. W. G. Tucker, New York State
Chemist: “I believe it (alum) to be decidedly
injurious when used as a constituent of food

Miss Martha Chapin has recently visited
her mother, Mrs. Etta M. Chapin, in Sears-

The sewing circle and picnic at Carter's
was a success, both financially and
More than one hundred took slipsocially
per and all pronounced it a good time.
They will meet at the Grange Hall Aug.
-;ld. 1 Im proceeds of these little gatherings
go to build up our little village.

keeps

—

Mrs. Clara B. Woods of Lowell, Mass., I
is stopping with her sister, Mrs. Geo. A.
Flowers.

grove

Lining

Thompson from Ihvngor

Alum ?

Melvin Wliittum, who lives quite near
Searsport village, has a nice Jersey cow for
sale.

Win. *1. Mathews of this place recently
drove one of his teams from Searsport village
to the lower bridge in Belfast, a distune** of
six miles, in l'4 minutes.

The Asbestos

—

Miss Rosa Russell has gone to Searsport
village to work in the family of Dr. Larrabee.

incident which occurred at the steamwharf during Old Home Week will
-how how zealously the members of the reception committee performed their duties.
< hie of the young lady members of the committee, who had been detailed, among
others, to welcome the guests who should
arrive by steamer, was observed to rush impetuously up to the first person that came
ashore, seize him by the hand and welcome
him most heartily to Searsport. The gentleman, who happened to be the American
Express Messenger, was somewhat surprised at this greeting, and before he could declare his identity he was informed that
Searsport boasted of one of the finest hotels
on the bay or river, where he would be
most cordially received and entertained by
Mr. Yeasey. As she turned to shake hands
with a lady coining ashore, the gentleman
seized the opportunity to get in a word and
told her who he was. The young lady was
Mokkii.i.. The Waldo county Baptist
somewhat confused at the information and
allowed several people to get past her be- quarterly meeting will be belli in the church
in this town beginning Sept. 1st at 10 A. M.
fore the hand-shaking was recommenced.
There will be a prayer meeting Friday eve“Homk Wkkk in- .Sf.akspokt.”
Iii bening, Aug. :ilst, led by Rev. 11. W. Abbott.
half of the-“home comerswe feel it our
-The Morrill Sunday School, led by its
add
a
to
word
of
and
duty
praise
apprecia- Supt..l>r. T. X. Pearson,
enjoved a picnic on
tion to what has already been given to the the shore at
Murphy’s Point last Saturday,
citizens of our dear old town: The many
liver ninety were present, including a few
kindnesses shown, and the interest mani- invited friends. It was a prett*' day and
tended to make this outiiig for
everything
fested by all in making the celebration suc- the children a success. A
picnic dinner
cessful in the highest degree, has touched was served, backed by a clambake and
our hearts most deeply.
The aged have plenty of roast corn and a generous treat,
all
banana's from the superintendbeen rejoiced to hear old and familiar voices, ent.around,of
After dinner the children listened an
the sick and sorrowing have been comforted, hour to a phonograph concert kindly given
Later in the day all
the unfortunate have been encouraged, and by*Mr. I. W. Cross.
rode down to the Camp Ground and from
all may return to their respective homes
thence home. A vote of thanks was given
feeling that some one has been made the ! by the school to their generous superintenhappier by their home-coming. We would dent who labored so untiringly for the
and comfort of all.Walter Saj
gladly mention the names of those to whom pleasure
ward and wife visited relatives in town last
special praise is due, but time and space week.Mr. and Mrs. Allen from Camden
will not permit it. Such harmony and uni- are visiting her parents, X. L. Simmons and
wife.Mrs. Alvin Knowltnn from Masty of thought and action, such unfeigned sachusetts is
visiting in town.Rev. 0. II.
gladness as was shown by all the people B. Seliger of Xorth Augusta visited his old
toward all the people, we cannot let pass parishioners here last Tuesday and Wedunnoticed. Surely such a community must nesday.Miss Georgie Grey attended the
reunion of classmates in South Montville
be an ideal one for a home; and just here last
Saturday.Mrs. Helen Mears and
let me say, if the good Lord is willing, some daughter Mabel made a short visit home
time in the near future there will be one na- last Sunday.Mrs.Mae Blake of Mass, is
sisters in town.... The services last
tive who will return and take up his resi- visiting were
by Rev. H. W. Abbott of
Sunday
dence permanently in old Searsport, fully Palermo. He was accompanied by William
satisfied there is no better place in all the H. Moody, Esq.,of Liberty_Itis announced that lion. J. P. Dolliver of Iowa will
wide world to live or die in.
It was our
speak at the Grange Hall Monday evening,
pleasure to meet the venerable lady, Aug. 27th.Waldo County Grange meets
Mrs. Prudence Johnson, the oldest person in here Tuesday, Sept. 4th—The Cross and
Jackson family reunion will he held Thurstown; her voice and memory still unimpairday, Sept, fith_John F. Vickery is putting
ed, keeping abreast of the times and well an engine
and steam works into the cheese
informed as to the news of the day; also factory building.
An

bout

Does Your

Mr. Freeman Shute from
Sandy point.
Riddeford was the guest of his sister, Mrs.
Lucinda llarriman, part of last week.
Mrs. Alice Doe and little daughter from
Stockton visited Mrs. H., several days last
Mrs. George Darling and son, Roweek
land Rice, and Miss Sallie Rice are with
( apt. R. F. Rice for a visit—Miss Emma
Black has lately arrived home from a visit
to her brother in Minneapolis, Minn....
Mrs. Annie Goff of New Hampshire is here
for a few weeks_Mr. Charles Perkins,
wife and son from Stoneham, Mass., Mr.
Stanley Perkins,Wife and two grandchildren
from Brooks, were here recently for a visit
to their old home and friends ...Mr. Pierce
Jordan and Miss Levie llarriman from
Massachusetts has been at Mrs. Sarah
Miss Lord and Miss
Jordan's for a while

A Pneumatic Tire Suikv for sale

dump cart

or

cheap,

to mention se

delay. These

or

will

ban-

exchange

j

;

light jigger.

R. H, Coombs &. Son,70 & 72 Main St,
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Hollitf of
Monroe.
Gardiner visited her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Tolford Durhimi, last week.Frank
Henderson and wife from Massachusetts
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.dwin Lufkin.
Their two little boys have
been here the past few weeks-Misses
Mida Atwood, Lizzie Rich and Kate Simon
ton spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
Freeman Atwood. ...lames Grant is at home
from Yinalhaven on account of Ids \\;ie‘>
poor health. Mrs. F.mma Mayo and
daughter from Franklin Park, Mass., are
visiting hei parents, Mr. and Mr-, .loan
Moore.Mrs. William Twombly, her
mother. Mrs. Pose Pitchie, and Mi.-- Alne*da Mansur are .-pending this week in NorthA
number ha\e been down !'<>i a
port.
short stay.Mr. and Mr.-. George Miller

rejoicing

are

over

a

le-pouud

boy-F.d.

Jenkins is building an addition to his barn.
Work will begin on the Park this week,
getting ready for the coming fair....Mrs.
Charles Holmes lias been on the sick list.
—
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[ronvcUMl WVokly for Till- •li>lirt:;i i.
v/'.Uf/
/'/
10.(Ml </ !
l.oo ! I !\ V* >""•
•;««:
:.*/•. Hid* spit*.
1J
_\4o I,tint* i II*.
Leans, pea.
I
..-mil»
skins.
J.40
medium,
YeP eves.
J.4o Mutiou p tk.
nais p l-i,
It,
Lilt ter p th,
JOi.
1 *»»rat**«" t * !*u,
;.(iu 7o
Leef p lie
7
I’.arle\ p lm.,
10*1 c. llwund
...ou,/ ‘,oo
Cheese p Tf..
lol Straw p ion.
leal.
chieken p lb.
r. l ink.
pit-.
calf Skins.
r.oa7r. Tallow p It*.
p</a
0 a 7
a I p it1.
I Mick p tb.
14 air. \
10 Wool, unwashed.
Ku-s p do/.,
a.nOw-i.oO
10 a 11 Wood. hard.
Few 1 j * tt.
a.aoai.oo
Ceese p tt..
l.lair. Wood. s,,n.
/,'<///»-' Markit.
/.'trail Prior.
Prcnlon Aforl.it.

<• 7

Apples p bu.,
dried. p IP.
••

••

‘.'Of/ l.i 0
Leef. corned. P 1b. sa lo l.lllie i 1*1*!..
Id
Flitter Sait. 14 It., 1> a JO <>at Meal p It*.
J«:i
Corn p lm..
|Unions p It*.
Cracked Corn p lm., r>r. lMl. Keros, ne. mil,laa 14
la
r>r» iTolloek p II*.
Corn Meal p lm..
9
Cheese p It..
14 air. Pork p lb.
1.14
Cotton Seed P C\vt.. i.'ir. I Plaster p 1*1*1..
Codfish, dry. p It*. r.«s live Meal P It*.
l.o.'i
Cranberries p <(t..
17 iShorls p <• wi,
a7
Clover Seed.
10a 14 Sugar p it*.
r,.nna.r,r.o Sail. T. 1, P lui,
Flour p bbl..
0
l.'»o Sweet Potatoes.
15.H.Seed pirn.,
o I Wheat Meal.
3
Lard p tt..

a Probate Court hel l at
Belt
for tlie County of Waldo. .>n
A. 1). *1 IK 10.

At

August,

1*R C. Kl.I.lMiWnob
A. Hession. late of Be!ia>;.
Waldo, deceased, having
resei
praying that John K Kealy may
ministraror of tilt* estate* of *ai<:
the will annexed.

\HTH

]
j

Ordered, That the said petit!-,
all persons interested by ausir.
order to In* published three week
the Republican Journal, a new

Belfast, that they mav ap| <v
Court, to be held at Belfast. \\
County on the 11th day ; >.
at ten of the clock been•• n...
any they hare, why the pray.
should not be granted.
liF.o. E. J« 11 \
A true copy.
\tt.-st
Cl IA >. V li \zi
at

IT* bate Court
the Count\ of \V
A. I>. I boo.

At a
;

1:«

j

b at 1'.
on tht

j

\|A1.\ K. MrALlSTKK. tvn.
M Aiv-ter. liit o| i.'
Wahl", .ieoea-e.:
i:;i 11._
prayiuii for an a!i..u;m«
late of vd deeea' d.
Ordered. That the'■an; pe l1
all persons inteiestei! !-\ ea'.oriler to be published hree w
the Kepubliean .loiirual. a uen
a? Ilella-;. that the\ n... > i;
Court, to be held a; I tel
County, ui the 11 rh da\ .-t >•
at ten ot the eloeU before :.
if aiii they have \vh\ the i
tioiit r should not he emitted
».KO. C. .!■ ",
A true ropy.
Attest
Cll As. 1’. HAZF

j

■

ALDO SS. hi C-nrt ot Pi
test, on ili«> 1 4111 day ‘'! A
N\ inn. Guardian
Saiai. I
liatn. in said Conn v. having
and final account ol imardian-a’i
ordered, that inn ice there* *1
weeks successively, m me K*
a newspaper jmhlisheil it* He.r.m
ty, that all persons interested
Probate Court, to be lnd*i at P>*
day of September next, and
they have, why the said ao* u
lowed.
GEO. E. JOH
A true copy.
Attest.
(’HAS. P. Ha/.i
man

>

k

I)M IN1STRATDK

S

MU ICE

A hereby gives notice that
appointed Administrator of the

RICHARD ROKERTSON late
in the County <>f Waldo. decea-! bonds as the law directs. All
(Jrimu.k. In IVluehiU. August
to Mr. ami
I demands against the estate of >a
Mrs. Herbert W. (Irimlle. a daughter.
desired t<* presenter he same fot
In<;k.miam. In Caniden. August 7. to Mr and
all indebted thereto are request!
Mrs. .1. \V. Ingraham, dr., a daughter.
ment immediatelv.
1‘f.rkins. In l’eiiobseot. August 14. to Mr. and
K
1 l><; A R A
Mrs. dames
Perkins, a son.
Swanville. Aug. 14 lnuii.
Scott. In Deer Isle, August 11. to Capt. and
Mrs. William l>. Scott, a son.
4 DMIN1STRA IRIX'S NOTH'!
Vinaf. In Hurricane, August l-j, to Mr. and
*1
hereby gives notice that
Mrs. L. Vinal, a son.
appointed ailministratrix f the
LLEWELLYN i.. CROSS late
MARRIED.
decea
in the County of Waldo
Ail per
bonds as the law directs
mauds against the estate of said
B.U’.r.iim; k-Pkn ih.i:t<>n. In Islesboro. August
sired to present the same for sett
15. by Ke\. Geo. K. Tufts, Kben Grover Hahhidge
indebted thereto arc requested r
of New London. Conn., (formerly of Islesboroi
ANN
immediately.
and Miss Katharine L. Pendleton. eldest daughSearsmout. Aug. 14. UK)0.
of
Guilford
1>
of
Islesboro.
ter
Pendleton
('apt.
Bhkk<>iu>-Sai:<;knt. In Winter Harbor. August 4. George It. Itiekfordof Winter Harbor and
4 DM INISTRATOR'S Nt 'Tit t.
Miss bertha M. Sargent of Gouldsboro.
A hereby gives notice that he 1 appointed administrator on the esta
DIED.
CLARISSA N. CARVER, late
BORN.

>

<

Austin. In Dorchester. Mass., August in. Mrs.
Al/.ada F. Austin, aged tin years.
Bkkry. In Kockland. August 14. Hiram Berry,
a native of Pittsfield, Maine, aged c.t; years and 1
month.
Doihjk. In Camden. August
Thomas Dodge,
aged lt» years.
(I nil- kin In Chatham. Mass.. August 17. Finery
F. Crillin, formerly of Stockton Springs, aged .v.
years.
Murky. In Deer Isle, August 7,^Charles Morey,
aged 4". years.

Farm for Sale.
My farm,

on the Belmont road, three-fourths of
a mile from Belfast post onice. is ollered for "ale
at a bargain.
The Inrni consists of i;;> acres, well
watered, suitably divided into tillage, orchard
and pasture. The buildings are ample and in
good condition. Will be sold entire, or will sell
acres and the buildings if tin* purchaser prefers. Apply on the premises to
ElXiAK M CUNNINGHAM.
Belfast. Aug.
itton.
aw.u*

in the County of Waldo, deeea-bonds as tlie law direets. All peremands against the estate -t san:
desired to present the same f
all indebted thereto are request!--'
HdflN W. V
ment immediately
Searsport. Aug. 14. I boo.

'•

A

DMINISTRA TOR’S NOTICE

A hereby gives notice that
appointed administrator ot the

J•

LEOPOLD 11 EG YI. late of 1
in the County of Waldo, deoea*i
All }
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate ot sani
desited to present the same t<
all indebted thereto arc request«
ED" IN "
meut immediately.
Prospect Ferry, Aug. 14. 1 S)<>*1
TORS NOTH

\DMINISTRA
hereby gives notice that
poiuted

administrator of the

■

E
h.iest.c.i

he

DANIEL A. " HITHER. lit.
in the County of Waldo, decent
bonds as the law dit *ets. AH pei>
mands against the estate of sai«i
sired to present the same for se n
indebted thereto are rt quested r.
SAMI'El
immediately.
Belfast. Aug 14, 11*00.
1

PROBATE NOTICES.

NOTICE. The

UTOR’S NOTICE, ine subscriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed Executor of the last will and testament of
RUTH C ALDER WOOD, late of Belfast,

Ij»XE<
4

in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
LUTHER CALDERWOOD.
Belfast, Aug. 14. 1900.

last

pointed

estate

EUGENE A. BOULTER, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bondsas the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
CLARA P. BOULTER.
immediately.
Unity, Aug. 14, 1900.

test

GEORGE McCLl'RE, late

ot S.

in the County of Waldo, decease!
having demamls against the estate

ed are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are reqti.
payment immediately.
JANE A
Sear sport, Aug. 14, 1900.
A

NOTICE.

The|subseriber
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apadministratrix of the
of

s»n

I^XECFTRI\'S
gives notice that she has been
will and
Executrix of the

DM IN ISTRATR1 X’S NOTICE.

M

1

A hereby gives notice that she has
pointed administratrix of the estate

<

ISAAC M. BOARDMAN. late of H«
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All person*
*'
mands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for sett!'1
all indebted thereto are requested to i:
,\
payment immediately.
KE/IA BOAKP>'v
Belfast. Aug. 14, 1900.

